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FloOded state struggles with disaster
By DAN SEWELL
higher than the 1925 flood,
Associated Press Writer
known as "The Hundred Years' *
'
•
BAJNARIDGE, Ga. (AP) —. Flood.",Mack Brock stood among
Across Georgia, people struggle
to grasp-- gli --magortirdie---of—tiric------stenneil-resriderits watching riverflooding thilt- his ravaged :the , front homes swamped by surging .
state -for more than a week — *brown water. Have you ever
probably its worst- devastation seen anything _like this?"since Sherman's tiVil War march asked.
'People shook _their heads.
to the sea. . . _
"Were' talking about'. some- ,
-I believe this bile's 4,
thing
nobbdy here has evea
any500-year'flood, I hope so,
way," Mayor B.K. Reynolds sltid. seen," said Claude Shirley, 53,
as Bainbridge awaited a flood like Brock a lifelong resident. "It
crest of 45 feet. When it comes still hasn't really registered."
There are 28 dead so.. far in
sometime Thursday, -fora-asters ,
The highest state death
.say it will be more than five feet Georgia.
-

going on in southwest Georgia
ing up to land: young couples
for the next two years."
hauling to save new homes. and
"For every foot of rainfall they got, that's
grandparents carrying out a lifeFrom washed-out bridges 'near
time's possessions.
325,000 gallons per acre:
Atlanta to flooded oyster beds in
Florida's Apalachicola Bay, the
Damage estimates are stilt
Wade Nutter
waters swept through a string of
being tallied, but officials say
(Hydrologist)
normally tranquil towns. Everylosses could reach $iQO million
thing frona_mobile homes and
from about .300,000 acres 'of
- wood shacks to-, luxurious river , ruined peanuts, tobacco, cotton
houses was ruined.
toll in the 1993',
Midwest floods Rhode Island. "
•
and other:crops: Bushels-of Geor .•.
was 25 in Missouri.; =
At least 25 percent `42if -Georgi= - The -disaster has left parents
Waded-irk- peac-h-etT-We-• Mourning children they watched_ turned a moldj, white and-rotted_
The flooding is expected to* "a's million residents have been
Gontinue throughput the week: directly affeeted by the flooding, torn away by the raging water: im trees because roads to marke
popped=open caskets dislodged
About 10,000 'Square , miles of .Gov. Zell Miller calculated.
were impassa.hle..,___
"This Wig- a body blow of from the 'eardr,lioisonous water
Georgia already have _been sub-"We have
awful mess,"
merged — as if a great sea coy; -- major -proportioas," Miller said.,- Moccasins -s.wimnfing across
roads, dead dogs andcows wash- •See Peg
, e 2 . .
•
ered all of Massachusetts and -We will have construction
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oks whip up ,recipes
lay AMY INII SON
•
Staff* Writer
When 42.,coOks get togdher
and begin trading' recipes, the
result can be found -within- the
. pages- of: a cookbook.
Members' of the Calloway
County School Food Service
Association compiled recipes for
a cookbook they planned to sell
to ohtin _Wilding for a. national,convention. July 23-27:'
"We found out the national
coittointicin this year will be in St.
Louis, which is the closest it will
be to Murray .for a while," said
Delores BOggess, Food Service
Association president and food
manager at the Calloway County
Preschool Center.
In order to attend the convention, the group decided to have
some fundraisers.
"We sold knives first and then
decided- to do something else,"
Boggess said. "I love -cookbooks
and I saw different kinds from
other clubs and thought it would
be a good idea."
Food 'service workers through7
out the Calloway County school
system participated in collecting
recipes. "
"We all got together and I
asked for six to eight recipes
from each person," she said. "We
classed them out ad proofed

-

*
•.betore Thal have recipes
ingredients that 1- have never__
someheard of and it costs $10,
times just for the spices," she
said. "- This-recipq book isn't like
that at alrThese areome coking recipes.'
The cookbook features -recipes
in categories such as main meats,
appetizers,.breads; vegetables and
desserts.
(Bookkeeper)
"My favorite is the main meats
always
because it seems like
run out Of things to fix,' Ale said.
them formistakes." "I've tried several of the recipes
From there, an order was made and I haven't found one yet that I
for 400 cookbooks, which were didn't like."
immediately sold...,,
Another special benefit from
"We wanted to get. the cook- the cookbook is that if a person
books in before the end of the has trouble with a recipe, a phone
school yea,
the didn't come call can be made to the person
in soon enough," Boggess said. who submitted the recipe.
"When the cookbooks arrived,
The cellars name, as well as
they pretty much sold , the school where she works, is
themselves." .
listed with the- recipe. - •
The cookbooks sold so well
"There are, a couple of recipes
that another 400 have been in the books-that are_ used at
ordered, which should arrive in sehool, but are cut down to famiearly September.
ly size," said Janice McCuiston,
"They are definitely worth the
food service bookkeeper. "These
work," Boggess said. "We
arc all recipes we've used at
wouldn't- mind having to order
home."
2,000."
ALLISON MILLILKAN/Ledoer & Times photo
The cookbook is a product of
Boggess said the cookbook
JUST SWINGIN: Nathan Graves enjoyed being pushed in his tree swing this week while he was
many long hours of work, as well
contains down-to-earth recipes
as a cooperative effort from • visiting his great-grandparents, Woody and Katie Herndon.
that are easy to fix.
"I've picked up cookbooks • See Page 2

•••...

There are a
couple of recipes_ in
the book that are
used at school, but
are cut down to
family size."
Janice McCuiston

Massacre reported in Haiti

Downtown
trashed by
weekenders

Obervers
expelled by
government

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Since police have made progress in keeping loiterers off private parking lots, those individuals' hive moved to the 'court
square and are leaving their
mark.
Following a night of socializing on the square, a myriad
trash, beer bottles and cups are
strewn haphazardly in front of
businesses and in the street.
Sunday morning, a variety of
beer cans and bottles dotted
sidewalgra and streets. Plates of
fast food were tossed alongside
styrofoam cups.
Police Chief Larry Elkins
said officers are patrolling the
area more and issuing citations
for --fittering.7e
In fact, four people were
cited last weekend for criminal
littering and/or drinking in
public, according to reports.
"'The difference is, since we

By DAVID BEARD
Associated Press WMISr
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
-(AP) — The U.S. Embassy will
investigate reports of a new massacre of Haitians, a spokesman
said today as U.N. human rights
monitors prepared to leave under
an expulsion order from the
government.

STACEY CROOKilodger & Times photo

Trash of all sorts lined the streets around the courtsquare early Sunday morning after the weekend socializing was over.

II See Page 2

Twelve young men were found
shot to death Tuesday near
Morne-a-Bateau, a hamlet 19
miles west of the capital, the private Haitian Press- Agency
reported: The agency and local
radio said the victims apparently
were killed elsewhere and
dumped.at the site.
The reports could not immediately be confirmed. American
investigators would go to the
scene, embassy spokesman Stan-

NOTICE•Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet at 1:30 p.m: Thursday in the office
of County Judge/Executive J.D. Williqms.
• Calloway County School Board
will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday at the board
office.
•Murray School Board will meet at
7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Carter Administration Building. ,

•• The Rational League snapped a
seven-year All-Star Game losing streak
last night in Pittsburgh, defeating the
American League 8-7 in 10 innings, one
of the most thrilling classics played in 30
years.

Icy Schrager. said_
U.N. officials worried the
expulsion of the observer team
vould resultin such cases getting
little attention.
"It could very well just fall
through the cracks," said U.N.
spokesman Eric Falt, one of 92
observers scheduled to leave
Haiti tonight. They gathered at
two hillside hotels until their
departure.
The observer mission has
documented hundreds of politically motivated killings, kidnap-pings and rapes since a military
coup in 1991 overthrew President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, Haiti's
first freely elected leader. Security forces and coup supporters
have been blamed for many of
the crimes.
In response to the monitors'
expulsion, President Clinton
again raised the possibility of a
U.S. invasion to return Aristide
to power.
Colin Granderson, chief of the
joint U.N.-Organization of
American States observer mission, said threats forced the
monitors to go. They were leaving with feelings of indignation
and sadness, he said.

"Indignation_because we find
that, a handful of individuals,
hungry for vainglory, for whom
power is based only in the barrel
of their guns, have chosen to
divert national sovereignty for
their benefit, to the detriment of
the well-being - of an entire peoe,,,;adGnreasilsd,etrooso.n said.
because we are
going to leave the Haitians atone
to their own fate. No one will be
able to witness the extent of the
repression in Haiti."
Haitian Foreign Minister Charles David said the observer mission was illegal and its expulsion
should not justify military
intervention.
"Haiti is not a threat to anyone," he said. "It's black and
white. They are not wanted here.
So they are going to have to
leave."
Grandcrson said the monitors'
departure "will signal a turning
point in the Haitian crisis."
Clinton said the expulsion
order would give the international
community new resolve to restore
Haiti's constitutional government
and end atrocities linked to the
Haitian military and its
supporters.

BRIEFL

-

FORECAST

CONTENTS

•An open forum is scheduled for 6:30
p.m. Thursday at Calloway County
Middle School. Parents, teachers and
community members are invited to discuss what qualities they would like the
new principal to have.
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Israel seals off border crossings III Trashed...

.
.i
4 a • 4. ". , ‘,'
.• •''....

.
By ARIEH O'SULUVAN
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel
closed Palestinian border crossings today after accusing Yasser
Arafat of sneaking in four men
involved in deadly terrorist
attacks.
The four were among 13 PLO
officials who accompanied Arafat
when he arrived Tuesday to set
up permanent residence as head
of government in the newly autonomous Gaza Strip.

.were linked to dozens of military
has been solved," said Marwini
operations against Israeli targets% Kanafani, Arafat's spokesman,
planned in Beirut.
from the PLO ehiers headquarIsrael "insisted they get out" ters at the Palestine Hotel in
and closed the crossings between
Gaza City.
Egypt and the Gaza Strip and
Israeli reports identified the
between the West Bank and Jortwo men involved in the Mibitot
dan, government spokesman Uri
attack as Mamdouh Nofal,
Dromi said. Entrances to Israel
alleged mastermind of the operafrom Gaza and the West Bank
tion, and Nihad Jayousi. An
town of Jericho, the other autonIsraeli soldier and three Palestiomous Palestinian zone, remained
nian guerrillas also died in the
Open.
raid on the school in northern'
Israel.
All four men were sent back to
Israel also objected to the preV
Israel said two were involved
Egypt. The-erossing with Egypt
in one of the most nightmarish' remained closed to Palestinians in sence of Mustafa Liftawi, also
attacks in Israeli history, the
late afternoon, but the Allenby known„,as Abu Firas, one-time
1974 raid on. a. high's-Clod in
Bridge linking the West Bank head of the Western Sector intelMaalot in which 21- Israeli teen--,_. and Jordan was reopened to all. ligence group in Beirut that
agers were killed. The two others
''There was'a situation, and it planned dozens of operations

-

against Israel. The fourth was
identified as Jihad Amami', also
an official of the Western Sector.
Prime Minister Yiuhak Rabin
told-his ministers Tuesday night
that the presence of the officials
was a grave violation of the
Israel-PLO autonomy agreement,
signed May 4, which established
limited Palestinian rule in Gaza
and the .Jericho region of the
West Bank.
Israel radio quoted a senior
official as saying the incident
represented a "breach of faith"
that would affect future treatment
of-Arafat.
Israeli officiats-confirmed that
Arafat had requested a hot line
with Rabin to preyent future
milunderstandings.

FROM PAGE 1
"We'll never find someone as
cracked down on the parking
good as him," Cherry said.
tots, we're getting more people
The city is looking for i
parking on the square," he said.
replacement.
Elkins said an officer has to
The mayor said he has seen•
see a person throw trash down
the trash, but has received no
before a citation can be issued.
complaints from residents or
"Of course they (offenders)
business owners.
don't do it when we're driving
Elkins said the morning-after
by in police cars," he said,
litter has become obvious to
adding that officers do have
more people since Outiand's
ways to watch the square withtretirement.
out driving 'around in their
Sue McCoart, president of
cruisers.
the Downtown Merchants AssoIn addition, Sam Outland,
ciation, said she has noticed
who worked for the city's street
more trash around the square,
at
department night, reOred July
but has not received any com-I and he has not 'yet been
plaints from other 'business
_replaced.
'owners
or customers. '
• Mayer Bill Cherry -said Out:-.Elkins said officers will conland Was ati asset to the city„He
tinue their patrol and surveilhad_the court _square_cle.Weack ----lance of the-area in-an-effort
to
morning before churches or
keep littering -to a minimum.
husinesset opened..

- ••••••

Other killings unnoticed as country watches Simpson case

-

'S,‘

•

IN%

LOS. ANGELES (AP) — it's "But it was never there. I guess -bougainvillea, others dumpy with not-bitter, just bemused. • A•v -some kind of gang hit," says Bil- baby. When she was 15, she was
Since she got the case .s* has lie Jean Brown, who lives near arrested fpr robbery. As an adult,
spindly brown weeds.
the morning of June 13. A young it was like, 'Who cares?' Guess
been assigned two othere— one the _ corner where Jones died. she'd been- arrested more than 10
They walked the street's. They
woman :lies in a pur.),dle of _her they were all too busy' with 0.J."
other a "That's what I he,ard."
times for- prostitution, drunken
Once, detectives- could turn - knocked. on all the doors. Under. an attempted rntirdej.„"the"
own .sticky blood, her body torn
. „
drngs._
driving,
murder.
bright but snioggy skies,' they
open in an attack 4:if repelling their undivided-attention to every
knits- had seen a _Murder. She
•
_homicide, even lila city as big as• posted fliers- asking witnesses to
Three years ago,. she got six
brutality. _
"You try toItit iChard -the first wouldn't testify in,f court, but
come forward anonymously. couple of-days," she says. "But police sent_her to live in another
diokths in jail for selling cocaine.
Yellow pace tape marks off -1_os Angeles7Joumalists tracked
"We've -not gotten any calls,"
the scene. Detectives bend over, - crown and chronicled all the vicJust-after she got out;she offered _
meanwhile, you've got_your other part of town anyway. Th.ey
Sanchez says a month later.
- eyes narrowed, searching for hair, tims' stories. Neighbors talked of
an undercover officer sex for
cases:building up on you; you've warned her to stay away from the
Across town, tipsters in the
fingerprints, the mark of a shoe. nothing else .for months.
10.,
$
you'vecourt,
got attorneys old -neighborhiapd..got
'• - •
,-1
But these days, many homi- .Simpson case are still _rattling. caTttrig. It's a juggling act."
They fan out to question nigh
. Will she came-back. She-was Her mother won't lalk about it.
.
hors and family.
. cides are more like . Denise _, police phows. - Neighbors - WI' -1.T.lae --Orcerisage of murder--walking near her mother:a-11Q
I I *do dru , she never
*d
when--they
-nit ts nof'theMtftdeflttrie'tsl'rorer7'rh-ey:7Taiay. make a ;.___tbeir stories to anyone-v4vivill
ca-§es solved by 'Los Angeles • when the mart rushed up, shot her
ere.
them _aroun
brought
can - - police varies from year to year. seven times, then sprinted away.
listen, for money
SiMpson's ex-wife, Nicole_ splash. Some hardly even
• Detectives plucked front a special
Brown Simpson; age 35. It's register.
But geherally, it is falling as the
"Ws just a , shame," says
Her daughter was a loner. She
unit worlelexclusively on this one number of homicides goes up..
another corner of 'Los Angeles
- 'It's like, no kidding? What's
Brown. "But- it's not really sur
left her kids with relatives. But
case.
altogether, a world away froin , the 'big deal?" says Detective
In •1972, ,FILpercent were "sol- _ prising, is it? I mean,- we see a lot
she was sweet, Overstreet says.
. When asked whether Jones is
TV cameras, crowds of the curi- Rosemary Sanchei.
-in -1992, 58 percent.
of' murders around here."
She was funny. She had no fear.
her only case, Sanchez snorts
ous and swarms of squad- cars
There have been 366 homiNo one has been arrested _in
Jones had left home at age 14
"I loved her," the mother
outside a condo gate.
cides so far this year in Los -with laughter, just a little. She's Jones' killing. "They think it was to live with a man and have a
says. "I miss her already."
This is the body of Georgia Angeles. June 13, the day after
Denise Jones, age 33. No TV Ms.- Simpson and Ronald---Gold•
reporters come, no citizens _are man were slain, .was unusual:
curious, and the squad cars !train- Only one person was killed irithe
ing her Watts neighborhood are -city — Denise Jones, mother of
everything."
from the fundraisers, 4s well as
bring their products for us to
trying to control the all-too- three babies' and one grown son. PROM PAGE 1 *
The cookbook is dedicated tocontributions 'from -Joanna
taste," she said. "The school food
_
common conditions "that led to - Detective Sanchez and her
Dorothy McClure, who has .been
Adams, food service director, and 'service is a business just like
cooks throughout the school the Calloway County school
her death.
the food manager at Calloway
Hardee's and Arby's, but we feed
partner went to the scene, a Watts
system.
"1 kept buying the papers sidewalk surrounded by tiny bunCounty High School for 25 years.
board.
so many-1116re people."
"It is really -a neat cookbook
every day to check," says her galows — some neat and tidy
"We are really looking forward
Boggess said people from all
that took a lot of hours worth of to the convention" Boggess said.
mother, Lee Ella Overstreet. with cascading blooms of red
"During that time she has
across the state come to visit Cal-.
- work," Boggess said. "Every "The national convention is a big
helped prepare over two million
loway's food service program
school in the county had people production and they go all out for
lunches for students, faculty and
because it has a reputation for
; working on it whether it was substaff," Boggess said. "She is a
trying new things.
mitting recipes, typing or»
very special person to us."
Food service workers can take
proofreading. It was really ii classes in things such as mer"Joanna is just- wonderful
group effort."
because she is really up on everyThe cookbtioks are being sold
chandising (making the food look
About 25 members of the Food better) and new techniques in
thing," Boggess said. "Right now, for $6. Anyone wanting to
Service Association are planning preparing food.
she is in the process of convert- reserve a copy can either contact
to itiend the national convention.-.
ing the cashiers to computer cash a food service worker or call any
"Then there is a food show
Funding will come from proceeds with hundreds of companies that
registers. She is. first with of the Calloway County schools.
ing the way it manages the shoreline
••

—

,

Recipes

PUBLIC MEETINGS
SHORELINE MANAGEMENT
INITIATIVE

4

TVA is chang
around its lakes and would like your opinion...

•Flooded state...

How can TVA do a better job?
What changes should be made?
How should the shoreline be used?

PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING MEETINGS IN YOUR AREA
FROM 7:00 PM. TO 10:00 PM.
Blountville, TN
Centre!High School
June 20

•

Knoxville, TN
' -Porragol-i-ligbSohool
July 11

Dandridge, TN
'Jefferson County High School
June 21
•••
Clinton, TN
Anderson County High School
June 23

Sweetwater, TN
Sweetwater Jr. High School
July 12

Muscle Shoals, AL
Muscle Shoals High School
June 27

Murray. ICY
Murray High School
July 18

Decatur, AL
Oak Park Middle School
June 28

Parsons, TN
Parson Riverside High School
July 19

luka, MS
Burnsville Middle School
June 30

Guntersville, AL
Guntersville High School
July 25

Murphy, NC
Murphy High School
- July 14

FROM PAGE 1
said *Lane Holton, surveying a
flooded cornfield about 30 miles
south of Albany.
A few leaves stuck out of the
muddy water, but there was no
sign of the 12-foot corn stalks.
"Normally," said Holton's
wife, Melanie, "it would be acres
•-•t. as far as the- eye4ftcan see of eorn
tassels waving in the breeze."
Tropical Storm Alberto was
held in place by a high-pressure
system. The unusual combination
kept rain falling over central and
southwest Georgia and the
Florida-Alabama Panhandle.
Americus was pelted with with

21 inches in 24 hours, causing
flash floods and saturating the
red Georgia clay and the Flint
River's tributaries.
"For every foot of rainfall they .
got, that's 325,00 gallons per.
acre," explained" Wade Ntitter, a
University of Georgia hydrologist. "The soil has only a limited
cipacity to soak that up. The rest- is going to go to the streams in a
very short time."
In areas where the water is
receding, long lines at Federal
Emergency Management Agency
assistance centers — there were
300-applicants waiting when one
hinted at the
opened in Albany

VISIT OTHERS FiRST1
SHOP AROUND AND COMPARE
PRICES AND SERVICE...
Remember... Our Competition is the
Best Thing We've Got Goin'for Us!)

Harrison, TN
Central High School
July 26

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
londala at Whitnall

billion overall, was Missouri's $4
billion.
In small towns such as New- ,
ton, which has about 800 residents and a downtown under
water, there were complaints of
neglect in favor of larger cities.
In Albany and Americus there
was frustratior,1 ,vith the long
ivaits-tcrapply arrecovery assistance. In Bainbridge some residents grumbled at finding their
roads blocked by National Guard
Humvees or police cruisers.
"All you can do is try to keep
in perspective," Shirley said at
his Treasures & Loans shop on
the Bainbridge town square.
"Whether it's good history or
bad history, it's history, and
we're part of it."

WESTERN KENTUCKY

Advertising
ment
D
Open

Editor's Note: Dan Sewell is
the AP's Southeast Regional Writer, based in Atlanta.

Hydro Clean
Angel Adams - Pharmacist

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
1-8001VA-LAND/615-632-1669

magnitude of the recovery.
"This is going to be a long
undertaking, a massive undertaking," said Ken Davis of the
Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.
In 30 of the 48 counties under
state emergency declarations,
preliminary infrastructure dam-ages total•-an-lestimated $65
million.
"That sounds OK, that's a
number," Davis said. "But in
terms of the total scope of the
thing? That number is pretty
much for the areas that'weren't in
the flash-floods, that haven't
been under as much water for as
long as the other areas."
There's another $60 million in
estimated damages at Albany
State College, where waters
reached classroom ceilings. The
highest state damage total in the
Midwest floods, which was $12

753-4175

Pressure Washing - Steam Cleaning
Residential • Commercial
Farm • Industrial
'Exterior Cleaning Services
Aluminum • Vinyl • Alasonary
Wood • Steel

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturda

Kevin Alexander
(502) 395-5524
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DNA test determines blood on glove matches Simpson's

cone as
said.

LOS ANGELES (W)
— investigation.
Blood on a glove found at 0.J. - The test results received by the
Simpson's estate contained DNA district attorney's office came
material from Simpson and the from a right hand glove round at
two mmle he is accused of kill- Simpson's estate after the-- June
ing, a television station reported. 12 killings of Nicole Brown
Forensic tests on the blood Simpson and Ronald Goldman
from the glove showed a "strong the report said.
The use of such genetic testing
probability" of a DNA match
with blood from Simpson, his ex- as evidence has been challenged
in some California courts.
wife and her friend, KCB -TV
A left hand glove, believed to
reported late Tuesday, citing
have been abandoned by the killunidentified sources close to the

for i

as seen.
Ived no
:nts or

ng-after
bus to
gland's

lent of
s Assonotided
square,
y cornusiness

Simpson cowered in the back,
holding a gun to his head at
times. He had fled after learning
he was about to be charged with
murdering Ms. Simpson and
Goldman.
After the chase ended in Simpson's driveway, Cowlings was
arrested for investigation of aiding Simpson's escape and freed
on $250,1300 bail. •
The district attorney could
decide to file charges, dismiss the

er, was found at the murder scene
in front of Ms. Simpson's condominium. Authorities believe
he two gloves are a matched set.
Meanwhile Tuesday, investigators took hair samples from
Simpson and asked the district
-attorney to charge Simpson's
friend Al Cowlings, who drove
the white , Ford Bronco seen by
millions on national, television
during a 60-mile police chase
June 17.
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York Timer as saying the CornPHILADELPHIA (AP) —
--fable giant Comcast Corp. has cast offer had - scuttled the
decided to play spoiler in the merger.
"I think the merger discussion
bbinned merger of CBS and home
is at an end,", Tisch said.
shopping network QVC.
Comcast, one of the nations "Sin* as that.",
Efforts -by the- -N-sseteriaterrt
largest cable Servia providers,
announced a - $2.2 billion, Press to contact Tisch at his '
eleventh-hour bid for QVC Inc. office and home were
late Tuesday. That rivals the CBS unsuccessful.
Diller said QVC would'considInc. offer, a complex deal involving cash and stock worth more er the Comcast bid at its board.
meeting. Comcast, which owns
than $2 billion.
The boards of-CBS and QVC .16 percent of QVC, has long.
been closely allied with Diller.
were to meet separately today to
-All the ironies aside, I said at
consitler the merger- proposal,
which included installing QVC the outset that if someone else
wanted to bid for QVC, we
head Barry Diller at the lop of
would, of course,.deal with it,".
Diller said in a staternenL "And
CBS Chairman Laurencewe will, with the only-ecinsidera- Tisch was-quoted in today's New

"1
.

_
-

got six
g cocaine.
le offered
sex for

case or ask for further investigation. A decision is expected
before Cowlings' scheduled court
appearance Friday.
Simpson attorney Robert Shapiro has said Simpson planned to
go to his ex-wife's grave and
commit suicide, but ,Cowlings
talked him out of it.
Homicide detectives collected
the hair from Simpson, who is
being held without bail at the

Comcast tries to break up CBS-QVC merger
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c about it.
she never tere.

oner. She
Lives_ But
reel saya,
i no fear.
mother
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-tiorrbeing-the-bestinterests-ofthe
.
•
QVC shareholder."
Comcast Chairman, Ralph J.
Roberts and his—son Brian L.'
Roberts, Comcast's president,
told Diller in a letter that the
C-BS proposal to buy'WC ''rep-irsents• a fundamental departure
from our strategic view of the
company's future.".'
Brian Roberts said in a telephone interview that the CBSmerger would leave Philadelphiabased Comcast as a minority
stockholder with ho management
role.
Acquiring QVC, on the other
hand would et Comcast into
programming — and- the Robertles said they would be pleased to
make Diller their chief executive.

,

licated tohas been
Calloway
25 years.

During the more than six hours
of testimony Tuesday, only one
Senate Judiciary ,Committee
member, Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, raised the ethical
- propriety issue, and deferred his
--questions on it until later.

she has
o million
culty and
'She is a

In general, Breyer's first day
went smoothly, with some of the
most generous praise coming
from Republicans, many of whom

eing sold
nting to
:r contact
r call any
schools.

know him from his 1919-80 set- _ Breyer, chief judge of the First' Breyer, 55. He said he .was
vice as the committee's chief
Circuit Court of Appeals in Bos- divesting himself of all insurance
,
counsel.
ton, surprised the committee holdings and would try to expeTuesday by including in his dite getting out of a contractual
Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo., opening remarks an' attempt to arrangement that would keep him
said that when Breyer reaches the
defuse allegations of a financial -a Lloyd's investor until 1995.
The hearing's most contentivius
Supreme Court, "I am positive of
conflict of interest.
Moments came when Metzenone thing
that you will not
A millionaire, Breyer heldsubbaunr-chalicoged Breyer's -anti=
give our -Citizens mumbo juinbo,
trust views, saying, "In too many
legal mumbo jumbo. You will stantial holdings in the Lloyd's of
London insurance company in the
cases, time after time ... you hold
give them justice."
1980s while ruling in toxic waste
against the little guy, the small
. •
At the close of the hearing, cleanup cases in which Lloyd's
business person, the consumer."
chairman Joseph Biden, D-Del., and its investors, although not
Breyer responded that "what
said, "I don't see anything — directly involved, potentially had
antitrust is all about is getting
from the-esoteric to-the ethical — a financial stake.
low prices for consumers, not
that has caused any red flags to
high prices, and getting better
"I am confident that my sitting
go up" or would cause Breyer
products for consumers, not
"difficult sledding" in the vote
on those cases did not represent worse products, and getting more
by the 18-member committee.
any -conflict of interest," said efficient methods of production."

Late leader loses titles; power transfer could be complete
referring to the late Kim as head
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
of state and general secretary of
The transfer of power in secretive
North Korea appeared complete the communist Workers' Party on
Ttiesday night, Naewoe Press
today, with the North's media
dropping references to the late said — suggesting the jobs were
Kim II Sung as president and par- being passed on to his son.
Until Tuesday morning, North
ty chief.
Northern Media Stopped short Korean radio had referred to the
of bestowing those titles on elder Kim by those titles.
"The Dear Leader (Kim Jong
Kim's son and heir apparent,
52-year-old Kim Jong IL -14-had -414, the sole successor to -the
been expected they would wait to Great Leader, is now revered as
do that until after Sunday's state the top of the party, the nation
funeral for the elder Kim, who and the revolutionary forces,"
the radio said late Tuesday.
died Friday of a heart attack.The first signs that younger
Signs have grown steadily
Kim's leadership was being forsince the death was announced
malized came Monday, when the
Saturday that Kim Jong II was party's Central
Committee met in
.
assuming power.
Pyongyang.
South
Korean offiThe South's government-run
cials
said
approval
of
the younger
Nacwoc Press, which monitors
developments in the North, today Kim's leadership was believed to
have been agreed upon then.
cited Radio Pyongyang broadHours later, Kim Jong II made
indications
strongest
casts as the
his.first
public appearance since
yet of the younger Kim's
his father's death, receiving foreascension.
Northern broadcasts stopped ign diplomats' condolences at the
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presidential palace.
South Korean officials said
they believed format action on
the power transfer was taken at a
party plenary session Tuesday.
The legislature, which must
formally elect the president, is
not believed to have met, but it is
a rubber-stamp body that inevi-

through the weekend.
In a report today, the official
Korean Central News Agent)
,
said more than 17 million of
North Korea's 22 million people'
had visited statues of the late
leader to pay respects.
- A summit scheduled for July
25-27 that would have been the
tably, apprOss party decisions,..„. first meeting of North and
presideritt-Vai suspended
Meanwhile, North Korean
after
Kim's
deatht North Korea
media reported a massive outtold the South on Monday the
pouring of grief during the official mourning period that extends_ meeting was off indefinitely.

College Credit Telecourses
1994 Fall Semester
FAO:OM is blooming all over Kentucky.
You can grow with KET telecourses and earn
college
too! Telecourses are fully
accredited undergraduate- and graduate-level
courses brought to you by television.
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SALE
CLEARANCE
on all
'94 Model Home Stereos
8c Speakers

ALL YOU PAY IS
COST + 5%
Receivers, cassette docks. CD players, mini JVC shelf model stereos
'You can't buy their merchandise in town
or out of town at these prices/
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West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
Cooperative
Corporation
Will Hold Its

ANNUAL MEETING

College/Via verNit\ Preference

At The

GRAVES COUNTY
HIGH SCHOOL

•

Highway 121 North - Mayfield, Ky.
Election of trustees will be held.
A color television will be given as a first priza.
Also presented will be free phone service for one
year, as well as service for six months. Children's
prizes will be awarded,and there will be cash prizes.
— Refreshments Will Be Served —
All subscribers are urged to
attend this annual meeting.
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downtown Los Angeles . County
Centrat Men's hit.-- A judge had ruled that up to
100 hairs could be taken for comparison with those-found in a knit
cap "discovered at the murder
scene. Authorities have said they
want to use DNA testing to'contpare the hairs.
Meanwhile, Shapiro sd the
defense is preparing to'file a
series of motions, including one
to dismiss,the case based on lack
of evidence directly linking
Simpson to the murders, the Los
Angeles times reported today.

-'!-Our-hope-is that-this• won't be-- stations.•
The alliance between Tisch. and
a big long fight and we'll win,"
Diller, who won industry acclaim
Brian Roberts said..
for his work in creating' the Fox x
Conicait's bid for QVC is a
DEPARTMENT HEADS
Television- network, was
cash and stock combination
Publisher
*after L Apperson
announced two weeks' ago„'
worth $44 a share. CBS and
General Mgr. - - . Aliee-Reum
BerfOre Comeau- announced its,- - Managing Editor Gina Hancock
QVC'sitoposal would pay QYC
hostile bid, analysts bad expected
about $38 a share, and CBS
Advertising MO. Mary Ann On
the merger to be approved.
shareholders would get nearly 54
Circulation Mgr. Dennis Hodau
Diller, who pioneered the
_Classifieds'Mgr. , Karon Coven
percent of the new company's
made-for-TV movie concept at
stock.
READER INFORMATION
Under the CBS proposal, the ABC:Television Network and
ran Paramount itiCtu4CS before' To reach all ckEartments of .the .
Tisch, 71, whose family controls
._,newspaper,. phone 753-1916.
'
moving to 'Fox, is ken as _a
20 percent of CBS, would stay on
Subscription
Frites
would
52,
proven executive talent and a key
as chairman. Diller,
Au subscriptions payable'in advance_
replace him as chief executive asset in either- of the mergers.
QVC 'was rounded in J986.-- ., plane delivery 6 clays a week:
and president and would etsen- 1 month
$5 00 1._ 6 months $2850.
withiheA-obertses arin-ong the initially run CBS, t..$3.5 billion
3 months $15.00 I 1,roar
concern that owns one of the four tial investors. It gained promi$5700
major broadcast television wa- nence fetr Offering discount jewelBY MAIL ,
1 YR.,$57.00
works along with TV and radio ry, electronics and other goods.-

13reyer sails through first day of confirmation hearing
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Supreme Court nominee Stephen
. G. Breyer is skating through his
• confirmation hearing, addressing
_head-on questions of a possible
conflict of interest and basking in
praise from senators.
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Reform changing face of politics
FRANKFORT — What a difference three years make.
This time in .1991, people were
running all over the state- running
for governor and collecting millions
ofdollars in campaign contributions
to pay the bills.
The long, hot summer of 1994
hasn't seen an official gubernatorial
candidate at a single fish fry yet.
And -no one has bees hit up for a
dime, at least officially.
It was, of course, the last multimillion-dollar gubernatoriaLognPaign and the winner,Gov. Brew'ton
Spending hisfust months

million dollars just to be taw
seriously as a candidate for governed'.
And the $1.8 million limit on a
candidate's spending should make
primary and general election campaigns considerably more serious
and focused than those of the recent
Syndicated columniit
past
Those,at least, are the hopes and
With substantial public financing race.
expectations of campaign finance
ofg ubcrnatorialcampaigns and limIn every case, guilty pleas were reform.
its on what candidates can spend, submitted and fines handed out. As
Being Kentucky and since being
there won't be many state contracts for those who accepted those illegal elected governor is the political
and vendors falling over themselves contributions, no dories. Candi- prize of a lifetime, there certainly
with-big specks ready to finance
dates and campaign officials have will be those who will,try to push the
million and $8 million campaigns
been shocked and appalled to dis- parameters of the reform limitaOnly last week, the latest in a cover such illegal things were hap- tions. There hasn't been a reform
ihis
n- own nt
‘ oney;thga7was the:
IP:f
tus for long-needed,camPaign. fi- three-year line ofcharges relating to pening.
law written that didn't have its share
_financing the 1991 gubernatorial
nance reform in Kentucky.
(You have to have a strong of convenient loopholes, although
at the time the 1992 race was filed. Under contract With stomach to stay close to gubernator- the string of corporations and buGeneral 'Assembly enacted new the Attorney General's Office; spe- ial politics in Kentucky.)
sinessmen hauled into court for
campaign finance Liws, taxpayers cial prosecutors -got indictments
One of the hopes for the cam- .making illegal contributions three
and vOters are going to be surprised against Canada Mountain Coal paign finance reform laws was that
years ago should:be a substantial
and perhaps impressed at how diffe- Corp:and its owner on nine counts spending limits and partial public deterent to those tempted to skirt the
-rent next year's gubernatorial cam- of making $28,000 in illegal corpo- financing w]
the string ol new laws.
paign is from. any they've ever rate contributions to Martha Wilkin- millionairetclidates for governor
The absolute cynics ,notwiths'son's abortive '91 Cainpalgn to sue- and open up the office to qualified._,,tantholk_the 1995 governor's race
experienced..
One effectofthereforin is to limit - ceed her husband as governor.
candidates who can't personalty will be a Welcome-thange from its
So far, four corporations and underwrite their electio_nsl
-the time candidates for goVernor
predecessors. If nothing more, the
may campaign. No longer is a new eight individuals'have been nabbed
It's a loteasier to collect$600.060 _ long,hot summer of 1994 has been
- governor inaugurated oily to have in thespeeial investigation for mak- in small contributions to qualify for pleasandrcool as far as guberiiator
- his wishful successors begin llning_.-ing_sizeable illegal contributions to $1.2 million in public financing ial politicking is concerned and that,
-tipsupportemand-Golliotingininiy.----mostol•the-candidateS.111.4he-3-99-1.- than-le-beg-and-beevuw-aveuple of—indeect is progress. •

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall

Two major crises
eeting president. as a homecomingControversial
a

By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-- After a week abroad,..President.clinton
gets no tithe for a homecoming celebration. Health care de.6ate and
Whitewater hearings are just around the corner in Congress: nevee
mind the midterm elections _Ott four, months away. .
the Whitewater hearings, Republicans will be-trying tcrexart a
-toll on Clinton; who is cotintingkon Democratic allies to argue...that
the GOP, for political gain, is tilling grounclalready covered by the
special _prosecutdr investipling the caw.
• And theearly talk of a bipartisan approach to health care reform
ha's-given way to partisan divide as Copgress prepares for _floor
'debate on the issue most likely to catapult into theforefront for
November's elections.. For Clinton, the combination of Whitew.ater hearings ancl. health
.,are votes in lafe July and early August present a huge political
challenge, two simultaneous lights he can ill afford to lose.
And he enters what is likely to feel like the longest Month of his
MR.PRESIDENT,WE NEED
presidency short 'of political capital.
.
11)1)
A' survey by the Republican polling firm Public-Opinion Stratetrie,s - found that 41 percent of Americans approve of Clinton's perTormance as president, while 46 percent disapprove. And of those
who apt-Crave of Clinton's job performance, only 12 percent said
they were strongly .supportive.
_"Those are really grim numbers," said pollster Bill Mclnturff.
"The succession- of Whitewater, Paula Jones, Haiti and this unproductive trip abroad has kept them from talking about the thing's voters want - to. hear — the economy, health care and crime."
But all that is about tochange — at least according to the White
House.
. With speeches Friday in Pennsylvania and next Tuesday in Boston, Clinton _hopes to energize the health care debate as a fight for
health security for the middle class..
From there, the White House plan includes new,television ads,
letter-writing and phone campaigns by labor unions and other allies, even a health care bus tour that the president and Hillary Rodham Clinton are likely to join at some point.
"Those who favor the Republican approach are going to have to
_!.() back to their constituents and say, 'Under our plan, millionaires
are fine, welfare recipients are covered, members of-Congress get
terrific benefits but if you are in the middle class, sorry we couldn't
help you," said Clinton adviser Paul Bcgala.
That argument, however, ignores Clinton's biggest short-term
problem: winning enough Democratic votes for a plan acceptable to
the White House.
The major obstacle A winning support for a requirement that
employers provide health insurance, the easiest path to ther univeral coverage Clinton insists is his bottom line.
Clinton's sales campaign, both in Washington and on the road,
will try to rally support for that. But if it fails, the White House
-wittlFetated with a 'decision many in the debatesView-ts-iiievitable:
a compromise that falls short of universal coverage.
For now, the administration won't entertain such talk publicly,
even as it plans to claim victory for any health care reform and
WASHINGTON (AP) —
blame Republicans if it falls short of the president's goals.
Granted, the Haiti dilemma is not
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
Complicating
things for Clinton, the search for votes centers on
the most important foreign policy
moderate Democrats from the South and the Mountain states — the
problem facing the White House
two regions where his personal standing, and powers of persuasion,
— but it is worsening, it is
arc weakest.
embarrassing
and it may soon be
mindful
Still,
of his come-from-behind victories in last
lights over the budget and the North American Free Trade Agree- , -pressing for President Clinton.
It is becoming a test case in the
ment, many Republicans are unwilling to bet against Clinton.
Associated Press columnist
field that has been one of Clin•••
"I don't think they have the votes for an employer mandate,"
ton's
most
vulnerable.
The
polls
said Mclnturff, the Republican pollster. "But they didn't have the
indicate shaky public confidence
now and have been on the table,"
has said he doesn't want to be
votes for NAFTA, either, and health care is easier to sell."
Vice President Al Gore said
in
the
clarity
and
reliability
of
his
restored to the presidency by the
How the Whitewater hearings will affect all this is uncertain. If
Monday.
foreign _policy decisions.
U.S. military. "Well, I think that
nothing else, several White House aides will find themselves
But the chairman of the House
Now
his
critics,
left
and
right,
does pose an interesting question
spending hours before congressional banking panels investigating,
Foreign Affairs Committee said
complain of inconsistency on the
for our policy," William Gray,
at -GOP insistence, contacts between administration officials and
he didn't think a case had been
Haiti problem. Republicans conthe former congressman who now
regulators investing a savings and loan involved in the Clintons'
tend
intervention.
for
that
military
made
will
_stir
doubts
as
the
is Clinton's adviser-envoy on
Whitewater real estate investment.
administration tries to deal with
Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., said
Haiti, said Sunday.
The .challenge for the White House will be to answer Republiother, more menacing situations
the mood in Congress probably
He didn't answer it. But he
cans aggressively without becoming distracted from the health care
would be against it, unless said in a CNN interview that a
abroad.
debate, which both parties see as critical to November's election
While the White House played
American lives were in danger. president would have a hard time
results:
down
Haiti
as
not
the
most
The public opinion polls show, sending Americans into the line
If no measure is passedkthis year, House Deputy Majority Whip
important of foreign Rolley probscant support for U.S. military
Bill Richardson, D-N.M.1• predicts voters will blame Democrats,
of fire to restore a man who was
lems, those ithpressions are
action to put deposed President going to criticize the operation.
and elect enough Republicans to cost Clinton his working margin
important, and damaging.
Jean-Bertrand Aristide back in
Clinton's current formulation
in the House, and perhaps his majority in the Senate. •
The argument can only intenpower in Haiti. A poll published
relies on the tightened economic
Looking at the long month to come. Republican Mclnturff sees
sify with Congress reconvening
by Newsweek showed two-thirds embargo, with refugee rules
the stakes in much the same way.
while the defiant military bosses
opposition; it was 54 percent
meant to curb the surge of boat
"If Democrats fail to pass health care, that gives. us 25 to 30
of Haiti expel international
against and 28 percent in favor in
people fleeing Haiti, nearly
scats and changes the .dynamics of the House," he said. "But
human rights observers.
an Associated Press survey a
Republicans have to be careful because even though Bill Clinton is
20,000 of them in the past month
Clinton has reversed himself
month ago.
a damaged messenger, there is a constituency for health care
before a sudden slowdwn over
twice on the handling of Haitian
" Awkwardly,_ though, Aristide
the weekend.
change and he is capable of mobilizing it."
refugees, part of a process that
has produced four varying policies in the U.S. effort to dislodge
the military rulers and restore the
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
elected government that was
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washingtbn, D.C. 20500
ousted in September 1991.
Readers and residents art welcome and encouraged to express their
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
He has reserved the option of
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
1533 Longworth Office Building,'
military intervention, underscored
Washington D.C. 20515
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply With the fol502-444-7216 (Paducah) crr 202-225-3115 (Washingto)
now by the deployment of 2,000
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the, writer with the
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
U.S. Marines in the region and
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
the eight Navy and 15 Coast
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
202.224-4343 (Washington)
Guard vessels off Haiti to deal
be more than Yr words. Letters should be typewriuen and doubleU.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
with fleeing refugees and to hock
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
the United Nations trade embargo
and to limit frequent writers.
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger' against the current regime.
Whitehouse Commas Line
"There's no invasion immi& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
1-202-456-1111
nent, but our military options are
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-Haiti flip-flop image haunts Clinton
Walter Mears

"Immo

Attention Washington!

Just drop us a line ...

The revised rule was adopted
less than a month after the administration began offering political
asylum hearings to fleeing Haitians intercepted at sea, instead of
sending virtually all of them
back.
That direct return policy was
George Bush's answer when fleeing Haitians swamped U.S. process efforts. Clinton denounced
the policy in 1992, but then
adopted it as unavoidable when
he became president.
Liberals, the Congressional
Black Caucus and an activist's
hunger strike all had pressed him
to change course. When Clinton
did so, he said he wasn't opening
the floodgates to refugees. But
the exodus that followed led to
yet another policy shift.
Now the problem is to find
nations in the region willing to
provide haven to Haitians, temporarily, pending a change in
government in Haiti. U.S. envoys
are working on those
arrangements.
Panama's president agreed,
then reneged. His successor has
said he'll do it later this year
after he takes office. Gray has
said there will be five haven
countries.
While that moves in the direction the black caucus was advocating, it hasn't gained Clinton
much credit; the chairman of the
39-member group said the policy
has been "up and down, back
and forth, in and out."
"I think it hurts American prestige and it confuses all Americans," said Rep. Kweisi Mfume.
D-Md., head of the organizition
Gray once led when he was in the
House.
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Antioch Church plans gospel meeting_
,

Antioch Church of Christ_ will have its annual gospel meeting starting Sunday, July 17, and continuing through Friday. July 22: Mike
Kiser will be the speaker for the services at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
The church is located off County Line Road near Browns Grove.

Blood River _Board plans meeting - ---- Blood River Baptist, Association Mission Board meeting will be
Thursday, July 14, at 630 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church, 617 South
Ninth St., Murray. The church will host a meal for the appioximately
60 people attending with the church furnishing meat, drinks and bread
and other members to. bring other dishes. Committee members in
charge of the meal are Betty McPhail Louise Bidwell, Kevin Ruditil,,
.
McPhail all4
-Leonard
_. •
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, July.14, at 2 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library: This is for PAWS (pets are wonderful society) and
other interested persons.

t.
Men's Disability Group will meet

Me.n's Disability Support_ Group will meet Friday,July 15, from
-to 3 p.m. at Center for-Accessible Living, 130441 Chestnut St., Murray. The _group will focus on issues lacing men with disabilities anit.
their families.' For more information call Amy or Pat at 353-7676,

Mt.- Zion Cemetery event Saffirday
Mt. Zion Cemetery will have' its annual- meetinr6ii Saturday,. July
16, at 8 ash. The cemetery is located.4 Will Doores Road at Backusattend mar se
1511kt,.Persons unable
ee_ii-of the cemetery to Newell Doores: Rt. 1, Box 58, kirksey, Ky.
4204.5'

Business Council cancels meeting
The Business Conned feethe Arts will meet during the -month of
July. The next meeting will, be Friday, Aug... 19-, at Pagliars..

Ken-Ten Iris Group plans sale
:The Ken-Ten Iris Association Will-have

•••••

annual rhizome sale at

nv.James parking It at Dresden, Tenn., on Saturday,SJuly 16, from

8 a.m. to noon. The public is welcome to come and purchak iris at
reasonable prices. All proceeds will- benefit-Ken-Ten community projccts such as the Dresden Iris Festival Flower Show and RosamondMaiden _ Park.

Super Saturday '94 on, July. 16
Super Saturday '94 will be At University Church of Christ, 801
North 12th St., Murray, on Saturday, July 16. Preschool will be from
9 a.m. to noon, and Grades 1 to 6 from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Bible
stories, songs, games and dramas will be featured Jar the program
theme, -Wt Are Family." Lunch will be served. For information or
transportation call 753-1881.

Soccer Girls' meeting Friday
A planning meeting for all prospective .varsity and junior varsity
girls' soccer players interested in competing for Murray High School
this season will be Friday, July 15, at 5:30 p.m. The meeting will be
at Hamilton Soccer Field and prospects need not bring equipment, but
parents are asked to attend along with players. Information about preseason camp and practice schedules will be distributed at this meeting
and the coaching staff of Mark Kennedy, Jeff Hill and Sandy Cantrell
will be introduced. For information call Cantrell at 759-4648 or Kennedy at 753-8562:

Barnett family reunion July 16
Lro__The family of John and Pocahontus Barnett will have a reunion on
Saturday, July 16, at the Hazel Community Center. The hours will be
--in 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A basket -dinner will be serverlAit-famitY a
friends are invited.

Holland reunion on July 16
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Anne Dorelle Forrest and
- Theron Odell Collier III to be married

Forrest and Collier vows
will be said on Sept. 10

Pet Therapy meeting Thurtday

The Holland family reunion will be Saturday, July 16, from 1 to 4
p.m. at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Dinner will be
served at Seven Seas at 5 p.m. This reunion is for all descendants of
Daniel Holland. Mary Holland Lancaster of Oak Ridge, Tenn., Thomas Richard Holland of Barlesville, Okla., and Robert Bruce Holland
of Phoenix, Ariz., have been instrumental in gathering Holland
genealogy information and getting members of the Holland clan
together. They plan to be at the reunion on July 16. For more information contact Mary Holland Goodwin at 753-7817 or Prentice flolland
at 753-7259.

Dr. and Mfs. Thomas Douglas Forrest of, Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
announce.the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter.,
Anne Dorelle Forrest, to Theron Odell Collier III, son of Mrs. Richard. Inman•of Dawsonville, Ga., and Theron Odell Collier. Jr. of Tulsa,
_ •
Okla..
' Mr. and Mrs. Robert Flint Wes ey
Miss Forrest is the granddaughter of Mts. Dora Wilkins and the late
Howard Wilkirte; formerly of_Marshall County and Murray, and of
Mrs. .Lourelle Forrest and the late Cullen Forrest of Murray.
-- Mr. C- ollier is the grandson of the late Mrs. Lillian H. Dowda end-tite-fate Thomas-B. Dowda and of Mr. and Mrs.-Theron -G. CollierSr.,
- art' of Palatka, Fla:
.
. The bride-elect is a- graduate of Riverdale H- igh School. She
• Kelly Diane Thomas and Robert-Flint Wesley were Married SatunreceiVgit bachelor ef science- in electrical -epgineering at Auburn
--aversity, Auburn, Ala., where' she is a DeltaDelta_-Delta wouten's _
The bride-is-the-daughter of -Bruce and Joyce Thomat of Hopkinsfraternitr-alumna. She _is presently attending Georgia Institute Of..
vile, formerly of Murray. The groom is the son of Scott. Wesley of
Technology, Atlanta, Ga., where she received a Master's of Science
Marion and- Dorothy, _Wesley of Evansville, Ind.
electrical engineering and is a doctoral candidate in electrical.
The Rol'. Jim Sirtimons officiated at the double ring ceremony. The
engineering.
a
with
decorated
trellis
post
cedar
large
a
vows were repeated before
The groom-elect is a graduate of Lassiter High School, Marietta,
swag of peach and ivory silk flowers and silk grape vine. The family,
Ga.
He received a bachelor of science in management from- Auburn
pews were marked -with grapevine-wreaths trimmed with peach and
...-University,
Auburn, Ala.,- Where he is a Kappa Sigma fraternity alum. •
ivory floivers• and bocVs..
nus.
lie
is
employed by Akzo Nobel Coatings Inc., Norcross,
currently
The bride, given in marriage by her family and escorted down the
.Ga.
aisle by her father, were a floor-length western style sheath dress of
•
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Sept. 10; at Fiiit
Baptist
ivory moire taffeta,, featuring a bustle back, and shoityain.- The gown
Tenn._-,
Church,
Murfreesboro;
trim.
lace
and
appliques
re-embroidered
and train were accented with
The bustle feattu-ed three sheer roses, ribbons and pearls. The top of
the sweetheart neckline, cut-out back and choker collar were edged
with bead and pearl fringe. The sleeves were of sheer ivory voile with
-western style taffeta cuffs trimmed with re-embroidered lace.
Her headpiece was a halo of silk roses and ivy leaves accented with....
a veil of ivory netting. She carried a bouquet of mixed freeze dried
silk flowers in shades of peach and ivory. The bride's-gown was
designed by B.J. Geurin and fashioned by Melissa Graves.
. The bride carried gloves worn by her maternal grandmother in her
We are pleased to anwedding June 2, 1934. They were also cadied .by gler mother in her
wedding June 12, 1960.
nounce that Amanda
'Vista Haymes of Mt. Vernon, Mo., 'sister of the bride, was matron
bride-elect of
Gomez,
of honor. Bridesmaid was Dusty Shelley of Marion, sister of the
were
girls
flower
and
Haymes
Lindsay
groom. Junior bridesmaid was
John Mark Potts, has
Jordan Haymes and Kaielyn Haymes, Mt. Vernon, all nieces of the
made her domestic and
bride. All of the bridal attendants' attire was also designed by BJ.
selections
household
Geurin.
Scott Hovey of Marion served as best man. Groomsman was Tracy
bridal
our
through
Patton of Marion and junior groomsman was Kent McIntosh. Ushers
registry.
were Rusty Thomas, brother of the bride, Jason Haymes of ML VerMarion,
of
Shelley
Amanda and John
non, brother-in-law of the bride, and Kenneth
brother-in-law of the groom.
Mark will be married
Ring bearer was Dillon Thweatt of Marion, nephew of the groom,
July 23, 1994.
Daisy
and flower .girl escort was Matthew Butterworth.
1—
The groom and his attendants wore black western style tuxedo jackets, black jeans and boots. Junior attendants wore black silk vests with
Boutique • Pefftes
black jeans and boots. All carried black western hats.
& Exclusive GUIs
Antkties
Melissa__
and
Atchistut
Presiding at- the -guest -register was-Brittany
Atchison of Marion. The wedding was directed by Shirley Martin.
South Fulton, TN
4
A reception followed in the church, fellowship hall. Grapevine
Open Fridays
Hwy. 641 North
wreaths, ropes and western decor were used. The three-tiered wedding
til 8 p.m.
Murray
cake was surrounded by four smaller basket cakes, all decorated with
*0
mixed silk and dried flowers.
ARIAL D rep;
•
Assisting with the reception were Alicia Longust of St. Louis, Mo.,
1-1:=
ft
Susan Rogers of Clarksville, Tenn., and Alison Marshall and Lori S
Schanbacher. Birdseed bags were distributed by Megan Thweatt and
.Robin Thweatt.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Weslex are residing at •Mattoon.

-Thomas-Wesley wedding
vows said atlocql church

Murray Country Club will have a special dinner on Friday, July 15,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. Pork tenderloin will be entree. Steve
Brown of Paducah will be special guest and speaker. The cost will be
525 per person and reservations should be made by calling the club
house at 753-6113 or Mike Nolan at the Pro Shop at 753-9430.1

Leisure Life plans Nashville trip
The Leisure Life will sponsor a trip to Nashville, Tenn., to see the
roadway performance of "Les Miserables," based on Victor Hugo's
classic noveLon Saturday, July 30. The trip includes transportation,
x lunch and drink, great seat to the matinee performance, driver tip
and Leisure Life escort. The cost will be $62 per person. For information or to make reservations call Martha Covey at 753-1893.

Fair Teen Pageant planned •

•

All
Summer
Merchandise

1/2 + $4
jRef WO

dr,

VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL

Country Club dinner on Friday

Cinnamon Rolls!
Cookies!

elfZenbau5

Pluckets!
I lomemade 13read
and I lamburgt,r I3uns!
Dinner Rolls!

Serving Cafeteria Style

(all In Orders

The First Calloway County Jaycees Fair Teen Pageant will be Sunday. July 24, at Jeffrey Gym at Calloway County High School. Contestants must reach age 13 by Oct. 31, 1994, and cannot reach age 16
by Oct. 31, 1994. Entries must be received by Wednesday, July 20.
Registration will be from 2 to 2:30 p.m. and the pageant will begin at
3 p.m. For more information call Jana Barnett at 753-0137 or Lynette
Mann at 753-1706.

Nursery - 6th Grade
Commencement Service Sunday Night
---- July 24th at 6 p.m.

753-2348
Hwv. 121 North-MurraN

It Works Wonders.

'IVSTSIOR BAPTIST
CHURCH
300 S. Johnny Robertson Rd. • Murray

Softball. Tournament on July 16

For More Information: Call 753-8240

Men's Open Softball Tournament will be held Saturday, July 16.
For more information call Jamie Phillips at 437-4328.

•

BIBLE LECTURES
KENTUCKY
WEST
Announcing-- THE 1994
23rd and Swiday, July 2111i
Sat urday, •Jul

I 11E111....

Slope Church of Christ
6'65 Old Mayfield Id., Paducah, I.
SIIII111'
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Choose from brol!ed cnicken
fish or shrimp

All Dinners

Monica Rae Turner and
Shane Allen Knight to be married

include rice, green beans.
•

salao and breadstick.

FISH & FRIESTFISH & FRIVS 1

$1.99,

$1.99

'I *Tivo batter-dippd fish filets;
. 1L - fries aild. husttpuppies.
▪ Oss..P....memanser-I Not good veitS any Other

•

.
t.'.
I1
I
Two batter-dipped fish filets,' 1
1
fries and hushpuppies.' I
1
gOneocalpen percuatcarner.

▪ Not good with any other
I coupon or discount offer at
g participating Captain Cra. •
4430/94.If Offer -eapifecc-,
aria

1- coupon or discount offer at
▪ participating Captain Cfn
I Offer Empties 7/30/94.

I

•i

aniasersoli

•
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Turner-Knight wedding Dumanski-Jones vowsVOWS to be said A ug. 13 to be said on Sept. 10
MT. and Mrs. Donnie Turner of Murray announce the engagement.
and forthcoming marriage. of their.-daughter, .Monica Rae Turner, to
Shane Allen Knight, -son ..of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Keith- -Knight of
Farmington.
2.
.
Miss Turner is the granddaughterbf Mrs. Louise Peery and the late
William E, Peery, and of Mr. .and Mfes ciscgr G, Tun*, alt Dr
_
.
Murray.
Mr. Knight is the grandson of Mr:and Mrs. Willis Sanders of Coldwater and of Mr.. and Mrs. Rciy,Kitight of Murray:-The- bride-elect is-a-1992,-gladuateof Calloway County High•School
and is presently employed by Leta's Beauty Salon.
The goom-elect is a 1992 gradlIteof Calloway County High SchOol
and is • emplOyed at Pakhall Truck Lines.
•• .
The wedding vows will be said on Saturday, Aug. 13, at 7 p.m. at
West Fork Baptist Church, Stella.
- A- reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of-the -church:
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

East Calloway Cub Scouts
will accept papers Saturday
The-Cub Scouts at East Callee
way Elementary School are
accepting old newspapers. The
summer schedule will be on
Saturday, July 16, and Saturdays,
Aug. 6 and 20.
Persons are ask to not leave
papers at the recycling bins as the
Scouts are unable to make daily
collections at these locations.
(The parents work all day and
will not let the Cubs use the car
yet).

Reg. To 17.99

NOW

12.99

Knit-Shorts..
Res. 12.99

NOW

9.99

Better Fashion Shorts ...
Reg. To 21.99

NOW

15.99

The collection times are still
the same, 9 a.m. to noon.

_ Mr. and Mrs. John T...-EvinansIti- of Westkiint, Ill., announce the
• engagement and ePttroaching marriage of their daughter, ApriLRachelle Dumanski; to Gregory Wilson Jones, son of Mr.
_ and 'Mrs. Gary W.
Jones- of _Murray.
Miss Dumanski is the granddaughter of Mrs. Marge- Duipanski and
--;tha-4ate—Tetil--Detitelts
- Malelr,--of: Lemont,
_
Mr. Jones is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs,...-Chailericy-Adams of .
Dresden, Tenn., and of the late Mr. and Mrs Noble Jones.of Friend- '
ship term.
•
The bride-elect is a 1993 gradate Of Murray State UniversitX
'where she'earhed a. Bachelor of _Science degree in Public Relations.
She is employed by Computer Workshop ln,çof Downers Grove, -fitThe groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Murray 'State University
where he earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Occupational lisfety
Jones',
and Health. He is employed as the- Safety coordinator-with J.A.
,
Construction Company in Evansville,-Ind.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 10, at 3
p:m. at First _Baptist Church,
reception will follow the Muray.A cerernony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Christian Women's
Club plans luncheon

"Thank you for saving landfills
by recycling newspapers with the
Cub Scouts at East Elementary ,
Schooll Need Line needs the
Christian Women's Club of
brown grocery bags to put food
Murray will have a "Teachers
in for clients. W.A.T.C.H. Center
Have Class" luncheon on Tuesneeds the aluminum cans to crush
day, July 19, from 12 noon to 2
as a fund raising project for the
p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
clients," said Tom Roscoe, cubThe cost of the luncheon will be
master at East Elementary.
$5.60 per person.
Maurene A. Hughes of Huntsville, Ala., will be the guest
e,CeNtee...9

speaker. Born in UticaoN.Y., she
has lived in Boston, Mass., and
San Francisco, Calif., before
moving to Huntsville. She
attended college for two years
and was a former executive secretary a former director of development at a local school.
Her husband, Al, is an engineer with NASA. They have one
son, 22, who just graduated from,
oSamford University, and one
fi
• daughter, 25, married, and
expecting a,baby, first grandchild
for the, Hughes family.
;
-- Angela Thomas- of Memphis
Tenn., will present the special
The wedding of Bethany Jane
feature on "Precious Moments."
Hall of Murray and Peter Griffin
She will "show and tell" the story
Selections is pleased to
behind the Precious Moments
Lawrence of Union City, Tenn.,
announce that
figurines.
will be Saturday, July 16, at 7
Selections is pleased to
Ellen Hogancamp,
p.m. at First United Methodist
Special music will be preannounce that
bride-elect of
Church; Murray.
sented by Rhonda Roberts, gifted
Allison Carr,
Bernie Howard
Miss Hall is the daughter of
vocalist and Symsonia elemenbride-elect of
has selected china and
Jane Haltand the late Jim Hall of
tary teacher.
Evan Beck
crystal by Mikasa at
Reservations should be made
Murray.
has joined our
Mr.
Selections.
by
Sunday evening, July 17, by
Lawrence
is
the
son
of
bridal registry.
Mrs. Jim Rippy and Dr. Roy
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
or Vida Trenholm, 753-2399.
Lawrence of Union City, Tenn.
L
Dixieland
aw,
Or. • Chestnut St.
Dbdeland Ctr. • Chestnut St.
A nursery for preschoolers will
All
relatives
and
friends
are
7534808
10-5 Mon.-Sat • 753-111101
be provided at Memorial Baptist
invited to attend the wedding and
Church. Nursery reservations
the reception.
may be made by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
WILLIAM- G. HART, M.D. AND JAMES C. HART JR., M.D.
• obligation, said Melva Cooper,
CWC chairman. Christian
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church Or denomination.
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Novelty & Denim Shorts...

-April Rachelle_Dumanski and
Gregory Wilson Jones to be married

ageleCtiOnS

Hall-Lawrence
wedding to be
he Saturday

THE ASSOCIATION OF

RANDAL K. HUGHES, M.D.
IN THE PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

HART OPHTHALyOLOGY ASSOCIATES; PSC

Plus Size Sportswear...
Take An Additional

30% Off

Summer an.•ags.
Take An Additional

30% Off

Central Shopping Center • Murray • 753-7991
Mon.-Sat 10-8, Sun. 1-5

-

•

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, SUITE $284 W

300 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-3131 AND 1-800-221-7892
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-Thursday, July 14
Thursday, July 14
Wednesday, July 13
Mather West Kentucky Museum/ Singles Friendship of. Paris. Murray Kiwanis Club/6
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building, Stockade
open/1:30-4:30
National Scoullitrifuliiiiniopen' 9
Paris. InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580. Murray Rotary Club/12 ridenrSeven a.m.-4:39 p.m. into/762-3383.
AA and Al-Anon closed ineetings41 Seas Restaurant.
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Land Between the Lakes events
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 •
include. Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1,
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314 .
a m./Glendale Road Church of Christ
2 and 3 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center; Deer Up Close/10 sm., Hummers
Galore/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2
p m., Red Wolves/Colotes/3
p.m./Woodlands Nature tenter.
"
MUM'o
Thursday, July 14
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1:30
p.m./office of Judge/Executive J.D.
Mine
Williams.
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
Murray Board of Education/7
p.m./Carter Administration Building.
Calloway County Middle School
open forum concerning new principal/
6:30 p.m./school.
Murray 'Sesquicentennial Store on
courtsquare open in morning.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Weaks Community
Center/9-11:30 a.m. and 1250-3 p.m.
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First
Baptist Church/11:30- a.m. luncheon/
Holiday Inn.
Singles Organizational Society
On,e_Year Anniversary Sale
(S9S)/5:30 porn./Chanitter of
go to El chicp'A
,Coillati..I.Cleto
July
.20-23 ,
RestaUlapt, Paducah. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224 Or Linda, 437-4414.
•
'Register
to
win the Ilayley...Too dress of your choice!
Second.:area youth, fellowship/
Univallati Christian Student Center.
• Layaway now for fall.
SI. Leo's. Catholic Church events
605.Broadway Paducah (502)443-8870
,include Legion -of Mary/9:45 aid.; •
Peace & ,lustice..Commihee/4
St. 'John Episcopal Church" dents
include Evening Prayer/5:ft p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day Out/9 a.m.; Summer
Bible College Tor Youth/6:30 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth fccAsiitie8/5:30
Prayer and Biblb Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth--Cenler.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
Leading Edge 4-86s1c/33 4 MB RAM 170 MB HD $1,295
affh St. Info/JOan, 759-1345, or
Richard, 759-9994.
, -Same as above, but with CD ROM
$1,495
Narcotics' 'Annnyotous meet/7:30 —
Ialtig-Edge 486DlC/40 AS RAM 240 MB HD. $1,395
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0781. .
IBM 486sx/25 4MB RAM 212 MB HD
$1,595
TOPS 9469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway _County Public, Library. _ _Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
allSystemsinclude SVGA Display,DOS WIN. Mouse.,)
senior citizens' activities. Weak" Center/open $ a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior 'caizerts' activities. " Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons and Murray Chipter No. 50
-Royal and Siklec4. Misters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Wrather West Kent-Way MOseurn/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.'and 150
to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museurri/open,.9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land aliletween the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m.,
2 and4-p:m./Golden Pond Visitor Center; Meal Preparation/10 a.m.-noon,
RYAN KEITH MILLER recently • Riving Boards/11 a.m., What's for DinMiisMAMILIIIIII.11111111
44.4044,5644..
4,,
4
p.m./Homepface--1850;
"
competed in In the Freedom Fest ner-?/12:O
Deer Up Close/10 a.m., Eyes of thye
Pageant,' sponsored by the Ladies Night/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m..
Auxiliary of Calloway County Fire Red
Wolves/Coyotes/3
Rescue Squad on June 25 at Cal- p.m./Woodlands Nature Center.
loway County High School. Miller
was awarded trophies for King
and Most Photogenic in the Boys
Division, ages 0 to 12 years. He Is
the two-year-old son of Keith and
Sherri Miller of Rt. 2, Murray. His
grandparents are Pat and Beverly
OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY IN(..
Bogard of Murray, Larry and PatriCall 753.9500
cia Miller of Coldwater, and JOe
and Kitty Davis of Union City,
Tenn. His great-grandparents are
Charles and Barbara Lamb, and
Parvin and Mary Miller, all of Coldwater, and Reva Bailey of Mur• ,
ray. A great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson of
Traci Hamlin
Coldwater.

Wednesday, July 13
Outland Cemetery annual meeting
changed to Sept. 14.
Murray Art Guild openit0 a.m.-4 p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m. et 1619 Martin's Chapel Road.
University Church of Christ Bible
Gasses/7-p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church
Study/7 p.m.
Church ef Living God Young Pe4les
Assembly/7 p.m.
—
First Presbyterian Church events
include Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
adult Choir/7:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m. - •
Memorial Baptist Church event"
include Prayer service/7 p.m.-Sancluary Choir/8 p.m.
6
Mislaid' Baptist Church events
include missions organizations/7 p.m.
• *
First United Methodist Church
• Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott is pictured with two girls from Calevents include Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p.m4Stuth Wilson w/Martha
..loway. County who attended the Sheriffs Boyi and Girls Ranch at
Enix/7:30 p.m.
Gilbertsville.
First Baptist Church events inelude
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's
Super Summer.Studies .and--Sumnier
Bible College for YoUth/6:30
Prayer meeting/6;45 p.m.; no Sanctuary Choir.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Youth :Bible Study, Adult.
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Stoess also- noted that sheriffs St. John Episcopal Church events
Two girls from 'Calloss7a.y
and dert,rties from all over the include-Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
County attended the Kentucky
include
mate are now .transporting child- Dexter Baptist Church events
- Sheriffs' Boys and Girls Ranch in
777=-•;worship/7:30 p.m.
ren rmany--;-- many miles so that Emmanuel
Gilbcnsville- the week of July 3
Baptist- th-uich Bible
they __Can have a vacation like-- Stud/7 p.m.
I
to 8.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Transportation to and from the - e-veryone• eke.
The camp program has been Bible Study/7 p.m. camp was provided by Calloway
improved as well. There are con-- St. Leo -Catholic Church eventsCounty- Sheriff., Stan Scott..
include Crafts :and Fellowship/9
testsTor-the children each wS-dek,' am/Gleason
4,4
The.new gym at the Ranch is
Hall.
,now complete so the Kentucky_ hiking,-a comprehensive drug •
.Sheriffs' Ranch campers did not . program conducted byMarshall
County Deputy_iSheriff George
_ have to worry about _no(getting
to _play becose _of -rain. Young- __Sinclair, and plenty Jr-healthy_
nutritious food- on the menu.
. sters attending the camp,this year
:,"As you -can readily sie, the
were also among the .first to
thelr&A.look at the Canis.- --bright-smiling faces are-the only
The bunkhouses and Kitchen/ reward we at the Ranch, 444ipe to
dining area have been compl0tely. attain each 4ttiumer," stated:
Stoess. Over $300,000 has been
refurbished with a bright and col_ ..sepnt in the past 15 years to niake
orful paint job everywhere.
Ray Stoess, executive-director _ihis_c.ontirrue Itrbe one of the- finest camps -in".America._
- of the Ranch, said he wanted to
AhöneWriAing more inrormagive th Camp a more "home
:
the camp or to regisjer
' -like" atmosphere and:felt.the col-. .iion_about
- orful surroundings would make - a child can call Helen Barter at
1-502-362-8660 or your local
the children feel more comfortsheriff's office.
able being away from home.

Calloway County girls
attend Sheriffs' Ranch
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Pictured are Mrs. Mamie Page, teacher, and the student body of Paschall School In 1916. The school was located In the southwest part of
Calloway County. Pictured, from left, back row, Hershel! Bumph's, Beat- TibbbIe Hall, Beall Swift, Opal Story, Jostle
rice TaittnItaff, -Catfitaff,
McClain, unknown, unknown, Ruth Jones, MyrtIs Orr; middle row, Burley Hall, unknown, Willie Mae-McClain, Parvin Jones, Gladys Hall, Hat.
ford Story, Verba Hall, Hoilln Jones, unknown, Fleetwood Paschall,
unknown, Teacher Mamie Page; bottom row, Esther Nance, Winnie
Story, unknown, 0.1. Paschall, Dimple Story, Noble Nance, Golden
Tarkington, unknown, Gayion Paschall, unknown, unknown, and Mabern
Key.
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AszA AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

East Main St.
ADRIENNE NICHOLE KIMBRO won
Best Personality trophy and third
alternate trophy in the overall
beauty contest in the Freedom
Fest Beauty Pageant. The event
was sponsored by the Ladies
Auxiliary of Calloway County Fire
Rescue Squad and held June 25
at Calloway County High School.
She Is the daughter of Darla
Dobkins of Hardin and granddaughter of Norden° Lorson, John
Dobkins, Carrie Estep, John and
Minnie Kimbro, and Pearl DobkIns
of Abilene, Kan.
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Presents
Produced by

The Opryland
Productions
Group
A cabaret style musical revue from downhome country to high-energy rock-n-roll.
Bursting with glamorous showtunes and non-stop entertainment the whole family will enjoy.

Las Vega'and TV Comedy Star
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Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A MEDIUM

EGGS

Asf‘sy

M.OM SIT
all'SONNET
MARIAIUMX

•ve
•••• -

DOZ
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

Peps

PEPSI
COLA

—EM

SOFT.I GENTLE

FIAV-0-RICH
OR ALL JERSEY

mu RAKE

BATH
TISSUE

BREAD—
WIZ. LOAF

4 Roue PKG.
tY.

e-V-7"
r
0
.14N-

LanaASTIC

28 OZ.
CAN

PETS

OF

THE

UNSWEETENED

—

WEEK

for

able

adoption

at

Calloway

County. They

are,

from top, "Elizabeth," a female
English sheepdog; "Huckleberry,"

a

male

orange

neutered

10)1

$149-

DSH

Tabby; "Fawn,"

female

a

mix;, and

HuskylLab

MARES TWO

L

ated by The Humane Societilif.

"Reno," a male DSH white kit-.
ten. Hours of the shelter, open
to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m.

PORK 8 BEANS

APPLE JUICE
ez. $149

4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed
Sunday. Humane Society is a
United Way agency. For information call 759-4141.

3s

14 OZ.
[
CAN

FOR

is

House

presently

accepting

POT PIES

children, ages

for

applications

to 6, for its pre-school and

TA

kindergarten program for the next

AR
ICE ClElratiCHES

I

2 LB
BAG

12 PK.

ALL VARIETIES

•

GOLDENROD

'PRAIRIE FARMS

SOUR
CREAM
OZ.

SQ.

111

.$189

FOR

PAPER
TOWELS
59
PT. ROLL

HYDE PARK

s
'
Children

Montessori

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD)

2

1MIA
The

75.

TOliios

SHOWBOAT

to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to

BC

WITH COUPON BELOW

Monday, Thursday and Friday,
1

REEL

•
TEA.BAGS
• 24 CT.

Animal

Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street, oper-

LIPTON
FAMILY SIZE BAGS

KOOL-AID
GOUTS

These four animals are avail-

ICE
CREAM
1/2
GAL. CARTON
ALL FLAVORS

year.

school

and

limited

is

Enrollment

basis.

first-come first-accepted

s
'
Children

Montessori

The

House offers a high quality preschool program, as well as child
care.
Montessori

The

1188

79' 48

applications will be accepted on a

approach

promotes an environment which

training,

learning.

for

joy

a

_Developmental
math

caring, plus

and

warm

both

is

encourages

and

_en •

reading,

skills,

P06.06-100

readiness

COUPON

activities are included.
Practical

life,

sensorial, and

Buy 1, Get 1

language experiences are part of
the

Montessori

program.

works

families

who are involved

I

with

more

information

ren's

Montessori

House,

Mayfield,

1-502-247-0273
Academy,

or

Shedd
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$
2/
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I
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I

'
)
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I
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•
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C
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o
t PO107-066

COUPON

21000 61066

P06-07.120

COUPON

36000 sum •

$199
With

Coupon

Asstd. Flavors Kool-Aid Brand°
Soft Drink Mix 2 Qt. Envelope(s)
‘•

With Coupon

oar°

COUPON

1

1-502-247-8007.

43000 17177 %

' One Post® Bran'nolem

im

Mayfield,
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Good Week el 7/1201 Thew 7/11101
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r
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P01.07-126

I

4
0
1
PO407.070

at

06564200

Food Cake Mix

and/or

Child-

FREE

COUPON

Betty Crocker 6 Pk. Squeezits

applications, contact Mrs. Mary
Thompson,

ero

P°9.07-i36

Any Two Betty Crocker Angel

their children.
For

I

With Coupon

with children of all abilities„ but
itspecially encourages childrei,of

taPc°

4214S I

With

With Coupon

(any variety)
Good Week al 7/13094 Thru 7/1004
Land One Coupon Per Pontos*
Geed Only Al Dowry Food OW

Good Week of 7/13,164 Thou 7/1110.4
Lime Ono Coupon Par Dundee*
Goad Only Al Illenyee Feed Gee

ELL One (1) Kraft' Pasta Salad

Good %Veer of 7113164 Thnr Meld
Unit Ono Carew Per Pondose
Good Ordy
Morey. Feed Gel
•

Coupon

One 14.8 oz. Kellogg's° Rice
Krispies Treats° Cereal Only
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HOSPITAL .

:IMPORTS_
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, July
8, have been released as follows:
Newborn admon
paby girl, parents. Valissa
andpuDavid,
id, Rt. 1, Box 230, Sedalia
Dismissals
Coffietif Vance, 1001A Johnny
Robertson Rd.. Murray; Mrs. Mary
FranCes Bell, Box 48, Murray; Aubroy
W. Steely, At 4, Box 29. Murray;.
Brett C. Brandner, 110 Shady Oaks,
Murray; Joshua Skyler Shelton, Rt. 1,
Box 127, Fulton; Ira Joe Wadkins, Rt.
1, Box 88, Murray;
Mrs. Rhoda Southern, Box 215.
Benton; Stephen Dal* Turnbow, At. 7,
Box 104A, Mayfield; Ms. Beverly Kay
Eilakney. Box 772, Calvert City;

)
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7rth
Amy M. McCoil, 400 South-Sixth St

78c

Ms. Teresa Kendall and baby bokr
309 South Fifth St, Apt. G, Murray;
Mrs. Kristina Jackson and baby boy.
rti. 1. Box 183B, Hazel;
Ms. Rachelle Delica Falk and baby
girl, 2106 Brookhaven, Murray: Ws.
Joffe Shanpon -Tucker end baby gr,
• Box 268, Murray;
Jacob S. Labilln, At. 2, Box 67,
Springville, Tenn.; Mrs. Tona Kay Lewis,. 713'4 Elm St., Murray; Kenneth J.
_
fit, 8; Box 521, Murray.
• • • ,_• .
1.,„
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-CalloWay

WITH ONE nun
T SHOPPER CARD )

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD---*
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rans

PORN

SPARE
RIBS(

INS

END MAST

Evans baby boy, parents. Nancy,
and Russell,-RLA, Dox_7110._Iturray.
Dismissals
Charles E. Wilson Jr., Rt. 1.' Box
74A, Pufyear, Tenn.; Mrs. Patty .D.
-Litchfield, 4629 Hurricane Rd., Cadiz;
Dugger and 'baby
• Ws. Valissa
• -girl, Rt. 1, Box 230, Murray; Hassell S.
--Davidson, Box 56, Lynnville;
Mrs. Leila E. Erwin, 1009 Story
Ave., Murray; Flatus Oliver Tabers, At.
• 2. Box 106, Murray.
•• • • •

Five__newborn admissOns, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, July 10, have
been released as follows;
• Newborn admissions
-Staggs baby boy, parents, Lisia and
Daniel, Rt. 2, Box 386, Benton;
Wilson baby gid, mother, Tamara,
Rt. 1, Box 214A. Murray;
Horton baby girl, mother, Kimberly,
-Rt. 7. Box 610, Murray;.
Skinner baby boy, parents, Teresa
and Rodney, 1209 North 12th St.,
Murray;
Howell baby girl, mother, Laurie, Rt.
1, Box 335, Benton.
Dismissalo
Jamie Don Rutland, 101 Center St.,
Apt. 12, Hazel; Mrs. Elizabeth A. Wilboy, 603 South Ninth
S., Murray;by
snanb1
Mrs. Vicki L. Glass, Rt. 2, Box 196,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Lou Thompson, 320 North Main St., Benton; William Don Overbey, At. 1. Box 237,
Hickory;
Monte L. Davidson, Rt. 1, Box 237,
Hickory, Mrs. Jolinda Hamlet and baby
girl, Rt. 10, Box 196A, Benton; Mrs.
Edith I. Heise, 1511 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray;
Mrs: Amanda J. Tipton and baby
girl, Rt. 7, Box 120, Mayfield; Mrs. Gay
Parorna;and baby boy, Box 153,
en
salITG
iN
, Hugh Kimbro, Rt. 4, Box 154A, Murray; Mrs. Londa JHarrell, Rt. 1, Box
186, Almo; Mrs. Jean Smith Kennedy,
1510 Cardinal, Murray.
Expiration
Bob Reavis Starks, Rt. 8; Box 508,
Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
July 11, have been released as

REELFOOT
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$149
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J
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OR CHICKEN nun
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PA'TTIES
•-m'ARMOUR.SII
$199

39
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FRESH PRODUCE SPECIALS
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MC
ROLLS-....e cr. www
WHEAT
BREAD IS

119
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follows:

JUMBO SWEET RED

Newborn admissions
Caldwell baby girl, mother, Mendi
Williams, Rt. 1, Box 509, Mayfield;
Bacon baby boy, parents, Shelia
and James, 8635 Cerulean Rd.,
Cerulean.
Dismissals
Mrs. Tamra Mae Wilson and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 214A, Murray; Ws.
Lora M. Staggs and baby boy. At. 2,
Box 386, Benton;
Miss Laurie Jane Howell and baby
girl, At. 1, Box 335, Benton; Mrs. Teresa Carol Skinner and baby boy, 1209
North 12th St, Apt. 11, Murray;
Miss Kimberly A. McCallon and Horton baby girl, At. 7, Box 610, Murray:
Joseph Franklin Miller, 2116 Southwest Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Donna Marie Ferguson, At. 2.
Box 283-A, Puryear. Tenn.: Mrs,
Grace E. Covey, 2513 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray;
Kelly Don Ovorbey, Rt. 1, Box 259A,
Almo; Jordan A. Lowe, 2220 -Duna
Creek, Murray; Mrs. Trudy Miller, Rt.
2, Box 38, Murray;
Al Scull, At. 2, Hazel; Robert
Wawa, At. 4, Box 24, Murray; Miss
Sylvia Stone, West %haw Nursing
Home. Murray;
Miss Judy Smith, Rt. 1, Box 244,
Almo; Mrs. Annie L. Tharp', 217
Spruce Si, Murray; Reuben Starks,
Rt. 1, Box 33, Almo. .
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- Mobre.--baby girl,. parents, Dedria
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Registration For
Calloway County's
1994-95
Preschool/Headstart Program

•*-

•

1
•••••••••.•

Children who will be three or four years of age -on ,or
before7 October 1, 1994 may be eligible to attend the
Program. If you have not pre-registered, please call the
school on the following -dates.

CALL
qt.

ThursdaJuly

Friday, July15

Calloway County
Preschool

Calloway County
Preschool

759-9408

759-9408

Parents of three (3) or four (4) year old children
who have disabilities or meet' the eligibility
for the free school lunch program or Headstart
will need to call for an appointment.

•••••••••

PARENTS WILL NEED
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
*„.A./capy of the birth certificate
* A social security card or number
-;,—* Check stubs or income tax forms
for income verification
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Teet: A powerful lady, a puzzle from the past Three Stooges
are still popular

•

-IOW err.419.0. 411.07-"

SAKKARA, Egypt (AP) — an Australian-Egyptian expediHer name was Nadjet-m-Pet. tion led by Neguib -Kanawati of
"Teet" to her •friends..
Sydney's Macquarie University
Archaeologists discovered her and officials of the Egyptian
small but " superbly decorated
Antiquities Organization.
tomb in the spring as they dug
Archaeologists are pulling out
into a mountain of sand in Sakka- tomb after tomb originally laid
ra, one of ancient Egypt's great- out along well-manicured
est burial grounds.
avenues, much like a city block.
They were shocked. Her neigh- Shifting sand covered the tombs
boil in death were men, a Who's over the ages, and new tombs
Who of power brokers from the were built on top of Teet's tomb
reign of Pharaoh Teti more than
1,000 years after it was sealed.
4,300 years ago. She was the first What lay below was heavily
woman found in the Teti digs damaged.
with a tomb of her own.
Teet's tomb, 13 feet long and
So who was Teet? Egyptolo- 6% feet wide, lost many decoragists are picking through her tions that could provide clues to
tomb in search of the answer, but her story. What survives is
so much has been lost it is likely
stunning.
the truth will remain forever a
The tomb is dominated by a
mystery, _large, expensive stone tablet cov— -One -thing is clear: she was ering the back_iii11.-- ffeWn froin.
special and powerful.
the finest white limestone, it ,is
"Many things about her tomb, covered with delicately crafted
are unique., including the fact it • hieroglyphs.
belongs to a woman," said Zahi
Egyptologists call the tablet a
HawasS, the antiquities official in false door. Ancient 'Egyptians
charge of the- ctinetery of Sakka- believed the _souls of the dead
ra, 17 fniles south of the -Giza could use the door to past into
-pyrainids.
the real world to accept offerings
•
There's no doubt she held an and greetings from visitors and
important position in the phar- reenter the nether world. Teet
aohs court because Teti allowed
was buried just behind the door.
her to be buried near the entrance
HieroglYphs reveal not only
to his -pyramid, Hawass said.
her real name but prominently
Teet's tomb was discovered by display her nickname
Teet.

VVornartkilled while
cleaning parking-to
- HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
attempted to kidnap Marquess
A'2-5:year-old Hop.kinsville
and Geordan. Police said Marwoman was killed but her boy-' quess managed to escape to get
friend managed to get away when
help, despite having been shot at
they were confronted by two men
several times. Marquess was not
in a shopping center parking lot. hit.
Tracy Colleen Geordan -and
Police declined to provide
Capt. Steve Marquess of the
detailed descriptiorif; of the
Hopkinsville- Fire Department Suspects.
were cleaning.the Brickyard Pia,Geordan's body was found in
zra parking lot Monday night the vicinity of the shopping cenwhen they _were approached by
ter but the exact location was not
the men, officials said...
released.
Marquess flagged down city
Coroner Dorris Lamb said
Patrolman Cary Hayes and told Geordan died of a gunshot
him that he, Geordan and the two wound. The body was taken to
• men had a short _discussion when the state medical examiner in
one of the men pulled a gun and- Louisville for an autopsy.
I -

Read the classifieds

(Y.licknames were very common
in ancient Egypt," said Hawass.
"Many of the -same names,
including Teet, remain popular in
the Egyptian countryside today."
On the tomb's right wall are
portions of a colorful scene
showing 17 male servants carrying baskets of food, wine jars,
beef,- geese and other delicacies for Teet's afterlife. The artistry is
first-rate, the colors original. Particularly magnificent is the blue
used in decorating the baskets.
Descriptions in the tomb give
clues to Teet's status in life, but
like any good mystery, they don't
tell all. .
There is Hathor, the goddess of
love and of women, who liked to

sit under a sycamore tree. Harbor
also was associated with queens.
Teti had two queens — Khuit and
!put — both buried at Sakkara.
"Teet could have been a lesser
queen or could have held a high
position in a queen's court,"
Hawass said. Tomb descriptions
call her a chantress, a title held
by women who danced, sang or
shook magical rattles in front of
the dead queen's tomb, an important and prestigious job.
Religious duties often gave
ordinary women a rare avenue to
celebrity and wealth. Archaeologists digging in cemeteries
.asound the Giza, pyramids, have
found 50 tombs belonging-exclusively to women.

Good news for cat
that would not scat

7

•
•
•
to,
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.TREVOSE, Pa.(AP) — So this is what it's come to: 1,500 people gathered at a motel to remember three guys who threw pies,
pulled hair and poked each other in the eye.
At the eigbth annual Three Stooges Convntion tins weekend, it
was clear that some people take their idiocy seriously.
"One of these days I want to find a Shakespeare expert who's 4
Stooge fan," said one conventioneer. "They probably have a lot in
common."
"Two words that don't sound like they go together are Stooges
and subtlety," said convention organizer Frank Reighter, a supermarket stock clerk from--.nearby Philadelphia. "But they were very
.
subtle, in a way.."
The Three Stooges began their -slapstick roughhousing on the '
vaudeville stage in 1923, then moved on to feature film's and
shorts.
The trio included various members over the years: Curly. Moe
and Shemp Howard, Larry- Fiee,- Joe fiesser. and "Curly Joe"- ---

DeRe
D ita
Rita, the last stooge, died July 3, 1993, at age 83.
Fine's youngest sister, Lyla Budnick, has her own theoirabout
why the Stooges' assaults with creamy baked goods, whitewash,
•
carpenters' equipment, ladders and other implements of destruction a
Pesky Critters, which SpecialA cat
NEW YORK -(AP)
: --continue tdin fans and iolluence people. .
-that flew.32,000 miles while lost '• iics in corralling Wayward iltiga
"They do all- the things people -want to. but can't. You can't
treatthe'Ethital
jumPeople
for
of
a
tors,
in
the
belly
for 12 days
throw
a pie in the face of-someone you don't like," said Mrs. Budment Of Animals and the ASPCA
bo jet has one more scheduled
'nick,
"a
guest of honor at the convention. "They make-people laugh
find
Tower
to
pressure
on
a
first-class
kept
flight — home, in
at themselves. And we need that in the world. WliiirtSee the joy •
the cat.
seat of her own.
they bring to pecvle, it makes me 'proud."
Timmel „hired a _lawyer. But
Tabitha, a 3-year=old striped
And ,Pty They do bring, although most,atttheconVention rimained - _
tabby, was found safe Tuesday, after Tower agreed'to ground the sedate, aside from the (very) odd impersonator and SundayV`Cur....
exactly where a psychic said she
plIne for 24 hours and let Timly Shuffle" dance cciritest entrants.
would be: in the drop ceiling of mel search the plane herself, sheVendors sold everything from oldtheater cards to 1-shirts saying •
the cargo area of. the Tower Air dropped her lawsuit. 'Just Say Mee" and "Moe Knows Eye-Poking." More poignant
'
Boeing 147:
Finally, amid the noise kern
were snapshots of Moe and Larry late in life, =sadly frail- yet still
"I hear this wondrous 'Meow:' jet engines at-Xennetly, Timmel
nyukking
it up and twisting their faces for fans,' cameras.---::
and I just lost it," said Carol Ann heard. a meow: Moments later, --_
They
living cartoon characters," said Bill Major, a real
Timmel, who sued to force Tow- she had the cat in her hands, tears.-2. --estate. salesman from Tavistock,
Ont4 attending his _seventh
er to conduct a more thorough on her cheks and-a snot
-'
—§pretr't-war-ealling-bet---and-- face.she was calling back."
•
A veterinarian "said. Tabitha
Timmel, a 26-leak-61d aspiring-. was a Wile dehydrated attd had
actress, was moving -froin Neff lost two of her eight pounds, but
York to Beverly Hills with her was. otherwise foie. ,She survived
two cats when the ordeal began. because the cargo hold where she
.Pandora arrived-safely. but Tabit- -roamed was temperatureha escaped, from her carrier on controlled, airline officials said.
For Your Convenience Now Offers
the June 30 flight to Los Angeles.
Tower, which said it invested
For 12 days, Tabitha zipped
100 staff'hours in fruitless
from New York .to Los Angeles; searches-for the cat,;is flying
New York -to San Juan, Puerto Timmel and Tabitha tonic for
Daily Monday-Friday
Rico; New York to Miami and
free on Thursday, providing bath
Ship Weekly & Save Money
back again.
a first-class seat.
N1-F
9
a.m.-8
p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Periodic searches were made,
'"I'm not going to take my
including one by a professional eyes off her," Timmel said.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
animal rescue company using -"Once I get her to L.A. she's
sophisticated- equipment. Last. neyer going to fly again."
week, Tower-looked for her overnight at John F. Kennedy International Airport;
The New York Post ran a daily
"Cat Watch," and hired a psychic to predict the kitty's
whereabouts.

••

UPS Pick-Up

One Coat Is All ft Takes.

titC HENRYCOUNTY
MIC MEDICALCENTER
is pleased to announce the opening of

Exterior Latex
House Primer

Latex Semi-Gloss
House & Trim Paint

Mastercraft Ultimate
Latex House Paint

Dries last and Is Mier resistant. Mast
cisan-s. Whew Gal (536-8415)

Mildew and blew resistant. 15 vow watranty I
Gal. (521-6148 Mrs 6270)

Duraireariniaoryac Mesh. Serener on wood
and metal sidenp. 20 year *wanly! Gal
(5.31-6006 tem 6047)

sale
Eugene F. Gulish, M.D., A.A.O.S.
Diplomate, American Board
of Orthopaedic Surgery

13.99

sale

14.99•

sale

16.99

Nall-No-More
Adhesive
Bonds rigid potistrine
and urelhene town
Inaulallan panels
niesarry. wood or
Instal 10 oz.

4
4

(568-0067)

sale

Medical Arts Building, Suite 201
300 Hospital Circle, Paris, TN 38242
(901)644-2271

a

10.5 oz. Acrylic Latex
Caulk with Silicone ssi•I.49

(58110046, 0861, 0679, 0867, 0696)

saoJ.89

Caulking Gun
(588-3020)
Poor caulk tar

e

Blacktop Repair Caulk
105 az (518-10611)
&Po I.
Driveway Crack Filler
Galen. (586-1495)

WHOM

IX

&WI

3.99
•

ell&*•••••••31e

Dr. Gulish specializes in
the treatment of:

ltAgx

•

•

e
ft

Industrial Injuries
TotalJoint Replacements
Sports Injuries
Arthroscopic Surgery
Spinal Conditions
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
General Orthopaedic
Conditions

Aluminum
14'(5684154)
Rags in A Box Ws•
9
9/6°*oaten
Orme top tor al ruitosset, trawrills amain.
20.(9111141104)

saw._5 ,__g,.__ WM the tandeil
115 pas Om (8118-70816

esinnsis.

24° 4444sre
28' poop)

tos. 414211
ma. 47.1111
moo MSS
sob MAN
stio LIMA

i2a:Tvg,strihw

Bats

Driveway Filler
& Sealer
oar 9.29 ,
•soot iaiwisi I)

Coastto Coast
Eugene F. Gulish, M.D., A.A.O.S.

.••—•••••■•••••••••••••••••-•••
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Office hours: 9-5
Monday-Friday
Now taking appointments
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Store Hours:
Non.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00400

America's TOTAL HARDWARE® Store
Central Shopping Center
753-8604
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Henry County
Orthopaedic Surgery
And
Sports Medicine, Inc.
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Sex in
space cinch
for Medakallsh

•
a

I4

School funding unconstitutional joiNa's flag is
in troubig with law

- a response to the court's 1990 pupil than poor ones. The QEA
ruling that New Jersey was shun- cut that gap to 16 percent and
changing
students in its poorest - -spent-S700 million more on poor
SPACE CENTER. Houston
districts
is unconstitutional schools, while giving no increase
(AP) - Sex in space has
to wealthy areas such as Princebecause
it
relies
too much on
DES MOINES. Iowa (AP) - It's been flying proudly over
proved successful for the
ton and suburban New York City.
property
taxes.
Iowa's state buildings for more than 70 years - but don't
it
Japanese Medaka fish aboard
litit.dee-7court said New Jersey
In 1990, wealthy districts were
the state flag.
shuttle Columbia.
must de better for.poor_ children
spending 30 percent more per
For the moment it's just nice pennant, due to an oversight by a
Scientists expect the experiin impoverished urban areas such
past speaker of the state. House.
.
ment to help them design
'as Newark or Trenton.
In 1921 the Legislature, spurred by complaints that soldiers in
spaceborne fish farms, which
- "They face, through no fault
World War I didn't have a state flag to wave, filled the void by
one day might provide astroof their own, a life of poverty and
passing
a bill that was prompdy signed by Gov.-Nathan E. Kendall.
nauts with an alternative to
isolation that most of us cannot
. Researchers recently found the original bill while'digging
freeze-dried food on long
begin. to understand or apprecithrough the archives for background on the flag. And they discov- trips, such-as to. Mars. ate," the ruling said. "The state
ered a crucial omission - the signature of Arch. McFarlane, who
Four adult Medaka -1wcr
muSt_not compound it by providwas House speaker at the -time.
-male and two female - were
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) - day in pennies that had streamed ing an inferior education..."
Bills must be signed by the speaker and the Senate president
sent into space for Columbia's
Thursday
and
-Friinto the bank
Residents of Owensboro solved a
The •decision upholds a ruling
before, the governor signs- them into law. two-week laborato.y research
coin shortage, showing up at their
day. Fortunately, ONB has a coin by Superior Court Judge Paul G.
More research yielded legal opinions indicating that, without the
mission to- see if they woidabanks with bags, jars and, in one
sorting and connting machine.
Levy, who told the state in
signature, the original bill ne.ver really became law.
sa-le succetIfiilly in
case._ a drink cooler full of
Waters estimated that custom- August to give $450 million more
"Since 1921;we only thought we had *state flag," said current
weightlessnest:
pennies.
ers brought in $1,000 worth •of to the state-'s 30 poorest districts.
Speaker Harold Van Maanen.
They have, producing at
The Predicament came to light
pennies over a three-day period
In the past two decades, school
Van Mennen took steps Tuesday to Jectify the problem, direCting-'--feast i„ dozen eggs in the first
last week when Spine local banks
last week. That's 100,000 pen- funding systems have ended up in
bill-drafters to come up With a' new measure for an Iowa flag.
four days Of the flight. The
complained of o‘searcity of the -flies, or more than 600 pounds. court in about 25 states: In at
Xan Maanep has no intention of tampering_ with the original_
-eggs-are expected to hatch late
Other banks reportEd 'similar least -11, stale supremo- courtS_-,-.
-copper coins.
Jesign:
vertical blue, red and white stripes,,and an eagle carrying in this week or early next.
,
A story in Wednesday's
deluges of pennies.
have tossed out -property taxits beaka banner with 'the state's Motto, "Oiir liberties we prize,
The sheik also brought 340
Otte of Liberty National based funding systems as unfair..
Messenger-lnquirer described the
1 and our rights we will maintain."
•, • Medaka eggs on. board before -defiCiericy, and by Thursday, pig* up, „Michigan voters .approved a ---1!
Bank's customers showed .
blasting into orbit. .At least
with a drink cooler filled with 'Measure in 'March that raised the
gy banks and mason jars all Over
four of them have- since
town were giving their all for the
quarters, chines, nickels and, of state sales tax to pay for schools.
hatched, and one tiny newborn
cause.
course, pennies, a bank official The Legislature had-einninated
. is already -swimming.
• Robbie Waters, coordinator of
said. After they were digested by the use of property taxes• for
-Meanwhile, six Japanese
the coin room at-Owensboro
a_counting and sorOg machine, schools;---"
goldfish are being studied for
National Bank, was wading Monthe-tally came to $958.
-New Jersey's high court set the
clues to motion-'sickness i
SILVER CITY, k.m. (AP)- dropped water near the wreckage.
1997=-98 school year as a deadline A pilot and two firefighters
space. Five of them -have bad
The cause of the crash wasn't
were
for lawmakers to make sure per- killed when their
gravity:sensing organs in their
immediately .known. Officials
helicopter__
pupil spending is the same"7 crashed in the-rugged niountains
inner ears removed in hopes Of
were Waiting to notify families
throughout the state. It--- also of southwest-New Mexico's
clarify the Jelationship_
before identifying the victims and
Gila
demanded subsrantral progress National Forest. TWO other firetiseen the organs and--41tesurvivors.
each year ,until then tnd more fighters were injured,:
malady -suffered by about half-.
„
' Both .survivors arriVed at a
HOPkINSVILLE, Ky. LAP)- or absorbed through-the skin, and special -education prografris
f all astronauts. -•
The pilot was ferryinig tour
pi
in Ma
condition. ne
.
Employees were back orrlhe job at 212 degrees, i,t becomes'ored to poor districts.
Columbia, set to- return
firefighters Tuesday from a 6,20Q..
t--by-satkriwes--fite
.
e
The
iaw,„;,4
t----flammable--and--combostible.
snrt_the nt
was_xf1P2e-04
yesday---at'-tbmiscirsernationa
swim•
acre win-di-Cie in the'
Naliona
-TA nearby house and restaurant' lyn Morheuser, executive director Forest to a
remained overnight for observabut there still was no answer for
ising -with red-bellied newts,
small blaze near the
tion, a nursing supervisor -said.
were temporarily evacuated as, of the Education Law Center-,She trash
one question:
126 jellyfish and i1i200 bar
mile,s
nook
Aite_abnut 311
stabilize
to
firefighters
attempted
•
tj
3625
million
More
ha
demanded
-Why-did
the
12,000
pounds'of
seven
urchins....,In
sea
all, the
east of Silver City:
- Fourteen-firefighters 'died last _ _
styrene in a chemical storage tank the tank's tempe.rature with a-- for poor districts, but said she
astronauts 'are hello
The crash started a fire that
week when a- wind -whipped
was satisfied by the deadline.
start to react and solidify Monday water hose.researchers back on Earth with
burned three acres of tinder-dry
mountain
wildfire roared over
temperature
By noon, the
bad - "The- court did what I asked it forest and
-morning, causing a•-• potentially
.plore than 80 experiments'. kept rescue crews _them near Glenwood Springs,
137
-and
147
;
-stabilized
between
L19
do.
talked
about
The
court
dangeroussituation?
Most aren't very glamorous.
away until more helicoptiiii----Colo.
--"We haven't yet been. able to degrees,'Scheid said, allowing the -.*Tiat it means to- be a poor child
Julian Szekely. * Massa:
to
police
and-firefighters
leave'
et
-she
di
said.
determine the exact cause;
cfiusetts Institute of Technoloalthough we have some ideas and the still reacting chemical under----- The court first' ruled in 1973
gy researcher studying the vissome theories,", president Bill the "sinveillance of -plant that relying heavily on local
cosity and surface tension of
property taxes for ichool funding
Scheid said. "We've used styrene personnel.
.
molten metals.
Ned and Margaret Baldridge.
WURTLAND, Ky. (AP)- A
The-chemical was almost fully is unconstitutional.
Elkins said the Baldridges did not
After the -1990 ruling, former Florida prison camp inmate, who
here fora long time and just nev- hardened on Tuesday, he said,
and the temperature was continu- Gov. Jim Florio approved the escaped on.a riding lawn mower, know Mufford-was a fugitive and
er had this problem."
will not be charged.
has--been recaptured at the home
Styrene is poisonous if inhaled ing to-drci-p.
QEA and financed it with the
of his in-laws, who did not know
Mufford escaped June 13 from
biggest tax increase in state his
fugitive.
the
that
he
was
a
state's minimum_ security
"NINON
imemissimamiNEM
tory. He then lost a re-election
Wurtland Police- Chief Mark
work camp at Gainesville.
bid to Gov. Christie Whitman.
Elkins said Michael Mufford, 33,
,Whitman has already cut
"He was mowing the lawn and
income taxes by 15 percent. She of Gainesville, Fla., was arrested
he
escaped on the tractor and just
Monday on a fugitive from jusNIN1-‘1
' said she believes she can find
kept
going," said Linda White, a
tice warrant and was to be
to $450 million more for Poor
tipI
spokeswoman for the Alachua
.Greenup
Cirarraigned
today
in
districts - in the state budget and
County Sheriff's Department.
still cut income taxes 'another 15 cuit Court.
Elkins
found
Mufford
after
the
Mulford was serving time for
percent. Alachua County, Fla., Sheriff's
burglary, grand theft, possession
"The- decision 'allows us to
respond in a comprehensive, Department tipped him that Muf- Of stolen property, possession of
ford had family in. the area.
a short-barreled shotgun and poswell-thought-out-manner," WhitOfficers arrested Mufford at session of a firearm by a -conman
said.
"The
thing
I
wantedto
YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
avoid was a hasty response. the home of his wife's parents, victed felon.
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
They've given us time to make
13, Numb Fingers
9. Nunib Hands
1. Low Back Pain --,5,-Dizziness
an intelligent response."
_
14. Hip Pain .
2 Headaches
6 Sore Elbows
10. Bursitis
.
2. Neck Pain
11. Pain down Legs" 15, Tight Muscle;
1.•Shoulder Pain
12. Muscle Spawns
16. Aching Feet
4 Arthritis
8. Indigestion
also admitted the same offense at
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Two
the Big Hill Coal Co. No. 6-A
eastern Kentucky coal operators
FIND OUT NOW whether careful.professional diropracticcare can relieve your
Dr. Dennis L Heskee, D.C.
-aches-and-pains, --This-examinaboa-nocaddy-costs-$30.00_or_more. It uiI include_a
are scheduled-to-be sentenced -Mine-at---Dana-between--Mity--1-489-chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological lest,a blood pressure test,a spinal
and March 1992.
Sept. 13 after pleading guilty to
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a musde
1
not
Dallas Francis pleaded guilty
submitting
valid
coal-dust
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
is FIIEE
This enure examination
to one count of failing to submit
..
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON If you want more care and treatment.
proper samples between May
Brothers Dean and Dallas
RESPJNSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
we do all the paperwork
RE iMBuRSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
1989 and April 1991 from the
Francis of Hatfield in Pike Counis PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
A
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING
PONDING TO THE ADVERTISEBig
ty
Hill No. 9 Mine at Sidney.
entered
their
pleas
Monday
in
MENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
U.S.
Both
were indicted in April by
District
Court
at
Pikeville.
LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!
I
a federal grand jury at Lexington.
Dean Francis pleaded guilty to
The original indictments charged
one count of failing to file the
the men with submitting false
required five valid samples for
COUPON WITH YOU
301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071
the A&A Francis Energy No. 1
samples from five mines,. and
A 19AR
Mine at Turkey Creek between
also charged them with. mail
LA
May 1989 and April 1991. He fraud and conspiracy.
TRENTON.. NJ. (AP)- The
state Suoreme Court has ruled for
a third time that New Jersey's
school funding plan is unconstitutional because of spending gaps
between rich and poor districts.
The court ruled Tuesday that
the state's Quality Education Act

A penny saved is a penny
earned for Owensboro bank
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Choppes crash kills firemensTilot

'

Questions unanswered in
Monday's chemical spill

•

•

Inmate escapes on lawn mowe
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Coal operators plead guilty
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SNAPPER
Quick response
steering system
Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hp to16hp
Five speed friction
power transfer

-

ANYTHING
LESS JUST
WON'T CUTIT!

RI

DEAL$ To Write Home About
"SINGLEWIDE SPECIAL"
16x80 Fleetwood -

Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available
Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing Job
Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping

-•

Wide choice of
single or twin
blade docks

410.

From 25"to 42"-Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

PRICIS START AT

•'949"

DON'T PAY'TIL
0Cf0BER 1994
INTEREST FREE'

INSTANT CREDIT
MODEL 260610 UP TO $3500

PRICE INCLUDES:
See Our
Selection
•14' single
Wides
•16' Single
Wides

• Upgrade Insulation
• Storm Windows
• Garden Tub
• Wire For Ceiling Fan
• Delivery/Set-up

See Our
Selection
•Double
Wides
-Triple
Wides

ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT

-
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Murray Home
Chestnut St.

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.

MULCHING CONVERSION KITS AVAILABLE

Auto
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Human error cited in Iraqi shootdown
over
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and one (pm France.
After the incident, perry
The Pentara official, speakWASHINGTON (AP) --A
"A =Ater of human errors ing on 'condition of anonymity, ordered changes requiring more
series of blunders led American
were made." a Pentagon official said the report also would cite-. _ verification steps before attacks
-tighter jets to open fire on two
with
are launched on any aircraft in
knowledge of the report's procedural problems with the
military
U.S.
helicopters over
'Iraq last spring, killing 26 people, contents said Tuesday. He said "Identify Friend or Foe," or [OF, the no-fly sonsIt was not clear whether the
the report would show "clear system by which U.S. planes are
a Pentagon investigation
1FF systems on the helicopters
problems" in the actions of those supposed to be able to identify
concludes.
were turned off or not funcUoninvolved.
friendly aircraft by the radio sigDefense Secretary William
ing properly.
,Pentagon officials earlier
nals they emit.
Perry and Army Gen.-John ShaliThe rules of engagement
U.S. military officials in Eurkashvili, chairman of the Joint reported that the F-15 pilots were
require a pilot to assume he is ope were responsible for drafting
Chiefs of Staff, planned to given the go-ahead to attack by
release the results of the investi- controllers aboard an AWACS facing an enemy if there is no the accident report. Such a report
IFF transmission, but "you -still normally states only the facts of
radar plane, but-tither controllers
gation today.
have to make a visual check the case and makes no recomTwo Air Force F-15 fighter apparently were aware that the
yourself," the official said.
helicopters were not hostile. They
mendations for discipline.
jets shot down two Army Black
failed
to
communicate
that
to
the
April
14
Hawk
helicofters
after
Sportsmen
at
Kentucky
the
League
president
of
Hugh Adamson, left,
the F-15 pilots mistook the air- fighters.
presented the Conservation Corporation of the Year Award to Westvaco
ABC News said Thesday night
for Iraqi Hind helicopters
craft
Poilvick.
Larry
representatives Dave Garrett, Jim Baer, and
violating northern Iraq's no-fly the report_ may lead to. criminal
indictments. The network said it
zone.
The helicopters were ferryirg had ,.learned that after- the acciFor Auto &
from several nations oit tient, "some aboard the AWACS
a mission supporting U.N. huma- Mane refused to cooperate with
Home Owners Insuranco.
nitarian relief efforts on behalf of investigators and that there is a
Kurds'in the area., Fifteen of the
mysterious four-nlinute_gap in a
dead were military officers from
videotape that recorded what was '
the United States. The others happening in the AWACS at the
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
were five lcurds, three officers -prec
-4Mo-wen t 'of
• The Kentucky 'Wildlife Federa-. tiPPi flyway
600
St
753-0489
1•
owns
eV
Corporatioli
of
League
Westvaco
the
-from
Turkey,
two
from
Britain
and
shootdown.
tion Foundation
•
•C•
:In
kentucky, Sportsmen honored operates a Fine Papers mill
Ballard County, Kentucky. The ^Westvaco Corporation with the
Satisfaction guarantned...or your money back!
Conservation Corporation of the paper produced at Wickliffe isiu.sed
for envelopes,greeting cards, maps,
Year Award at their twenty-eighth
Annual Awards- Banquet held at books, magthries, and many other
Cave City, Kentucky.on „lune 10. products.
The award was based on the - The Kentucky Wildlife Federanumerous. conservation activities tion Foundation was established
with the mission to promote envirWestvaco has sustained over the
years. These include the Westvaco onmental education through finanWildlife Management Area which cial aid and to recognize accomis a joint venttur with the Kentucky 'Plishinent. in the conservation of
Department of Fish • and Wildlife - natural resourcei in Kentucky.
Resources to provide wintering ha- KWFF is affiliated with the League
bitat for wattrfowl along theMissis- of Kentucky Sportsmen.

r..
•

Ross Insurance Agency

••

-•••••••;•••••••••••••••••••

factory-installed icernaker
a $100 value

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
Jerry Adams and family would like to thank all of our friends for your
thoughts,prayers,andyour generous donationsoftirne and money. We feet
very fortunate to have such thoughtfUl and caring.friends.
A special thanks goes to Brother Calvin Clark, the King's Sons, and
everyone who organized or participated in the benefit at Palestine United
Methodist Church. Our sincere appreciation also goes to-the surrounding
churches who supported the benefit.
We would also like to thank the United Methodist Men's organization and members of masonic lodges for their donations.
Again, thank you for all of the cards, letters, prayers and donations.
Jerry Adams and Family
Route 1, Dexter

Defense says abuse led
wife to have husband killed
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Mary
Stiles says years of abuse at the
pincer-like hands of her deformed
husband left her no choice: She
had to hire a hit man to kill the
sideshow performer known as
"The Lobster Boy."
"It's a terrible tragedy to have
a person lose their life, especially
by another," she explained Tuesday during a break in her murderfor-hire trial. "But do you take a
hance of letting things go -an-maybe losing your whole family?
He was capable of that."
"You marry -and--take -your
vows for better or for worse,"
said Mrs. Stiles, who still wears
her' wedding ring. "But how_
much does the worse have to
be?" _
In Ills opening statement,
defense lawyer Arnold Levine
portrayed Grady Stiles as an alcoholic brute who, despite stunted
legs, and arms that left him in a
wheelchair, pummeled his wife
And family with his two-fingered
hands, head-butted them and
repeatedly threatened to kitl
them.
He said Mrs. Sti,les was only
defending herself in late 1992
when she paid a neighbor $1,500
to shoot the 55-year-old carnival
freak in the head as he watched
television in their Gibsonton
mobile home.
Assistant State Attorney Ron

Hanes countered that thee, were
other ways Mrs. Stiles could have
stopped the abuse.
"Look at the alternatives she
had. Look at the choices she
made," Hanes said. ';,Reasonable?. No. Murder? Yes."
Mrs. Stiles, 56, could get life
in prison if convicted. Her son,
Harry Glenn Newman, 19, Will be
tried later on the same murder
and conspiracy charges. He plans
a simiTir detense.
The triggerman, Christopher
Wyant, 18, was ccinvicted of
murder and'conspiracy ahd -sentenced to 27 years in prison.
Levine said the entire family,
tuding --two -ailiken-born
the lobster-claw syndrome, were
held hostage by Stiles' threats-. "In spite of his deformities, he
was a powerful, powerful man,"
Levine said. "When he was
drunk and wanted to take it out
on you — he did."
Levine noted Stiles was convicted of murder in New York in
1978 for shooting one of his
daughter's boyfriends and was
put on probation.
When Mrs. Stiles pleaded for adivorce, Levine said, Stiles told
her that "I'll kill-you and I'll get
away with it.... I've killed before
and I got away with it."
"Obviously, the idea of divorce was not a realistic alternative," Levine said.

85801

Kenmore
1—$
Kenmore

per month'on SearsCharge
PLUS for the 779 98 pair

429.99
save 950

A.83061

on the pair

Through July 23 Reg '50.99

Extra-large
capacity washer
• America's best laundry system
- with 12 cycles, 3 water levels
• Dual-Action agitator

1199.99
Through July 27. Reg. 1449.99

$24

IF

349.99

per rm
sc
ohno
thrs onnus

Through July 23 Reg 419.99

B. Save *250

19.99

25.2 Cu- ft.'
refrigerator

Each Sears low price

• Adjustable slide-out
gldss shelves
B. 54571
• Adjustable door bins

Ultra Plus
detergent

ice, crushed ice
water dispenser

180-wash with or
without softener

9685/9835

Extra-large
capacity dryer
• 7 cycles and 3 temperatures
• Wririkle'Guard 1
• Extra-large top mount
lint screen

capacity -See below for important credit details
Appliance prices are for white. Colors. connectort extra.!comelier hookup, dishwasher Installation extra Gas model dryers pnced higher -Total

Kenmore'

65111

Kenmore
15111

$297

$268 p"::

Through July 23
Reg. 369.99

Save *72--lovvest price ever
3-level wash dishwasher. Delay
art option and light wash cycle.

Through July 16
Reg $269

eV"6

,
•
Save "30
Save *21
dishwasher. Dela
Ultra Wash
Large capacity-washer features
start option, water miser cycles. i,3 wash cycles and 2 water levels.

I Save *21
1 Large capacity dryer with auto
dry termination and 2 cycles

reception simulated
r items inventoried in wo *houses Allow reasonable hme for delivery. TV screen sizes measured diagonally,

Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised Most lar

64851
(Mir
kJEIP55GS)

42013/
43023
(Mfr.
RR1933W
PR1910C)
55124/53402

159.99 ',Tr

Save *40
1.5 cu ft. microwave-875 watts,
auto defrost, turntable cooking.

199.99

While quantities lost
Was 799 99

30
r

Closeout-save *200
Electric range with self-cleaning
oven and extra-large window.

7y 23
(31:9141
R
TIeg

Save "20
4-head VCR with remoie.control
and on-Screeri programming.

Save *50
19-in. TV with remote control, _
off-timer and on-screen menu.

1299.99

1999.99 T.^.10

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
300 South 4th St.

753-9586

Murray's Only *3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester

tit Chevy Cavalier Good miles, local
'87
'85
'87
'89
'85
'87
'81
'88
'80
.136
'79
'84

Dodge Dakota Nice truck
Buick Century V-6, loaded
GMC Truck V-6, Automatic, AC ........__.......
Sunbird Nice
Cadillac Sharp
GMC Van Loaded, V4
Datsun 4x4 Truck
Grand Am Red
Buick -Regal V4
Ford Courier Automatic. 90,000 miles
Chevy Celebrity 4 Cylinder
Chevy tilverado Deeendeere
Buick LeSabre i osemir

•••••••anorna•

*2,850
'3,250
61,800
'3,500
*2,950
*2,900
'3,400
'2,400
'2,800
'800
*1,300
*1,450
'1,800
*2,200

Jo38052

199.99 Pzuft,'19ly

30

Save'50
5.0-HP`'22-in. high wheel mOwer
ideal for rough and hilly terrain.
Ansereera'a feverfew
Gerd,et Seers

299.99

Through July 30
Reg 349.99

Thrall July 23

Save'100
15-HP. 42-in. lawn tractor with
Briggs & Stratton Gold engine.

Save'50
5.5-HP, 22-in, power propelled
rear bog mower. Eager-I engine.

Save'SOO
18-HP 44-in garden tractor
-with Briggs & Stratton engine
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Residents proud of heritage in Poverty
wiped out when their two kids
went off to college a few years
back. .,Charles said it meant Poverty's population was cut in half.
He said we were the richest and
the poorest people in Poverty
Payne said. "Most people just because we were the only people
called it the Poverty ball team." in Poverty."
The post office closed in 1906.
Payne confessed that she'd just
The school, store and mill are as soon -the community be
long gone, too. A while ago, renamed Eureka for an old neighsome people tried to get the name borhood church and school. But
she admitted that the change
changed to Eureka.
would dam up a steady stream of
But Poverty persisted.
Even so, Poverty is almost jokes about the place she and
Charles have called home since'
bankrupt of people.
"Used to, the school bus 1946, when he came back from
would stop here -and 25 children World War II.
She enjoys telling visitors
would get on," Payne said. "Now the bus just whizzes by." about the time their pastor,
Payne said Poverty's wily's- Brnthet Pete Leach. of Mt. Verlion is around 10 — herself; her non Baptist Church, we's in Povhusband Charles, and "about erty with a friend.
"He told him, 'Well, this is
eight othet people and an empty.
'Payne recalled. "And
,trailer across the -road that's for Poverty,"
sale."
the man said, 'It really don't look
•
She said Poverty was almost that bad_ to me."

POVERTY, Ky. (AP) — Eva
Payne,is proud to live in Poverty.
She means a place, not penury.
- "We like it here," Payne said.
"Why, we're three miles from
Calhoun, 20 miles from Owensboro and about 30 miles from
hood snobs. They'd started the
Evansville.
"Social Circle", proscribing the
Poverty is pretty much conphysician and some lesser-heeled
fined to where Kentucky Highneighbors.
ways 140 and 256 intetsect northThe
Circlers
Social
also liked
west of Calhoun, the McLean
to brag that they lived in "The.
'County seat.
"When we got home from vac- Golden Triangle", according to
Payne.
ation the other day, I told my
When it was time to name the
husband, 'Well, Cinderella's back
post office in 1902, Short
local
in poverty,— Payne said with a
suggested a handle sure to aggrachuckle.
vate his rich neighbors: Poverty.
Her tiny hometown's name is
. "Besides the post office, there
rooted in retribution, not-destitua one-room schoolhouse, a
was
tion. Around the turn of the cen-tury;-Df. Bill-Short was looking, store and a mill in Poverty,"
to get even with a few neighbor- -Payne. said.
The community ..alSci was
known for its country baseball"
team.
"They had a nickname, but I
don't remember ...).v114t
-it. *as,"
.

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig

•SUBSCRIgE

SAVE•A•LOT

Budget Stretching
10 POUND MEAT SALE

FOOD STORES
Rwy.„S41 South
New Summer Hours:8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.: 12-6 p.m.Sun.

Fresh Idaho

Sliced

-..-

Emge Pork

Ft"-111yez

- Leg

Slab
Bacon

Quarters

90

- -90--$-390

10 Lb. Pack

Sliced

American
Cheese
5 Lb. Box

Neckbones
or Feet
-30 Lb. Pack-

10 Lb. Pack
.
':. '
- - --

$

Advanced
Breaded

Emge
Fresh Cut

Meat
Patties

Pork
Steak

5 Lb. Bag

10 Lb.-Pack

$990 $590

Old South
Pork

Sausage
10 Lb. Pack
$790

•
•'

Queen s Price

Fruit

DAIRY FOODS

FROZEN FOODS

SPECIALS:

SPECIALS:

Jumbo
Buttermilk

Banquet

Mexican
Dinner

Biscuits

12 oz. Box

99'
9 oz. Pkg.

MEAT DEPARTMENT VALUES:
12 oz. Pkg.

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

SPECIAL
BUIP

$139

Sweet Sue
Chicken

Riceland Medium

Ranch House

Dumplings

Rice

Sloppy Joe
15.5 oz. Can 69'

16 oz. Pkg.

Swirls

99'

Shredded
Imitation

8 oz. Pkg.

Mozzarella
Sunny
Spread

79'
99'
3 Lb. Tub

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

1/2 Gal. Ctn.

970

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
only, manufacturers
coupons and food
stamps. Savings up to
40% on the food you
use the most/00h guaranteed!

1-800-LUNG-USA

Fish Sticks $249

BEST STEAKS 3 WESTERN 1:13TUdET • BEST STEAKS 3 WESTER1 EMMY

spot"
GRILL

100 CL Box $14e
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

— rniLS WEEK'S SPE(jAl-4-; —
THURSDAY (All Day)
Our Homemade Spaghetti With Hearty Meat
$1.75
Sauce Served with French Bread

7 oz. Pkg.
g

Dishwashing

Rolls

89'

Banquet

Bd. 79'
Glass Guard

Tyler's Facial

Window Cleaner
22 oz. 13t1. 99'

Tissue
175 Ct. 59'

32 oz.

16 oz. Btl. 494

HELP MAKE
A DIFFERENCE,
VOLUNTEER

Sea Pack

Chun

Alcohol

Did you get to view the World- Knight. The awards were teceived
War II exhibit "A Good Turn for by Post 6291 commander, Daythel
Uncle Sam" that opened Dec. 5, Turley and Ladies Auxiliary Ameri1993, at the library?
- ' canism chairman, Shirley BrOwn.
Did you know that 100 percentof
• When you entered the room that
held the exhibit, in a quiet corner, the donationsfor Buddy Poppies
stood a small table with two place collected ori' Memorial Day and
settings and a black and white Veterans Day goes to help area
POW-MIA flag stating .You Are veterans and their families? Not one
Not Forgotten. The dinner setting dime of Poppy money is used for
was to show that families are still Post activities.Two of the 22certifiwaiting for the POW-MIA war cates awarded to the Ladies Auxiliveterans to return home. VFW Post ary at the state convention were for
6291 and its Ladies Auxiliary re- Poppy Sales and the resulting Outported to the state VFW headquar- standing Hospital Program.
To encourage youth participation
ters with a picture and received a
Citation Award at the' department and awareness of freedom and patriotism the VFW and its Auxiliary
• convention.
Also receiving a citation for this promote .the Voice of Democracy
reporting year that ended in June, and the Patriotic Poster contests
1994, was the Loyalty Day display each year. This year Erica Rowlett
that was in the window of Jane's of Murray had the honor of winning
Attic on the southeast corner of the first place in the District contest and
court square in downtown Murray. second place in the state contest for
her Voice of Democracy presentaBoth were presented at the 58th
Annual Deparunent Convention by tion. Our Auxiliary received
the retiring VFW Commander, Ed- another certificate for this promdie Akers, and the outgoink Ladies otion.
Auxiliary State President,LyncED.
Mother was given for 100 percent ed
ltiognGalisn community
ucactiio
parti
participation
activities. Have you noticed the
increased promotion and participation in patriotic events recently?
lion
Ladies Auxiliary also met
offive out ol
six safety programs and contributed
to cancer research. As a result of
,
because.
these and other programs by memWhen you can't breathe.
bers, awards were presented for
Nothing else matters.
and press book. It's been a
publicity
To volunteer call:
rewarding year.
Marne Whiteside of Post 6291
Ladies Auxiliary also received rect AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION.
of Kentucky
ognition as Outstanding District
President, Category II.

Somerset

Brock Liquid

Medical Center

89

WI Ladies
Auxiliary win awards

Tea Bags

Vinalla Wafers
11 .. Box 89'

Prairie Farms

Buttermilk

10 Lb. Bag

24 oz. Can $1.3.
Granny Ella's

Michelina's

Lasagna

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

So-Cheesy

Swiss Miss

/IFS
••••y
4
r,N
.„
certificates
many
the
-Marree'Whlteside and Carol Turley show two of
presented to Ladles Auxiliary to VFW at state convention,

"

Potatoes

American
Singles

loyafty Day award at State VFW

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

- FRIDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Golden Fried Catfish with Steak Fries
and Hush Puppies

Pot Pies
7 oz. Box

Ot R 1:%‘101 s PRIM!. Rut IS S1.1011)
\ ERN FRID%1 & S
RIM

39'

SATURDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
w/ Chili .99e
.490
only
Hot Dogs

Ad Good
Wednesday
July 13,
Through
Tuesday,
July 19.' 1994

MONDAY (All Day)
Infamous Deli Sandwich on a Hogie w/Chips$3.95

Hwy. 641 South

To advertise or,subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

$2.89

TUESDAY (All Day)
Our Famous Racer Burger with Fries

$1.99

WEDNESDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Grilled Ham & Cheese w/Potato Salad

$3.15

15th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thin SMIII day - 10 30 .11v1 to 10:00 pill
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C.

One man pleads in drug
case involving sheriff

DEATHS
L.D. Cook Sr.

Mrs. Frances Elizabeth Gibson
Mrs. Frances Elizabeth Gibson, 69, Ocoee, Fla., former resident of
Murray, died Monday at 2 p.m. at Florida Hospital South, Orlando,
Fla.
She was- born Aug. 4, 1924, in Jackson, Mich. She was a member of
Ocoee Church of God and of Ladies Auxiliary of Chapter 4305 of
• Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Survivors include her husband, Ben Gibson; one daughter, Misty
Dawn Gibson, Ocoee; one son, Benny Lee Gibson, Groveland, Fla.;
her stepmother, Mrs. Helen Robinson, Murray; six sisters, Mrs. Rosetta Gibson, Eustis, Fla., Mrs. Wanda Sue Jones, Ferguson, Mo., Mrs.
Mary Helen Turner, Yukon, Okla., and Mrs. Winona Williams, Mrs.
Nell Omstead and Mrs. Dortha Parrish, Murray; six brothers, Edwin,
Walter, James, Lynn, and Larry Robinson, all of Murray, and Billy
Robinson, St. Louis', Mo.; two grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in -the chapel of Blaloc&Coleman Funeral Home. Burial will follow In Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday.

Rata VFW

1i)-Penti
03
WittiarrrJoseph-

Mrs. Erra Mildred Riordan

William Joseph (Bill) Penn, 65. Rt. 1, Benton, died Tuesday at
Services for Mrs. Erra Mildred Riordan_ were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in
,Lourdes'Hospital, Paducah. His death was from injuries sustained in a
,LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris. The Rev. Vernon Turfall at a construction site.
and a
ner officiated. Burial was in New Liberty Cemetery, Buchanan.,• An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a plasterer
. •.
Riord.an.....S.0; 141-1, Buchanan,. Term., died Monday at Manor ...
member of a Catholic church.
House Nursing Home, Dover, Tenn.
He was the son of the.late Leo Penn and Jennie -Zimant Penn. Two
She was married Aug. 7,. 1937, to R.B. (Barney) Thompson who
-- brothers also preceded him' in death.
1914, in Pottertown in Calloway
died Dec. 25; 1975. -Born.-June
Survivors'inctude his wife, Mrs. Eva Timmons Penn; one daughter.
Amanda Penn, Benton; two sons; Joseph Penn, Troy, Ill., and Eric Joe , County, shb was the daughter of the late Robert Dawson McCuiston
Pcnn, Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Mildred Kobylinski, CollinsvTITCTTE- and Lucy- *Blalock McCuiston:
Survivors include her husband, Tom Riordan; two sons. Steven
ancL.Mrs. Casmir_(Rose) Karpowicz, Troy, 1114 five hrsthers, Charles
Dawson Thompson, Buchanan, and Kenneth Dale Thompson, CassvilPenny, O'Fallon, Ill., Thomas Penn and George Penn Sr.,-Caseyville,
le, Ga.; four.sisters, Mrs. Myrtle. Lassiter, Hazel, Mrs. Lois Smith and
III., John Penn Sr., Fairview, Ill., and Eugene Penn Sr., Centralia, Ill.
Mrs. Bobbie Cook, Murray,.and Mrs. Voline Roberts, South Pasadena,
The body will be cremated.'Memorial servides will be Thorsday at
visitation
Calif.; one brother, John McCuiston, Puryear, Tenn.; three-grandchil1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton:
-L
dren; four great-grandchildren.
will be scheduled.

ertificates

_
lrvan Tovvery
Virginia
A4r.

2171

Pro rodeo. 1- be teatured

Services for Mrs. Virginia Irvan Towery will.be Thursday at 11
a.m. in the chapel ofJ.11,,,anraill„ Funeral Borne _flic„.11b, Duid.
an
-Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City, Cemetery.
- Friends may . call at the funeral'home from 4 to ,8 pp.. today;
(Wednesday).
•
The first Murray-Calloway expected to follow strict rules of
-Mrs. Towery, 83, former resident of Murray, died Monday at 7:46
County Fair World Championship dress and conduct both in and out of
p.m..at Methodist Memorial Hospital, Oak Ridge, Tenn. Her husband,
.
Rodeo scheduled for Tuesday and the arena.
Napoleon Towery, died July 7, 1989.
who want to
contestants
Local
Wednesday,July 26-27 will feature
Born Aug..27, 1910, in Calloway County,.she_was the.slaugh
f 'cowboys ind cowgirls competing in participate in the first Murray-Cal:the late Joe Inian and Nola Sledd
loway County Fait Championship.'
seven IPRA sanctioned 6vents.
Survivors include one ,sen, Jim Towery and wife, Ann, Oak Ridge:Rodeo are eligible just as aggneta_
AsPro-Rodeo
nIC International
Tenn4.one brother, Bill Irvan and wife, Corrine, Scottsdale, Ariz.; two
Anyone _living
members.
tion
sociation, based in OkIIIIbinerity
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
of Murray,or
radius
mile
25
within
each
rodeos
sanctions nearly. sop
year in almost every state in the in,Calloway County, is eligible to
union. The 1994 Murray-Calloway enter. Telephone entries must be
County Fair rodeo will be co- made in advance. The books will be
Funeral rites for Archie (Pod) Joyce were today at 11 a.m....M.01e' sanctioned with the American Cow- open on Wednesday. (one week
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Troy
boys Rodeo Association of Spring- prior to rodeo time) July 20 front 5
Deweese officiated. Burial was in Calvert City Cemetery.
field, MOand the Arkansas Rodeo p.m. to 11 p.m. Call The rodeo
Mr. Joyce, 71, CalVert City, died Monday at 6:02 a.m. at Lourdes
Cowboys Association, headquar- secretary at -2051247;1059- All
Hospital, Paducah.
entries will be -taken during this
tered in Ft. Smith, AR.
His wife, Mrs. Lubbie Nell Joyce, one daughter, Mrs. Doris
Every dollar won by contestants time.
'McLeod, his parents, Willard Joyce and Dollie Pierce Joyce, one sister
Make your plans now to attend
at an IPRA sanctioned rodeo counts
and one brother preceded him in death.
first Murray-Calloway County
the
toward world chainpionship standSurvivors include two daughters, Mrs. Della Stokes, Calvert City,
ings. Therefore,the odds of current Fair Championship Rodeo, contact
and Mrs. Anita Kay Hall, Draffenville; three sons, Stevie Allen Joyce, and former world champions, as any of the Fair Board members,for
Eddyville, Jackie Wayne Joyce and Joe Lee Joyce,,Calvert City;..two
welt*as contenders for the 1994 ticket and other information. ,
sisters, Mrs. Dean Gipson, Benton, and Mrs. Lois Morris, Murray; one
titles, competing at sanctioned robrother, Erie Joyce, Calvert City; 10 grandchildren; three greatdeos are high. The Murray-Callograndchildren.
way County Fair Rodeo should be
one of the IPRA Rodeos to draw
some of the best contestants in the
rodeo business.
- For contestants, the IPRA furnishes uniform rules to insure fair11 Works Wonders.
Adams in the 1990 school board
ness in competition, rodeo entry,
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
election.
livestock drawn and distribution of
American Heart Association
judge has dismissed a federal
In a ruling entered Monday, prize money. IPRA members are
lawsuit filed against the Floyd
U.S. District Judge Joseph Hood
County school _board by three
said Superintendent Stephen
administrators Whose jobs were
eliminated in a district Towler and the board member
Were entitled to qualified immunreorganization.
ity because of their official posiFood -services coordinator
Wayne Ratliff and assistant tions. He also r.uled that because
superintendents Pet. Grigsby Jr. state law gives hiring and firing
and Tommy Thompson filed the power to the superintendent, the
suit in June 1993 after their jobs three needed to prove that Towler
was acting on a board policy to
were cut in the state-mandated
hold the board responsible.
restructuring.
5127 $16,998
White
'94 Intrepid
Hood also rejected the dueThe suit claimed their due3191 $17,642
process rights were violated by process claim, saying the three
Blue
'94 Intrepid
an allegedly illegal closed board failed to show a constitutionally.
2531 $18,397
White
14 Vision
meeting. They also claimed age protected property interest in
discrimination retaliation for their their jobs. And he noted that the
Met Red 0133 $18,983
'94 Vision
support of longtime board•mem- plaintiffs never filed any state
ber and chairman James "Doc" age-discrimination complaints.
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones lad. Avg..-4.11.66
DJIA Preston' Clese..--3702A6
Air
SPIs-Va
A T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratto•--.-- 61'/s+5ls
Bristol Myers Squibb...52/
4 vac
1
CBT Corp. Ky.•.:-.4P/aB 4.33/3A

Prices' As Of 9 a.m.
K U Eaergy.—_____1914+514
241/s+lh

Kroger
LG &
Mattel
McDonald'

_
- - •••• •

-•-

Merck

D▪ ean

273/4

Peoples
233 241/1A
i; Ford Motor..—.-.—.—.311/s+sls Quaker 0ats--.......--.7titi+V"
General Flectric.....-........4714+31. Schering-Plough.....---62%+11.
General Motorei.....- .-...521/8+1/4 Sears
Time Warner—...---3.5+Nr
• Goodyear
I B
Ingersoll Rand-------.--.36+%
Hilliard Lyons Is • market maker in tues stock.
, UNC-price unchanged
Lyons
":__Cp_tpriStivare
Murray, KY 42071
(5053-.3366

4ift6)
HIWARD L

Our Best int ;_•stment Is

vI56/0 Cash DiscoUnt
On All prescriptions 'Computerized Records-.
41edical 'Claims .Service
•PCS •Medimet
:---43C43S-Pa1d • State 'Aid
- Health & Beauty. Items .

-

HOLLAND.DRUGS
109 S.'4th St.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

75371462

Protect The -Ones -yourLovez.-

PRO LINE OF
.WEST KENTUCKY
SAV11-$50 NOW WITH

1111111 Irk

W W

TW

AAIUN
.11" IRAN
UNDERGROUND
Pet Containment System

Shock Collar" Bark Collars _
Call Today For A
„ Free Estimate

492-8250
•Financing Available
•Locally Owned & Operated

1-800-292-2434

'94 CLOSEOUT

HOG MARKET
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CHIROPRACTI
FOR BETTER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR,

GRAVITY - MAN'S ENEMY
It would take a strange architect so design a
tall building in die shape of three pyramids each standing on its apex. Such a structure
would be imitable and dangerous The human
body isjust wit a constructicavand is imitable
for static eXill4111Cd. Standing still is.difficuh

and legs).
Gravity is continually pulling man's nruc
lure toward the ground. causing impared
function of its parts. Good posture is the ideal
distibution of weight armed the gravity line,
miaimthing the effon required to keep upright
chore
mid permit efficient (section with the least
The human body wad never designed Ire, effort. Thus, we mess the importance of good

15

•
Y

011

U.S.'District Judge Joseph
Hood could have given Marshall
up to 14 months and a $20,000
fine.
Marshall was arrested in
February along with Lee County
Sheriff Doug Brandenburg and
about a dozen -others. Federal
officials say they were all part of
a scheme to mix cheap Mexican
pot with high-quality Kentucky
, weed for redistribution.
• Two other men have pleaded
guilty in the case. -

0

Post 6291
eived rec; District

oord000lO 0411

The funeral for L.D. Cook Sr. will be today at 2 p.m. in the Chipel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Boron Richerson will
officiate. Mrs. Olivene Erwin will be organist.
Pallbearers will be Dickie Nesbitt, Brad Cook, Roger Johnson, Jimmy Dale Johnson, Keith Cliirk and Gregory Gilbert, all grandsons.
Burial- will follow in Salem Cemetery at Lynn Grove.
-Mr. Cook Sr., 82, of North Fifth Street, Murray, died Monday at
3:30 p.m. at West View Nursing Horne, Murray.' His Wife, Mrs. Ethel
Canter C-1,01C, died May 2, 1959.
He was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church. Born Jan. 23,
1912. in Graves County, he was the son of the late Jack Cook and
Vienna Ward Cook. Also preceding him in death were one greatgrandchild, Caitlin Ann Gibert, one sister,. Clara Waters, and „one
brother. Jessie Cook.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joetta Johnson and husband,
Joe Pat, Rt. 7, Mayfield; one son, L.D. Cook Jr. and wife, Blondavene, Rt. 1, Hazel;, six grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.

• PlICEVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
judge handed down an 8-month
prison sentence Tuesday to the
first person to plead guilty in
connection with an alleged drug
ring involving an eastern Kentucky sheriff.'
Don Marshall Jr., 25, of Owsley County, was described as a
minor player in the alleged inteinational marijuana ring. He
pleaded .guilty May 4 to one
count of distribution within a
thousand yards of a school.

.,abouswtht

'94 Intrepid ES
'94 Concorde
'94 Concorde
'94 Concorde
'94 Concorde
'94 New Yorker
'94 LliS
V4 CB

1017
1110
4328
6481
7171
8312
4291
6719-

$19,625
$19,888
$19,964
$19,999
$21,769
$12,869
625,477
$26,392

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUES
1203 $11,837
Emerald
'94 Duster V6
0841 $13,599
'94 Lasets0 Red
Prides Good Thru 7/22/94
Plus Tax, Taw License
$20 Proc. Fee. Dealer Retains
Rebates If Any.

Cain's*

static existence, hui for dynamic function The posture
spine is the cenual pillar that continually
adjusts the weight of the body around the
gravity !me to maintain the upright position,
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
keeping the first pyramid (the head and neck)
-Chiropractorbalanced in the center of the hese of the second
4 miles East on Hwy. 94
pyramid(the trunk and shoulders), which rests
in the Cdfild of the third pyramid (the pelvis
753-2962

Pooroo•-•

Red
Black
Blue
Emerald
Met Red
White
Met Red
While

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH4VDGE•JEEP•EAGLE
753-6448
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

• Choice of Mulching Deck options!
• Easy-to-operate foot-controlled hydrostatic
drive or gear
TROWINLT*
• Powerful Briggs & Stratton OHy
available
engine with twin cylinders
•Tight 22" Turning Radius
• A size for every yard: from 12.5 to 11,11111111aits
Ask your &eke Arr
16HP hydro drive
•••••s•
ands *ea cape
• Covered by exclusive
of Re TROY 811. T
7-Year Warranty
7-Year Warranty!
no, down 'laymen tor credit opoolobed madmen and de
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Is Simba an imitation Kimba?

•

-.

_

_
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The name of thektuddly orphan
..-tab in Disney's ,"The Lion•
King"- is Simba. The hero of a
Japanese cartoon seen across
America 4obthe 1960a:was an
- orphaned lion named Kimba.
Coincidence?
Disney has called the summer
hlockbuster its first cartoon feature since 1970 not taken from an
...lasting story, but a laundry list
pf similarities with "Kimba, the
White Lion" have some animation buffs up in arms.
"The parallels are stunning,"
l'red Ladd, the American producerfal the Kimba series, told the
_San Francisco Chronicle Tn a
published Tuesday.
e.ceived calls every day
-froni--peoPle--aB over the-country
Who are outraged -by-..this," said
Robin Leyden, a formerinirnator.
' who wrote-a history of the "Kim' ha" TV series.
!loth stories feature:,
Orphane,d hop princes who
lose their crowns to an evil adult
lion, then reclaim their thrones.
• — etatittlions aideAl by a wise
-.old baboon 'and a talkative bird,
while evil lions get help from.
hyenas.
— Kimba's,foe was a one-eyed
lion named Claw: Simba's is a
_t_i0Ir mulletSwho hAs
Lt.,i-tr one eye.
— Some --specific images,
-• Including the P?Omotional shot of
a liOn on a jutting rock' and the
Outline, of a dead father liOn in
-the clots- talking to his son.
• Disney ',AP.clit,rd
• • on the 'record Tuesday, but anem.playee who demanded
anonymiy_ told The Associated
kress that there was no story:
harrowing on "The Lion King"
Disney's claim of originality is
hacked up by an official with the
-..Orripany founded by Osamu
.feitikai—the late Japanese cartoonist -who created "Kimba.'
"kirnba" - was • born in the
_19503 -when Tezuka 'wrate a comic Wok called -"Jungle Emperor.." LL.spawned a Japanese TV
series Called "Kimba, The White
-- Lion," which was shown dubbed
7-Into English. in the United States
':beginning in 1966.
"If Disney took hints from the
Jungle -Emperor' our founder,
the late Osamu, Tezuka, would be
very pleased by it," Takayuki
Matsutani, president of Tezuka
_Productions in Tokyo, told the
Chronicle. "On the whole, we
think 'Lion King' is absolutely
different from 'Jungle Emperor'
and is Disney's original work."
Tezuka was sometimes called
'the Walt Disney of Japan."
"The Lion King," has earned
nrjore than $143 million in a
month of ticket sales, making it
1994's top film.
There are .striking differences
between the stories as well. Simpa's. father is killed by his own
• -brother
Scar, while Kimba's
father is killed by hunters. Unlike
"The Lion King," Kimba featured human characters.
"Lion King" co-director Rob
Minkoff told the Chronicle he
was unaware of the "Kimba"

Boy electrocuted
Hlr',NEWELL, Ky.(AP) — A
14-ycar-old boy was electrocuted
when he touched high-voltage
power lines with an antenna pole
he was trying to erect at his
home. •
. James Jenkins was pronounced
dead at the scene Monday by
Grcenup County Deputy Coroner
Darrell Stevens.
Jenkins was electrocuted
around 7 pm. EDT. His family
Lalled the 'Kentucky State Police
_around 9:30 when they returned
home, according to KSP spokesman Gary Kistner.

_

With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
earn tax-deferred
, interest at a
competitive rate. .To
-find out_more about
Woodmen s
Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact.

story during production, but said
the story line and cast of characters was already set when he
came aboard in 1992.
Matthew Broderick, the actor
who did the voice for Simba (the

Prices Good
July 13
Thru
July 19

of the World
L.lisourusce Society
sm.Nom ones& Pllobroolao

C0111nEIV'

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Hours:
141. 8 a.m..7 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m -8 p.m.

04d

"
d9

Deli Hot Line
763-781 1

96tite4

Wit Accopt Food Stomps - Wit Rossorht Th. Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-C) Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owen's Best Family Pack

BOW
Ground'
3=4 Lb. Pkg.

89!

old s
Classic
Wieners
or Dinner
Franks
$1

29
#•

1

Center Cut

Pork.Chops
Minnesota
Valley

Realemon

Lemon
Juice

15

$ 1 99

Pork Loin

Pringies

Cat
Food

Peas

32 oz

$211-1?-

07

Assorted
Variety
7 Oz.

19

4/$

3/$ 1

- Star Kist Oil or Water Pack

Tuna
65 oz

59

Rav-O-Rich

Whole Milk
$199
I Gal.
Del Monte

Fruit Cups

4 Pk

$139

Bama Blackberry

Jam or Jelly

16 oz.

Peaches
Prairie Farm

1% Milk
Hyde Park

BBQ Sauce

Hyde'Park Hamburger

Dill Slices
Cascade
Dishwashing Powder
Sunny Delight

Libby Halves or Slices

Orange Punch

29 oz.

32 oz
50 oz.

99C
$219
once

64 oz. 77

$189 RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite, Sundrop, White Grape 12 pk.$79
gal. I
2
RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
$C79
Party
Pk.
Sunkist
Orange
24
Sul%
18 oz.

69*

Paramount Sweet

Cubelets
Giant

16

Green

Pinto, Great Northern, Beans
15 oz.
& Blackeye Peas
Cal Sun Diced or Sliced

3/89'
69'
2/$3
59'

Pimentos
• . 4- oz.
Orville Redenbacher Microwave
Popcorn -- 10 oz.
Scoff Single Roll

Paper Towels

eli
Owen's Famous
9 Pc. Fried

New-Mesquite
Smoked

Owon's Bost
Boneless Pit
Of Honey

Chicken

Turkey Breast

Baked Ham

Baby Swiss

itWoodmen

The Kentucky
Network •

ere's

iFica•€.4" _

$489
John W. thenmons
Woodmen Illds.
3rd & Maple,Murray
759-9730
.

'tYou kW"
Th

Swahili name for lion) has said
he was confused when first contacted about the project, thinking
perhaps it referred to the Kimba
story he remembered watching as
a child.

Cheese
$369

tb.
$489

189
Lb
Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Baked or

.
13,141 Beef
BBQ Beans
$

1 19i Lb.

$'159

)
Th Lb

Golden Ripe

Fresh Crisp

1 Lb. Bag
Ready To Eat

Bananas

Broccoli

Carrots

3.$1 89c 99'
.

Sno White
8 oz.

OA*

Seedless
Red

Red Delicious

Apples

Grapes

99!
99' 59!
Mushrooms
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Low-income
families get
assistance
FRANKFORT, KY — Lowincome Kentucky families will
again this year be able to get help
weatherproofing their homes to
lower their utility bills.Twenty-four
agencies will have a total of
$9,936,045 in -state. and federal
funds to distribute:,
West Kentucky Allied Services,
which include Calloway, received
$475,651 in grants.
"The program targets families
that have to pay a major portion of
then'limited income for'heating and
•
cooling," said- Social Insurance
Commissioner John Clayton.whose
department oversees weatheriza-•Ir
tion.
Household weatherization grants
will be available from 22 community action agencies serving 119
counties, plus Jefferson—County,
irid Louisville;
. - -;
"These-agenciesprocess applica--tions and actually carry out the
work,either with their own crews or
by contracting with local repair
-firms," Clayton said.
Additional money can be used to
fix or replace dangerous heating
systems tharkre7spilling -unhealthy=
levels acerb:5n monoxide into tIteliving area.
In general, families with total
_
income under 125 percent of the
federal poverty guideline are eligir,
ble. For example, the current poverty level for a family of four is
$14,800, so 125 percent would be •
$18,500.
Those who think they might be
eligible should check with the local
agency, said Pat Bishop, energy
assistance branch manager.
All of the agencies employ staff
that evaluates each dwelling's
energy repair needs and most agencies employ the people that actually
make the repairs. Many of these
people were receiving unemployment or public assistance when they
were hired and have received extensive technical training that has
greatly increased their employable
skills; Bishop noted.

Social Security
representative
to be in Murray

Smuckers

r•rCosti)
',Wu1 it to

,
70.

•
•

FOODS
NM 13

14 15 16
12 Pk.
oa. Cans

18 19
••-.••:•-•••,••••••.

Trail Blazer

Food
20 lb.
Bag

Cottonelle

Wyandot

Tortilla Chi

_Bath Tissue
Jumbo
Roll

Chuck Roast

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be. in Murray at the Calloway
County Public Library _on_Tuesday, July 26, 10:30 a.m. until
12:30 p.m.
A person should contac(Social
Security:
*Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security
number is required to get proper
Social Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to
examine a person's Social Security card. Be sure to apply for a
number at least 2 weeks before it
will be needed.
* After a death in the family to
set if survivor benefits can be
paid.
someone in the family
is disabled, to find out if disability benefits can be paid.1
*At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare 2 or 3 months before
65 even if there are no plans for
retirement.
*Anyone with a question or
with a report to make prior to the
representative's visit to the•
library may telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at
247-8095.

Limit 4 Please!
_

Whole Boneless

Pork Loin

r.*When

94

Field

Bacon
•

Poston appointed
delegate to AHA
The election of new officers
for ate Kentucky Hospital Association (KHA) took place at the
association's annual convention
in May.
Elected chair of the Board was
Stephen A. Williams, president of
Alliant Health System in Louisville. Williams officially took
office July 1 of this year.
Stuart Poison, administrator at
Murray-Calloway County Howlud.thas been appointed a delegate
to the --American Hospital
Association.
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McGriff, Gwynn,
lead limping NL
over Afitericans
Alousaps 8-Twin in 10th

•

. By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer

•

"With the way our guys were
Jumping up and down, you would
havethought we'd won the
PITTSBURGS-TAP) — Just
World -Series -or something,".
when it seemed this baseball seaon couldn't possibly get any -betBraves outfielder David Justice
said. "I'm happy for the National'
ter, along came one of the greatgaves in 30-years:lot 'pf guys have. -Not'since Pete _Rose achieved - waited a long time for this."
immortality ly steamroll- • • How long? Since the NL last
--,.• __instant
mg Ray Fosse at home plate in
won, 13 players off that 1987
1970 has there been a more drateam have retired. Remember 4
matic • finish. Not, since Johnny
Ronald Reagan?
Yup, he was still
__
C'allisein's three-run ninth-ihning
president.
jolt -in 1964 has; there been-- a
On'
before -the largest
more dranwic_horner.
,crowd (59,568) in. PitlSburgh
List everything an -i-n-s-tant
baseball history assembled for the
--dassic needs and this one had it city's first 'All-Star game in 20
-- highlight-reel plays, high dra- -years, the elder statesmen of -the _
-nia, high tension. Two gOod
NL; Gwynn and _OzAie Smith,.
_ _teams playing 'a game almost too. pondered when .the next NL win
good to end.
,
might come.
Fred McGriff_ tied
• two-run homer in the ninth, and all day,- Ozzie and I," Gwynn
....Tony Gwynn barely slid under • ,said. -We're about the only ones
catcher Ivan Rodriguez's tag to - who remember when we were
score the winning run in the 10th
winnine."
as the National League ended the • There's one More player who
- American League's six-game -remembered; Lee Smith, the winv
t.itmning streak with an 8-7 -viening pitcher in that 2-0 NL win in
tiiry Tuesday.
T987. On this night;seveno,
A great baseball game, exhibi.
111__.'aeff
'
40%1 or not..

hel
BLRONALD BLUM
AP ports Writer
. - EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP.) — Bulgaria, forever winless
in the World Cup, -wasn't
. expected to be in the semifinals.
'Neither was Italy after its lousy
•
start.
So much for expectations.
Bulgaria, winless in 16 World
Cup games before this year,
already has exceeded its goals.
Italy, a three-time world champion, can never exceed the expectations of its fans
called the
.tifosi.

-t

STEVE PARKER/Loclver II Times photo

BREAK TIME: Murray.State assistant football coach

Larry McClain chats with some of the 60 campers during a break Tuesday at Marshall
County High School. It was the first of six one-day Racer Football CibpS the staff will conduct in Kentucky and Tennessee.

fosi-set for -Bulgariadtaly.semifinal
How rabid are the tifosi? The
translation is , "carriers of
typhoid."
"We have to win This Cup,"
Italian defender Paolo Maldini
said Tuesday, one day before Italy's second straight semifinal.
"1990 seemed like the only
chance. Now we are back. We
can't let this one Slip away."
Four years ago, Italy was the
favorite, playing at hOme before
the tifosi. But Argentina eliminated the Italians on penalty
kicks in the semifinals.This time, the tifosi never

WORLD CUP '94
expected the, Azzurri to get this
far. The team was playing' so
lousy that it almost waS eliminated in the first round, almost
lost to Nigeria in the second
round, almost lost to Spain.in the
quarterfinals.
"We have,to be careful of Bulgaria," Italy coach Arrigo Sacchi
said. "They deserve lots of credit
for reaching the semifinal. They
eliminated Mexico, who we

tied."
Bulgaria will have most of its
9 million people watching
tonight's game, the greatest
moment in the country's sporting
history. President Zhelyu Zhelev
traveled Tuesday to the United
States to watch the game at
Giants Stadium. Sunday's 2-1
upset of Germany has stirred up
soccer fever in Bulgaria.
,"We have received 200 faxes

Utah's Malone,
Miller patch up
ugly differences

/

Br BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer

Filo Photo

Australian Greg Norman is the defending champion and the favorite when the British Open begins on Thursday.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Bulgaria's soccer history isn't
as rich. Before the tournament,
many thought Stoitchkov was a
one-man gang. The quarterfinal
upset ofGermany on Sunday was
one of the biggest shockers in
World Cup history.
"No one expected them to go
so far," Italian midfielder Antonio Cbrite said.

Defending champ Norman top choice

He said the business partnership with
Miller was a symbol of their solid relationship and a good way for him to prepare for
lite when his playing career is over.
"I think as an athlete, you have to be willing' to start something after bisketball," said
Malone, the majority investor in the dealership. "The reason this came about isn't for
4-- s•
MC to retire.

•

"I want to score a decisive
goal in Wednesday's match
against the Bulgarians," Baggio
said.

Underdog Americans arrive
in Scotland without favorite

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.(AP) — In a deal
cut somewhere between the Delta Center in
Salt Lake City and a car lot in Albuquerque,
Utah forward Karl Malone has made up with
team owner Larry Miller and vowed to continue playing for the Jazz.
Speaking Tuesday at the grand opening of
the car dealership he and Miller recently
bought, Malone said he Won't retire from
basketball as he threatened during the
playoffs.

Malorie said Miller first approached him
about buying the dealership last season after
a game at the Delta Center, which Miller
also owns.
"I was taking a shower, and since Larry
oWns the place, he can walk into the shower
anytime he wants," Malone said. "He literally walked into the shower and started talk- ing abot4 business."

Divino Codino." (The Divine
Pigtail).
•

BRITISH OPEN

By EDDIE PELLS
-AR- Sporis- Writer-

-

and telegrams from back home,"
goalkeeper Borislav Mihaylov
said.
While Bulgaria has Hristo
Stoitchkov, a leader of Barcelona
in the Spanish League, Italy has
Roberto Baggio, the world's best
player last year. The ponY-tailed
star was scoreless in eight games
before saving Italy by scoring the
tying goal against Nigeria in the
second round. He won that game
in overtime, then won the quarterfinal against Spain on a
breakaway goal with two minutes
left. Now, the fickle Italian papers once again-are calling him "II

TURNBERRY, Scotland (AP) — Americans, their ranks depleted by a rash of withdrawals, face the longest odds in over three
decades in the 123rd British Open.
Not since 1961, when Arnold Palmer
scored the first of two consecutive victories
and rekindled American interest in the
_world's oldest golf champiOnship, have U.S.
players been such rank outsiders.
"Obviously, no American is anywhere
close to being a favorite," Tom Lehman
understated Tuesday.
"It would take a great effort for an American to win," he said.
Britain's bookies agree with him.
Lehman, runner-up in the Masters and an
overwhelming winner in the Memorial tournament earlier this year, is listed at 33-1 in the
tournament that begins Thursday at Turnberry
on Scotland's west coast.
And, even at those long odds, no American
is ranked above him. A pair of veterans deep
into their 40's — Tom Watson and Tom Kite
— and some youngsters — John Daly, Phil

II See

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
•* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing Available *

r.
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Coldwoler 14, Marrs

Mickelson and Jeff Maggert — also are at
33-1.
Watson, a five-time winner of this title,
mentioned the pendulum phenomena.
"Americans once were the best players in
the world. Now the pendulum has swung. The
best players In the world right now are not
Americans."
Two of them are the youthful winners of
the first two major championships played this
season, U.S. Open champ Ernie Els of South
Africa and Masters title-holder Jose Maria
Olazabal of Spain.
Each is in his 20's and each is listed high
in the roll-call of likely contenders to defending champion and tournament favorite Greg
Norman of Australia.
Norman, who won a tournament in Thailand early this year and followed with a
record-setting triumph in the Players Championship, comes in as the No. 1 player in the
world.
He leads the American money-winners with
more than $1.1 million in earnings this year
and has four runner-up finishes.
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"This is the best conditioned
FROM PAGE 28
"
.4Cen a British °Pea'
--tra--been a pretty good year. --1---11
course.
It's the best conditioned
My &insistency and my level of
links course I have seen in Eurperfonnanceare pretty stout."
°pc" he said.
LOCAL BASEBALL
he said.
The condition opens up the
"I am looking forward to
possibility of a variety of potenPARK LEAGUE II
enjoying the week. I am playing
tial challenges. He -mentioned
Results from the Park League II Tournament are listed below:
well. I feel -.very comfortable,
Colin Montgomerie of Scotland,
• Last Friday, Lee Marine defeated Murray Tie Kwon Do 18-87 Lee Marvery
relaxed.
I
don't
think
there
ine was led by Kyle Erwin with a homer and double, and Jessie Turner with a
Els and Nick Price of Zimbabis any undue pressure on me
home run and three Ms Dominique Hudspeth, Doug Wright, Brent Stalls and
we as likely candidates.
the
defending
becau5e
I
am
Trey Mason all had three hits: For Tee Kwon Do. Lucas Mathis homered and
Els, he said, "is still on a
doubled, while John Lee Fisher iind Bobby Miller all had two hitschampion.
high from the U.S. Open," -and
• Also on Friday, Murray Supply defeated Murray Professional FirefighAny time you have a
ters.8-6. Zack Baker homered and singled for Murray Supply while Dustin
chance as defending champion - Price is a three-time winner on
Howard had two triples, Cody Harrison had a double and two singles and
the American tour this season.
to come back at the- site where
Steven Parker had two-doubles. Terry Acia-ms and Ntichael Lee each had. hvo
Aisb listed in the top 10 by
you won your first Open is a
singles. Each MPF player picked up a hit
.
the
odds-makers are Nick Faldo
• On Saturday. Murray Supply defeated Holland Medical 15-9. For Mur„special and wonderfullegling,'
of England and Seve Ballesterray Supply, Howard homered, doubled and tripled. iosh Burks homered and
Norman
said
after
.a
practine
tripled and Baker had a double and two singles_ Korey_ Andrus had a triple
os of Spain, each a three-time
session on the Turnberry linfs
and single, Matthew Vance doubled and singled, arid Cody Harrison and SteBritish Open winner.
served
as
the
site
of
that,
.his
\gee Parker each Picked up two singles. For Holland Medical, Brad (no Last
--Players from the United
names given) had a single and double, Nick singled and 'doubled, Anthony
first British Open triumph in
States won. Ai% tide 17 Limes in.
doubled and stngled. Ryan doubled and singled and Jordan-had-Avo,doubles,..._ _
• • On Sunday, Lee Marine posted a 12-6 win over Murray Professional
14 years beginning in 1970, but
- Both he and the course -are
-firefighters 12-6. Hudspeth led Lee Marine with three_ hits and four RBIs_
_
now
have won only one-of the
different no*f
Trey Mason had a three hits, while Ryan Lee and Jacob Lovett had two hits
.1
and brasher-- last 10.
apiece. For MPF, Tyler Boggess had three:hits, David Free and Wes Claiboryounger
was
•
Their chances this year have
ne had two hits each and Nate McCoy doubled.
and not as mature as I am
been 4amaged by withdrawals
•On Monday, Lee Marine Squeezed-out an 11-10 win over Holland Medinow,"
.
Arid,
he
he
said,
saids,- -- cal_ For Lee, Erwin went 4-for-4 with a double and triple,. Mason and Turner
by Ray Floyd, Hale Irwin, COr"the gall' course is totally,
went 3-for-4. and Jonathan Chapman, Brent Stalls and Doug Wright each had
tis
Strange and Fred Couples.
different,':
hits. For Holland.,Ryan Cobb homered and'doubled,'while Roger Jones, - :But
a ,ebance still -remains,
Nselt.Warner..and Phillip NIontgomery all had two hits.
;
'
It fits been solliel by several'
Lehman
sd.td%
_
• days'of rain. The- 'green's are
It- would 'take a great
very
"soft,
slow
andjeceptive.
.
' MURRAY INVITAPONAL - •
effort," Lehman said. "But it
"Th
h as not so
In the championship game of the Murray Invitational little !entre baseball_ .
could be done."
severe,"
Norman
said,
"and
tournament, the Murray Heat took an Saay 19-2 win over the Marihall Coun-In fact, Lehman said, he is
-they are about 20 feet 'Wider"
- --: ty 12s. For the Heat,. Clint Myatt had two triples_ and a single as-well as six .
not discounting his town
T RBIs, Ryan Seay had two singles with three RBIs:Thurman Foster had two
in.
his
previous
than
visit.
chances. '
singles. Heath Brown doubled and ..J.D. T.hieke drove in a run. Matt Keel and
- The result, he said, is 'that
- -.Jeff Owen pitched for the Heat. -. "Person'ally„.1 feel, after the
some exceptionally low scores
sin the Semifinatgame, the Murray Heat took a 13-2 victory over the 'NurMasters, that my-Chances are
ray Gold4eam. For the Heat, Clint Myatt had. a double and two singles; Mark
could be compiled by
_ the_ _good. A lot depends on putting_
Henson doubled and singled, driving in two runs; Ryan Geib singled twice
field.
150-man
and.: chipping," -be said
and drove in two runs; Ryan Seto;and Heath Brown had two singles each

105 N. 12th (next to McDonald'.)

Good service, 759-90388
good coverage,
good priceThat's
State Farm
insurance.
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Boston (_Clemena 7-4) 111 Oakland (Van Poppet
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Poi
Chicago (Tracheal 7-6) at Cincinnati (Sauey 9-81
6 35 p m
San Diego.(Ashby 4-7144 New yodt (Jnes
o9-71
6 49 p.m
•
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pm
••
'St Louis (Palaaca".4-7f-et COC81-81W111118 8-11
05 p.m
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and J.D. Thieke drove in two runs. Thurman Foster and Willie Morris pitche4."'fora* Heat. For the Murray Gold team. Chf Darnell doubled .and singroct
.eTrfrouncrrobip pray Saturday, the Marshall County 12s claimed a '9:7 Win
. over the Murray Gold team. For Murray, Matt Stone hpmejed and Justin Garlu .
,
.
.
On the second-game Saturday, Calverteity-took-w-12-5 win Met the Murray Blue-squad.. For Murray, James Marshall led the -offensive attack with two
triples.
.
..
•Also on.Saturday, tbe Merrily Blue topped the Marshall County lla 8-3.
'For Murray, Jermaine Scott, Clemson, Cowan and Marshall all had hits-and
Marshall was the winning pitcher-. ...
. _ ._ •The fourth game Saturday saw the Murrsy Gold down the Lone Oak
: --..
. - -- Flash 7-1. For the Gold team, Matt Stone homered, doubled and singled, Eric
Villaflor homered, Tony Ryan had three singles, Josh Harcourt doubled and
had two singles and Cid Darnell and Justin Garland. had two singles each.
' Rarcciurt was the winning pitcher.
-.
'
s •Also, on Saturday, the Murray .•Heat.romped over Calvert City .21-,1. For .
the Heat, Clint Myatt tripled, doubled and singled, driving in seven runs;
- - Heath Brown doubled and singled and Thurmen Foster had two singles. Fos-.
ter and Owen combined for a two-hitter.
..
•In unreported games from Saturday, the Murray Shriner* were. beaten.by
Lone Oak and the Marshall County 12s.
•In round robin play Friday, Murray Gold defeated the Murray Shriner,6-1. For the Gold, Clif Darnell had two singles and Eric Villaflor was the winning pitcher.
.
•Also on Friday. the Murray Heat topped the Marshall County 11A 11-1.
For the .Heat, Thurman Poster had a grand -slam :home run. Kyle Perry was
the \winning pitcher.
.
, •In the third game Friday, the Murray Heat shut out the Murray -Stye teem •
12-0.. Thurman Foster led the Heat offensive attack with two hits and- four
RBIs and %ran Geib drove in two runs. Matt Keel and Willie Morris teamed up
for a one-hitter on the mound. with Josh Garland getting the Blue team's only
hit.
...;
-
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FROM PAGE 28
later, the Battimoit Orioles' clos-er and major-league saves leader
entered in the ninth to preserve
the AL's 7-5 lead.
Until then, AL manager Cito
Gaston had pushed all the right
buttons and made all the right
moves to get his team back from
4-1 and 5-4 deficits.
Unable to generate a homer
from his mai' of power iitters,
Gaston shifted gears in mid-game
to play an NL-like game of
speed, steals and' strategy. It
worked: three stolen bases in the
sixth and seventh innings led to
--six rtitis,--and it seemed, the inevitable AL victory.
But it wasn't over. Not even
close.
Gaston has never managed in
the NL, so he didn't know that as
soon as Smith steps on a pitching
mound in Pittsburgh, he more
resembles the batting-practice
pitchers in Monday's home run
derby than one of the game's
greatest relievers ever.
McGriff knew it, and he didn't
give up when he fell behind in
the count 1-and-2. He had waited

the whole game for this chance.
"One of the best moments of
my life. I came in to. pinch hit
when we were down two runs.
That's stuff you dream about,"
he said. "I got a fastball and I hit
it out."
Way, way-:out: Just like Lloyd
McClendon, Orlando Merced and
Kevin Young - not exactly Ken
Griffgy Jr., Frank Thomas -and
Joe Carter - homered off Smith
the last time he pitched in Pittsburgh 15 months ago. Lifetime at
Three Rivers Stadium, Smith is
3-10 with an ERA approaching
four digits and a mindset that
seems to border on panic.
"This definitely isn't big Lee's
favorite place to pitch," Ozzie
Smith said. "I can remember Jeff
King beating him here, Barry
Bonds, Bobby Bonilla, Tom
Foley, even Curtis Wilkerson hit
one maybe 500 feet off him here
for a grand slam. There's no
explanation for it, but he does not
like to pitch here."
Still, Lee Smith insisted, "It
was exactly where I wanted it,
down and away. It was a hell of a
pitch'. I guess hewas looking for
it."
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Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN is now taking applications for restaurant help
Apply in person.
901-247-5798
_
•

100% reinsuredl
- CAPTAIN D's is now a0100% investment --,-- cepting applications for
grade assets!
. kitchen & counter employsubstantial penalty-,
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BABYSITTER tot1
-24-4r
old in Murray area. References required. Call
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5m

DANCERS and waitresses
needeclat The Foxy Lady in
Paris, TN.Please cal Char, lie or Jeri at 901-644-0301.
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_
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Equal Opportunity prog-ID._Wald of Sound.
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Arid Found
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son at 1210 Johnson Blvd. tion. No obligation. Send
S.A.S.E. to: VISTA- Dept
79, PO Box 60650, San
Angelo, TX 76906.
NO 1•.•••••Cl. ......
•••
To

•••1••••--,

FOR LEASE

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Duck & goose
hunting in Ballard
County.
-102-376-5504
Classifieds
Office Open
13-9:11L-5
- p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturday

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 00).

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
Hale Road, right on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

• 1)

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Bost A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and serVice. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
-Would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-900-455-4199

FIELD Analysts Needed.
A marketing Analysis is currently underway for Western KY. We have openings
for 12 Analysts. No experienas necessary- complete
Veining available. For appointment please call1-800-859-9768.
FULL-time outside elevator
supervisor. Knowledge of
augers, grain legs, grain
bins & general maintenance needed. Salary depends on experience.
7W-3404.
FULL-time experienced
short order cook. Wet adjusted, verside,fast production, no problems with
athority, works well w/
others, neat in appearance,
and highly motivated. Apply
in person from 8am-3pm
Mon-Fri, 10am-2pm Sat, at
'Pam's Cake Hut, 410 Main
St.
HOME Health Social
Worker Continue Care,
Inc seeking fitSW with
home health or medical SW
experience to work in Calloway County area. Excellent
salary and benefit package.
Send resume and references to: PO Box 925, Murray, KY 42071. Continue
Care, Inc is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
IMMEDIATE openings: Organist and choir director for
First Christian Church.
Please send resume to:
111 N 5th St, Murray, KY
42071 (502)-753-3824.
INTELLIGENT entergetic
person for a 10 week temporary employment
901 642 7368
NOW hiring restaurant
management position for
Murray location Send resume to Pigox 9225,
- Paducah KY 42002-9225
PERSON to work in warehouse. loading & unloading
trucks, operating forklift
Apply in person, Wholesale
Electric, E Main, Murray on
Thur it Fri No phone calls
please

POSITION available Full- WILL clean houses, refer- EAGLE concert tickets for K.T.I. and Associates offer- 1000, MUST be oved,
preschool teacher. ences, reasonable rates
time
Sept 28th at Starwood. 6 ing a full line of investigative $1,200 lib°. Will tell or
Fullime,Wilma Ma&
Degree in child develop- 437-4064
reserved tickets, sold in services. Bel Air Center. trade. Mon-Fri, gam-5pm,
11. carryout person.
753-0888.
ment or related field prepairs only! $200/ea. (901) 753-3868 or 436-6099.
WILL stay with elderly or 642-5261.
Apply at Owen's ferred Send resume to• sick.
Experience & referWee Care Child DevelopFood Mod*.
ment Center, 109 S 151h. 00Ces. Ottil 753-4590 for IBM computer, printer &
monitor, 6.5 'it 3.5 disk
ta,0.• mow
information.
753-5227. drives, $1,000 abo. Log
':.,.,cond
WOULD like to babysit in, splitter,$950.4 months old..
Monday-Friday, Call 382-2543.
home.
my
POST-M. JOBS.. Start-. Attention Murray!
any shift References pro$11.419w, for exam and
vided Call 753-3306. - 7'hIEW metal siding & roof-POSTALJOBS
"
applcatirxi info: esil (219)
.ing. Cover 36" out to length
.Sion
$11.41ity.
•
bermes.
'
769-8301 ext KY 535,
in 10 -colors, galvanized I o-ations CoasI
090
For
appicabon
&
info_
ad
8n-8pm, Sun-Fri.
and gaNalume. Secondary
• 1-4216)-.124-58011 7 an. lo
Postikin
if available. Portable carWanted
. 10 PAL. 7 00)s- .
POSTAL JOBS, Stait:
-it se
port kits. 489-2722 or
$12.08/hr. plus benefits
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
ALTERATIONS, repairs 489-2724.
.
For exanf'and application
and crafted T-shirts. Ruth's
020
info. call 2f9-794-0010 Ext.
Office: 753-6910
112 Sc. 12th
See- and Sew, Country _FLEXUZ Body Toner, five,
Domestic
KY109, awn-90m; 7 days. Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Square, 1608 N. 121, Mur- ;timed positions of passive
& Childcare
„
-exercise without added
-ray, 753-6981.
WANTED barmaids,-WaitLowest Rates in Town
resses & dancers, $500 CLEANING houses is my WILL clean houses. Cal. - stress to all the major musDaily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
des of the body & causes
plus weekly. Doll House business. Reliable and ex- Charlie
between mild aerobic effect. Call
Cafsi.: Paris, TN
perienced, references. Call 1-lam-5pm at 753-1416.
Tom
Hopkins,
9014424297, 7pm-2am. Linda 759-9553.
502-753-6001_ _ _
Cerwin Vega 12* dual voice coil
100
-VIEIROSAUN Body Condi-,
subs
&marten
•
boner, combines- Anation
Opportunity_
stnali-taick (S-10)
---.40-Custofn-box-foi
wilft-datiria- VC'rild•ElFniVig
-NURSING-SUPERVISOtt
•
FRANCHISE for sale: May- positionfetifi-Tom Hopkins;-. (2)liATX exo' mid-lunge speakets I.
•POSMON .
field, Paducah, Benton, 502-753-6001.
0)-Orion 250SX amp
Futton, 100 year old indusAcute care libspital located ufieeatiti7Kesttry, 25 year ad company, WIEDER complete home'
(1)
Alphasonlk EQ plus wiring to hook
Lucky has an opening for a nursing supervi-100% success rate if you gym, $350. DP Gympac
up all equipment. A-1 shopel
2000
fitness
system,
$50.
tor/coordinator. Excellent opportunity tojoin
responsiare accountable,
a family oriented facility where having fun
ble and teachable. Exercise bike, $35. Nintendo, $35. Microwave,
$450 for all. Will sell separately/
1-800-447-4889.
and being needed is as important aS quality
$40. RCA N, $50. Bentpatient care. Must be Kentucky RN or
HAIR salon for sale. Estab- wood rocker, $30. Baslished business 22yrs, ex- sinet, $30. Cell 753-7063.
eligible, BSN preferred.Experience as supercellent location. You may
visor and relocation required. Resumes to
call between 6pm-9pm,
160
Box 1040D„ Murray, Ky. 42071.
759-2549.
Home
Furnishirgs
VENDING route: Must sell,
very strong cash business. 2 CUSHION traditional
1-800-820-4353.
sofa, cream, good condition, $125. Microwave, Pa120
nasonic, 600 watt, with
turntable, $85. 753-3932.
Employment dates are as follows:08/22/94 to
Computers
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in ClassiSOLID wood pecan bed10/07/94; 08/15/94 to 10/07/94; 05/22/94 to
fiedsevery day.including the Shopper,
' COLOR PRINTER, $175 room suite. Triple dresser,
09/13/94: and 08/16/94 to 10/01/94. Guaran562-753-7001
poster bed, chest, like new,
for $lt0 a month (paid in advance).
teed 3/4 ofcontract hours. All tools provided.
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD $400. 489-2715.
Housing provided for non-commuting workHARD DRIVE FOR A LAR- DAYBED, white with brass
ers. Transportation and subsistence reimGER & FASTER ONE. Dim, heart shaped back,
bursed to worker upon completion of 50% of
CA-LL HAWKINS RE- twin mattress included,
SEARCH FOR DETAILS $285 753-7270.
contract. Pay rate is $5.29 per hour. Contact
ANYTIME, 501-753-7001.
your local employment office.
DINET set with 8 chairs,
Discovery Toys, Inc.
3'X6' French style windows
PC REPAIR- UPGRADES- with -storm window:I RAININGar YOUR 489-2813.
LOCATION. KING size waterbed matHAWKINS RESEARCH.
tress, lyr old. 753-5264.
753-7001.•,SOFA & 2 chairs, good
Developmental Toys. Boole 8 Games for all
TANDY 1000 HD Cortipuier condition, $200 obo. Call
ages. Home Dernuristrufture. Fund-raisers,
with printer, joy sticks, & 753-4440.
Catalog/Phone Orders. The New Book of
games(Monopoly, Tetris &
Knowledge Encyclopedia
$250. USED furniture, carpet
others).
•
--Part-& Fill Time Career Opportunities
901-444-3107.
refrigerators. I also hand
Visa/MC & Discover
strip & refinish old furniture.
On Hwy. 88 - 12 mile from
George Hodges, 806 Col1-10
FRANCIE RAY • (502) 759-4739
Jonathan Creek Bridge
dwater Rd.
Want
To Buy
'I 5

1:;11919 Ducklin9

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

. .1

(2)

-GAD-

Call 753-4264 after 5 p.m.

Business on
a Budget?

Tobacco Workers
Needed

-1916-for details.

We are Looking for
Managers and
Part-Time Sellers

Loml
The

rant

-Buffet - All You Can Eat!

Turkey & Dressing • Fried Chicken
Coffee or Tea
$4.95 Pius Tax
1110-3.0 p.m. Only
Open 7 Drys 4 p.m.41 p.m.

ANTIQUES and collectables. Will buy or sell on
consignment, Hazel Antique Emporium. 492-8646
10am-4.30pm.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

POSITION
OPENINGS
REGISTERED NURSE
Birthing Center is seeking experienced professional to work In Labor/Delivery and Nursery area. Immediate availability, full-time, 7p-7a
12-hour shifts.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
MT(ASCP)or equivalent. 3-11 shift
full-time. Immediate availability.
Positions Include a competitive salary and full benefit package. Submit
resume detailing your related experience and professionalleferences to
Tressa Hargrove, Director Human Resources Deportment. For application, apply In person Monday-Friday
from 8o-4:30p.

PINELAKE
MEDICAL
CENTER
1099 Medical Center
Mayfield, KY 42066
EEO/MO/MN

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
_Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
CIVIL war, WW I or II guns,
swords, pictures, other artifacts. Old Coca-Cola advertising or gas & oil ad
items, old stone whiskey
jugs with advertisments on
front. Call 753-3633, ask for
Larry.
WANT to buy: antique furniture, glassware & china. 1
piece or housefull. Call
492-8128 between
10am-4.30pm
Articles
For Sal*

5•41,-•-11 40. •••

• Come see the blooming DayliNies, Japanese Iris
and Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
FARM wagon, almost new
Fro* Mont With This Coupon
bed, $250. 753-3683.
I Open Garden Friday-Sunday

I
C&C Nursery I

BATTING cage & net
12'X15'X72') Casey pitchng machine & net, auto
eed & soft toss, balls great
condition, $3,000.
753-5946 or 753-5940.
DP Air Go-Meter sprint ex
ercise bike, like new,$100.
489-2218.
EZ-GO golf cart, $600
753-5691
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.
220

753-2993

I 94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd. (Happy Holiday I
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd.)turn left. 1st I
house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).
a
mm semi me am

I

Cefect
ervices

Customized lilt
Computer 'I
'
Servitcr

•

Sieve & Studs Bell
Serving Others Is What Were Rif About!
T.O. sox us • manly, azr 12071
(502) 753-0198 • Voice Mail Box 888
Vacs 964 irt-Weddy Mortgage Escrow
add Produces Division: Itoonatigesf Childnera's
Elmsaricrial 96turi5ls, Seasonal Mauves

INT° TALK - 753-2284

PIANO tuning. John
Gonschalk, 753-9600.

1983 HONDA Shadow 500
good condition, best offer
1984 Ford Ranger, swb,
4cyl, best offer IBM PS 1
Pro, hardware & software
included, best offer
753-4114 CT 753-8669
BEE Hive operation, extractor, supplies. 9425 obo
436-2174 after 5pm
BOGARD trucking and excavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, NI dirt. white
rock rip rap 759 1828

-'V- Wee

mi. um.=

Elm

Farm
Equipment

Musical

•

•••-

Co

-•••

BAHAMA CRUISE! 5
days/4 nights, underbooked! Must sell!
$279/couple. Limited tickets. (407) 767-8100 ext
4395 Mon-Sat, 9ern-10pm.

LUCUS SHOE
REPAIR
100 North 5th Street
Acro%s from F ir,;t Christian Chin( II

()thinly
10 \.^i(".1

CLASSIFIED

1111`
1
pru iu-, iii tho ,t1c,i

V101 k111,11P4111) ,11
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

5B

WEDNESDAY. JULY 13x.t,
5311

Services
Otimatl

11111 SsevkleClaw.4

Noose Fee Sae

993 NISSAN Sentra
• CARPET binding & fig
NOW taking applications AKC Lab puppies. $150.
12X52 bailer with a 12X52 2BR duplex in Panarama
9YR old 3br home, Cedar
white,
for Swam 8low rent hous- AKC Rottwerier
built on 4br can be moved Shores, lakeview, 1 block
ing. Enos Lustom Design
siding poet with deck, 9.XXX miles, 2dr,
Professional
ing Apply in person at $250 901 627-3829.
by house movers asking to KY Lake $250/mo
Carpets. 753-7614 Dave &
paved drive on 1 acre of automatic. Serious inquires
Painting
$300rmo 527-9639
Southside Manor 906 901-627-9666
$800 Call 753-0751
Lissa Gods/ owners
land nicely landscaped call 345-2797.
Broad St Extended be
and
many
4
with
Wallpapering
only
house
extras.
10MM.Est.(1st
▪
tilt,
Mirna.
NISSAN
1993
utilities
low
bath,
1981 TIDWELL. recently 313R, 2
AKC registered Baisit
CARPORTS for cars and
tween 8am- 12noon No
miles from town, $75,000 cruise, power windows.
es rigid pest Sullivan's
Reasonable-Reliable
redecorated, 2br. 2 baths. with garage, $550/mo
Hound puppies, Si-colored,
trucks Special sizes for
phone
Equal
please
calks
753-6885
CaM
GO)
753-0651,
Call
car
clean
new garden tub new cen- 753-3293 after 6pm
$125/ea Papers, wormed
motor home. boats, RVs
901-642-2519
Housing Opportunity
Tburs.•fiL40.
after 6pm
tral heat & air 753-2280, APARTMENT for rent 207
& shots 753-7249.
BRICK ranch, 3br, 1,4
and etc Excellent protec
p.se.
rus-7
7
VERY nice 2br. 2 bath du753-9713.
bon, high quality excellent
baths, large deck, well 1994 RED Trans Am GT
S 11th $250/mo rent +dead% asilo.air ma
aile
plex, appliances furnished, CFA Himalayan & 'Wed
value Roy Hill 759-4664
on beautiful loaded, 4,9XX 'Mlles
maintained
oa
lab
sods.
nag
753-0409
AIR
kittens
753-3415,
posit
Persian
Conditioning
silver
14X52,
Ron
Hall
1986 ATLANTIC
central gas heat & air,
lot m Fairview Acres 753-2446, before 4pm
large
Ileami is.Ins NIL 1 11
Heating, Cooling and CARROLL'S custom gar
portably furnished, central BRITTNEY RIDGE $475/mo 1 mo deposit 1 489-2495
▪ Ilisaor to..earkelips.
Sub 753-8874.
h/a, w/d, appliances, APARTMENTS 5br, 2'4
Islam Mei dar.aim Or
1 OWNER 1989 Chevrolet Electric Co Service, unit den tilling bushhog ging
yr lease No pets Call CHIHUAHUA, AKC male
W.warm dab.at
BY OWNER 3br, 14 both Caprice LS Brougham, replacement and complete box grader, blade work
$9.500 753-9540
bath, $640/mo. Contact 753-2905, 753-7536
adult, chocolate/tan, long
dress Mew I
min* a
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen, 54,XXX actual miles new installbon Licensed gas in- Free estimates Gera'd
alla awes Oa a set
1987 14X70BUCC , excel- Century 21. Loretta Jobs VERY nice 2br duplex, hair, great pet or kennel,
formal dining room, Irving
Carroll 502 492 8622
tires Call 753-0112 or staller Phone 435 4699
leave
901-5844475.
$125
lent condition, 2br & 2 full Realty. 753-1492
great neighborhood near
room, family room with 'h
753-0687
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- CHIN Chlm Chimney
message
baths Built in appliances,
shopping center & banks
bay window Central gas
niture repair & custom Sweeps has 10% senior
c./h/a. ill electric w/pole EFFICIENCY apartment HG psts Deposit 5360/mo
neat & air, wall-to-wall carDODSON, miniature AKC,
$150/mo
pets
No
woodworking 753-8056
French doors, $12,000
citizen discounts We sell
Call 753-2967
pel, ceiling fans, Jacuzzi,
black/tan. 5w1s,vet
male,
1
753-5980
753-8117 6-10pm, or leave
$ 1 75
14x14ft storage bldg Lot
APPLIANCE REPAIRS chimneycaps and screens
checked,
mege
FOR 2, $125/mo each.
3410
75x150, adjacient lot availFactory trained by 3 major 435-4191
901-584-4475, leave
2014 College Farm
1st,
June
Available
Alf work COMPUTER SERVICE &
Walk
able.
shop&
manufacturers
tobanks
Houses
bath,
message
2
3BR,
14X80
1988
1980 PLYMOUTH VoyaRd. across from
ping.'Priced to. sell, mid ger. $5,600. Call 753-9563 and parts Narranted -Ask' TRAIBING 502,753-7001
For Rent
stove, refrigerator, dAv, set 753-9564
HAVE an obedient, safe
Expo Center
for Andy at The APPilamo
$704. Call for appt. after 6pm.
up on nice rented lot in Fox FOR 3 PeriPiff•
2BR, 2 bath,- garage, dog for show or home
COOPER Lawn Service • •
Works, 753-2455.
753-4359. - 7Ixa
Meadows with deck & out partially turnished,avall•---$400trno.$400/clepost
Jut"
14
----tiasses or private lessons.
1991 PLYMOUTH Vciya-_AlawAiruga_--C411
building Call 753-7562.
9 s.m. - ?
able June 154. 6150/". Wise,references required _ Serving Murray for over
GATESBROUGH Subdivi- ger, white with burgandy - APPLIANCE SERVICE 502-435-4
sion, 2 stay, 4br, 2 bathe, Interior. 4cYt.
Badman suite, bunk.
At- --12yrs. 436-2858 1994 BUCANEER-14M. each- 753356‘•
:
WS
'
"
e" COUNTERTOPS. custom_ _ .
gas, ceiling fans, gas fire- am/fm cassette, 1 owner,-Kersincire
10th
Whirlpool.--Vies*righ
30+ .years exJuly
Partially furnished. All the GARAGE apartment for lit r
beds, couch, son
puppies,'
LABRADOR
Homes, trailers offices
ga-place,
'
with
decks
large
extras Located_ in Fox rent,
68,XXX miles. Excellent perience. BOBBY Wulff's Recovery,-Murray
$ 250/mo. 1-704-251-9373:
antiques, bys, one
AKC, yellow, male Iv letibo, . living room, dining condition,- $8,150. HOPPER. 436-5848.
Meadows. $23,000 firm 5250/deposit No pets 1 or
tai rug,clothes, lots
436-5560 1
'male, guaranteed hips. Pa.
room,den, play room,large -43875........
.
--- -759-9311.
2br Newly redecorated
13ACK
E RVICE7
-. Wale Kennels, 753-4106
other items.
2
29A,
nice
Extra
game
4000
Over
room
a
on
BRENT ALLEN septic tank. CUNNINGHAM'SGHAM'S Heating
CUSTOMER Appreciation extra dean Located
.total. feet. Lots of extras,.
townhouset • POMERANIAN, miniature
bath
and Cooling Service Corn-500
throughJuly.14_.quiet street dose to college -.
inatiOlation.sepait:teelaCe• WaIntit cabinets, Conan-01101100. stove,
males, 5vikt, Unusual
prole: Inirahattort arict.ser=
"AKC.
111
Ca
town
down
Ir.
Aiwa
7591515.
1994. i•Ail honies
- bathe, Walnut staircase &
- _ color, vet checked.
disp:,
or
vice -Call Gary at -7
5pm
Trucks
-garbage
after
W.
759-1094
counted (hew and used).
-upstairs, and more! Call for
BACKHOE Service - ROY 759-4754
5175/ea .* 901-584-4475,
dishwasher.
Come by and see our qual- leave message
FORD
1983
Ranger,
appointment. 753-5946 or
HILL. Septic system, driveMONO message.
753-5870
ity built, energy efficient HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
$2,000 obo 436 2528 ways, hauling,foundations, cusToet bulldozing and
753-5940.
home by Champion Home KY new taking applications.
backhoe work. septic sys
REGISTERED Pedigree
etc. 759-4664 HOUSE 1.4 acres, new..
Builders!! Dinkins. Mobile You musr be 62, handterns, 354-8161 after 4pm
femaJe Sheltie, sable/
paint, vinyl, carpet & central ' 1987 FORD Ranger short BACKHOE Servigl. corn- hterace Sholar.
Homes, Inc., Lake Hwy icapped, or disabled. bent 2BR house, Panarama white. 759-9909 aftenpm.
hie. Detached heated gar:r-bed pick-up, factory air, 2.4 .plete foundations, septic
Paris,- TN based on income- Equal Shores, $250/mo,
79E,
references
liter, 4cyl, very dean, very systems. R.H.Nesbitt. Ma- CUSTOM round baling
age. 7539652.
1-800-642-4891.
Housing Opportunity. $250/deposit,
753-W52.
good condition, 59.XXX sonry. Phone 492-8516
753-6012
492-8721.
or
527-8574
HOUSE and acreage-,__ -miles, recently serviced,
MOBILE home: 2br,
,
762-7221..
.._.
page!
•
Produce
carport,
D &
Lawo Cate Free
753-1300, leave message. _ reasonably priced,.Can be
heat, 100X100 lot irr Pine HILLD_ALE -Apartments 2f3R, sun porch,
no
carrot,
489-2296."estimates.
new
heat,
gas
•
9am-6pm.
489-2116,_
$13,500
Shores,
Bluff
.
BILL'S
•
WindosiCleaning.
seen at 846 HurlDrtMuhay...
under new management.
• Call :::-FUTRELL FARMS will
7pm-lOpm.
Back to . help with your -'-DRYWALL, finishing.. re,: 436-5895.
KY
Come see the changes tak- pals, $335/mo.
--open for the season on
Spring . cleaning,.
mg place. Now available 753-6931.
• TRAILER & titian cabin
IDEAL for' starter, retire- 15813 FOR0,150 Lariat.'5 Residentiaf7CommerLat pairs;airditions and blow4hr
:
m
apartment
2b
outr
2ainfrom
miles
elYo.fWfrile
4
ju
23ilfdlin
fu
l sh
ing ceilings. 753-4.761.
brick
od
3BR
be opffre
in a.
rl
on 1346 dcran iiy.Ledbetter
ment, or rental property.. liter V-8 hvb_ with tool &ix• 753-5934.
•
acces- town, appliances furnished, j
. 1e^ance• H
Church. 753.1038. '
21:r
Small
large
,
house-with
22nd
on
miles..
49,XXX
753-8848
ll.
bi
a
u
bed-rails,
C
GEF444_1) • WALTERS.
sible. Oftice hour's 2 cararage,$500/mo
rent.
g
.
BOB'S Plumbing--Repair Roofing,vinyl siding, paintextra lot, 5 minutes_ from 259-1565. .
ix4a & leap. reratto.
- , -.
tr_ ag „, i If 1-Fri.
•
_'
.s.
_
l
A
-Service
k
r
o
n
a
w
u
sserray, _flea‘JDUACALKCS-•
ing_ Free estimates. '18
•
- -77594664
Housing
leint wissAtt peirrop, teea4rrrh_or
grocery, $28,900
years 9conce Loca reity.__11308 1-800-545-1833ilire,ant/
irderibr,
biue
white,
436.6632753-2339, 753-8767. Homer For Rent.
ferences 753-2592
31314-'plus -study. Shady
Ext. 287, 4374113.
--fm radio, goocf condition,
Dishwasher, w/d hooSale
NEW house for sale! -50,XXX miles. $5,000. BRYON'S .LAWN, SER- HANDYMAN for hire,Roof'
2614 trailer. No pets. KENTUCKY Laker' Lake- yarcL
kup, refng_ & stove. 1704
VICE, Free estimates. ing, douse repair. & yaods
2030sq It, great location., ,759-9960.
-lancriVeitly Village, lbr Ridgewood. $4751*tio,
31x, 2baths, great room, dr,
•
mowed. 474-2037.
inutilities
--SHADY Oaks - 3 or 3br. apartment,
= lease, depot*, no petP.
kitchen, utility room, walk in 1991 S-10 Blazer, black •
filectfiC or gas.Walking dis- -cluded, rent based on in- 753-8734 leave sewage.
exterior,
gray
interior,,
closet Has all city utilities
tance to college. 753-5209„ come.558 older, handicap
county taxes extras. Cali 35,XXX on chasm. 4.XXX
"II disabled .Equal Housing 6 ROOM house, 1 bath, in --fl
during daytime 753-7435, 92. 4.3 eniffii0.1336.(0._
country wooded area. Rewheel's. Call for detas,
753-3966.
evening
turnfrigerator & range
502-354:8888.-Business •
759-1200, 5-'pm.
,-(4sheci, new stom windows &
Lake,'/,
KY
ON
mile troth;
Thurs. & Fri. -LARGE 2br, gas heat, vinyl siding, 2 miles from
Harbor Hill Marina, 3br, 114 • - 1992 DODGE Dakota,
DOWNTOWN office space super IOW utilities, close to city limits off North 16th.
baths, kitchen, living room, '.white, lona bed, V-6, auto,
280 E between 64
available across' Irani- _college, other tennents are Call 753-8164 eveningslebasement, central air/heat, p/s, p/b, am/fm cassette, no
courthouse. $95/mo includ- quiet professionals. Depo- Witten 5:30pm-7-30pm. .
mile marker.
By Ap0onnntont- 753-10W•FREE Car Ftick-ey &
puerto well & septic on 3 air, 44,XXX miles. EMI,
130
ing all utilities. 753-1266. sit- required. $395/mo.
lent condition, $7,350_,,
lots. Call 502-474-2117.
featuring w/anendant
Available August lst.& LAKEFRONT borne- beauWilson's
- Reel
436-2675.
AUTOMATIC
TOUCHLESS
tiful'Slopirig lot on Blood
RETAIL or Office Space in 753-8828,SPACIOUS 3br, Z bath,
Estate
River.-Large deck, family
S. Side Shopping Center.
436-2332
•
Owners Kimber& Jimmy Joe Hale
with great flowing lay out. 1994 CHEVY 5-10, teal
LARGE 2br brick duplex room, 2 fireplaces, formal
$8,500 WILL put you in a beautiful kitchen, breakfast green, 5sp, air, am/fm cas753-4509 or 753-6612.
1301 N. 12th St.•U.S. Hwy.641 N.•Murray;KY 42011
with garage, appliances dinng room, $450 monthly
2br, 1 bath home with 2 room, seperate dining sette, 2,6XX miles, $9,500
- 1E, plus deposit. Available imfurnished, W/d 1
extra lots near lake. Wilson room. Lots of extras, coun- or assume loan 753-0495
'ce mediatley. 753-4428.
very clean, lawn
Realty, Hwy 121 S. Call try club view. Call for your,- leave message
111:1
it
furnished. No pets,
753-5086.
Apartments
appointment today;:!
mi6
house,
2br
SMALL
& references, $325/mo.
For Rent
•
nutes from town,just off 94
COMMERCIAL building for 753-2905, 753-7536.
304 S 13th. 753-4074
F11.,
Thurs.,
Sat.
sale. City's best 'location,
by Duncan's Grocery ,
•
1!2,3BD apts. Furnished,
July 14, 15 & 16
470
Court Square, Paris, TN.
very nice near MSU. No MUR-CAL Apartments now $295/mo. 753-2339 or
' Two story, 2500sq. ft. per
8 sin.-?
753-1252 actepting applications for 753-8767. .1
pets
HEATING,COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc'.
1982 ALJO-ALY 26ft selfMotorcycles
floor.
1-800-447-4889
days.753-0606 after.5pm. 1, 2 and 3br 'apartments.
2
miles
ant Ot
contained 2dr tandem, roof
,Phone 759-4984. Equal
9am-6pm, leave message.
3b0
-& Installation
1979 KAWASAKI 750 twin
Central Heating & Cooling Service
Hardin, Road 962-2
air, refrigerator, twin beds,
1402 B Michelle. 2br du- Housing OpPortunity.
For Bent
KOPPERUD Realty has needs some work, $250 rear bath, awning Price
ElectAdal Service & Installation
plex. 2yrs new. Cute. Low
. -vs
mlles.
Oft...
buyers waiting to purchase obo. 759-1522.
Licensed pas Merchant
negotiable. _502-75,3-8g84.
utilities. Microwave, dis• •
•
Name beard infant,
homes-all price ranges. If
hwasher, etc, w/d hookup. NEW 1&2br apts in Far- BARNS for rent:'Air cured,
Warrior, 1985 CRUISE Air II motoryou are thinking of selling- 1988 YAMAHA
women's & men's
$450/mo (includes mow- mington. Starts at $310 w/ Burley; Darkfired
good condition, asking home, 31ft, air, awning,
contact one of our courteing)lease, deposit, no pets. water & garbage paid. 753-1300or 489-2116 after
clothes, misc. items.
$1,701 Call 759-9463 after microwave, gas or electnc.
ous and professional
753-8734.leave message. Stove; refrig. w/d, dis- 7pm.
4,
I5G I COOt,Nli ,•
31,XXX miles, excellent
agents at 753-1222 or stop 6Pnl.
1BR apartment near down- 'hwasger furnished. CREErVIEW Se -storage
by office at 711 Main St. 1992 RM 250, good condi- condition, $27,000. Also
(502) 435-4699
Murray, KY
24f1 Monitor campbr, air,
town & hospital in Murray. 345-2748 after 4pm, warehouses en Center
tion, $2,600. 489-2392.
762-4483 days.
Drive behind Shoney's
'awning, good shape.
753-2853.
435
1993 SUZUKI DR250 $2,700, and 1981 Honda
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Lake
1BR, central h/a, w/d hook- NEW 2br duplex apartstreet & dirt bike, excellent Goldwing 1100, loaded,
Property
up, partial utilities furn- ments, gas heat, w/d hook- NORTHWOOD Storage
condition, $2,500 obo Call $1,500. 492-8152
ished. No ptes. References up, appliances furnished, presently has units availBLOOD River area, excel- 753-0707.
15th,
able. C1111 7,53-2905-.
required, $235/mo. no pets, available July
lent view of lake, good fish520
$425/mo, 1yr lease, depo- 753-7536.
753-3949.
KITCHEN CABINETS
ing, shared dock, 3br, furneat*
sit required. Call 753-4873
CUSTOM WOOCIWOR KJ NG
490
ished, carpeted, air condiMotors
IBA furnished. No pets. after 630pm, Allen
370
All Types Of:
Used
tion, large screened porch
Available August 7th. Properties.
Livestock
16FT bass boat, 150hp moCars
Call 753-0628 or 753-9623.
753-5980.
Woodworking
Custom
& Supplies
tor, trailer, custom cover,
and
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
1970 FORD Maverick, 2dr, skeeter Wrangler, $4,950.
1BR near MSU, appliances appliances. No pets.
110
Bath Cabinets
&
mare,
Sorrell
Kitchen
old
8YR
38,XXX
3sp on the column,
furnished. Coleman RE Lease. Available August
Sell or trade. 436-5082,
lots
gentle. 492-8723.
miles, excellent__b______4a5611, •
• Dap By And S60 Our Showroom'
actual
753-9898.
•
15th, $40Ohno. 753-7457.
- • -Fa- Sob
dition, $2,700 to.
Breadj
409 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny1 OR 2br apts near down- NICE 2br,2 batti house, 12 EXCELLENT trail horse,
MUST sell! 1985 Sea Ray
100X140
SOUTHWEST 759-1522.
Forrell
old,
753-5940
6yr
gentle,
753-4109.
Murray.
town
Runabout16,250 obo.
miles front -Murray. Water Quarter Horse, 15 2,
Villa subdivision. Alt -eity
1978 UNCOLN Town car, 753-5927.
utilities, reduced. 753-4873
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614 furnished, central air/gas $1,500. CaN 753-2905 or
miles.
4dr, 51,XXX original
after 6pm.
Olive Utilities furnished. heat, appliances furnished, 753-7536.
excellent condition, 1 family USED boats, motors trailRain or Shins
Share kitchen, living room w/d hook-up Deposit reers & salvage parts for sale.
car, $3,000. 753-2986
almost
bull,
450
& bathroom facilities. Walk quired, $500/mo. LIMOUSIN
Boat & motor repair. All
Thurs. & Frt.
17ince"-o4d. 436-2182 or
Farms
to MSU Coleman RE 753-6723
work & parts guaranteed
p.m.
a.m.-5
8
1984 PONTIAC Bonneville
436-5416.
753-9898.
For Sale
Wayne Darnell Menne ReNICE, clean 2br apt, w/d
94 FASt to East Y
759-9882
Hwy 121 S
pair,
apcarpet,
nice
hook-up,
HOG farm 11.5 acres, wa2BR duplex, carport, w/d
380
Grocery, go 1/4 mile
1985 SAAB 900 S. loaded, 502-436-5464.
ter,
hook-up, $385/mo + depo- pliances furnished, 1413
electricity,
farrowing
Pets
on 280, sale on left.
transmission
house Kirksey area. needs some
sit Available August 1st. Hillwood. Lease/Deposit
& Supplies
sin
work, $1,500 753-3862 afFord van,furniture, anti489-2617.
Located behind Cain's required No pets Call
5pm.
ter
Services
Temple
Shirley
ques,
753-0814
Grooming
Dog
PEG'S
753-4487.
AMC.
Offered
753-2915.
pitcher, Dunam phyle
1987 BMW 325 IS, loaded,
460
table & 4 cheirs,clothes,
auto, sun roof, average Mi- 1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1. Hauling,
Homes
#11%s WOOD WORKS d''S"
fishes, shoes & lots of
leage, $11,200 excellent moving,clean-up, odd jobs,
For Sob
condition. 502-388-2511 tree trimming, tree removal,
misc.
4 acre with 2 after 6pm
3
28R on /
yard mowing, mulch haul382-2306
753-2378
out buildings, new vinyl sidConducted By:
Cieen up sheet rods &
ing.
ing, fold-in windows, new 1987 MAZDA 626 LX, 4dr, other building materials
ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION CO.
well & septic system, com- excellent condition, hwy mi- Free 8513Males. Tim Lamb
pletely redecorated 2yrs leage, $4,200 For more 436-5744
'7'MoveTary, Julw 94, ltt4 -- p.m.
1707 Ryan
ago, gas heat, $36,000. information cal 753-3904
Authorized
Saturday
Note Day & Time Rain a Shine/
kmaiebr
or 753-6583.
Simplicity
1 1 1 1 1 A Hauling, tree
489-2440.
BRIGGS & STRATTON
•
7 a.m.-?
tree
KOHLER
&
trimming,
removal,
and
Location: Just over one mile south of
Pre38R, 1 bath country home. 1988 BLACK, Honda
Retrigandar,washer,dryw,
out
Service Caw
cleaning
attics,
sheds,
New Concord, KY on Hwy. 121 S
2 acres yard, 8 acres of lude SI, sun-roof plus many
&
gare00 620f Vow.
(Known as the Oury & Geraldine Lovins Farm)
good pasture. Fully other extras, $5,900. odd jobs, & will haul
Across from Southern States
spread mulch. Free estticycii,
mopM,
doghouse,
equipped satellite, large 436-2778.
We are pleased to represent the Free Will Baptist Bible College of
436-5744
mates
Luke
b
adult dams, silo* toys,
Nashville. TN in marketing this attractive real estate at auction. The
deck, lots of room, newly
BONNEVILLE, Lamb.
real estate will be offered in two tracts, offered separately and then
prom dreams,jewelry, arlandscaped, $45,000. In 1989
101 Industrial Road
the
obtains
that
manner
89,XXX, p/b, p/s, a/c, tilt,
the
in
combined. The real estate will be selling
line.
KY
to
close
of
rods, Ids
TN
ng,
misc.
1
1
1
mowing,
ALL
1
around
P.O. Box 247
price.
sales
acceptable
stereo,
highest
cruise, am/fm
901-247-3301.
trimming, tree removal. Joe
halal Proceeds go b
KY 42071
Murray,
$4,200. 753-4831.
436-2967.
medical minims tour b
3BR brick with lots of room
Repair Work
red,
,Also
Talon,
EAGLE
Tiller.
1990
BCS
Ewador.
on 1 acre, 2 storage buildsun roof 1 1 1 A all around mowing,
Kevin Lamb
ings, beautiful neighbor- TSI turbo, loaded,
trimming, hauling Mark
Richard Lamb
hood near Kirksey on Hwy 753-5094
436-2529.
299. 489-2933, leave mes- 1990 FORD Taurus GL, all
sage or call after 5pm. options including keyless
2 AU. round custom tree
Weekends anytime.
entry, excellent condition,
trimmers, hedges, removal,
69,XXX miles, new tires,
TFPACT 01
3BR brick ranch, 214 miles $6,900 753-6380, leave light hauling, etc. 4yrs exThursday,
14
July
This
home.
brick
maintained
immaculately
Wan
mini-farm
A beautiful St we
r
perience, free estimates
Southeast of Murray. New
message
11‘2.*
141";
property includes a large 3 bay barn/shop. The horn* has central heaVair &•
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
436-2102 ask for Mathew
central h/a, 33X15 den w/
large den iv/fireplace. COTO s.. this beautiful home with its spectacular view
641 South, 4 miles
fireplace, 2200aq ft plus
1990 PONTIAC Bonneville,
off Ow covered back porch.
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
extra lot for privacy. All for fully loaded. excellent con
on right.
TRACT 12
tree removal, mowing. Free
appointment.
blue/silver
For
69,500
dition,
44± acres just north ol & across Hwy. 121 born TRACT et . This ideal tract has
Scuba goer. atm Le,
estimates 759-1683
cared, wooded and tillable areas. The and is perfectly suited for building,
759-9965 or 753-4358.
call 753-8556 Mon-Fn or
Experienced builder of houses.
waterbed,
MINK .7419mini-ranching I hunting. With road frontage on two sides I only minutes Amoy
nights &
628
1
Al Tree Service Stump
pole barns & storage
garages.
books.
ftwk,
Aritiques:
16V
Talon,
EAGLE
1992
from Kentucky Lake. this is country hying at its best.
weekends
removal and spraying Free
lip robe, brass cadsremodeling Call for
DOHC, 4cyl, 5sp, loaded,
olmon der al stab WM Mama Welk% if dorm or at Mob*
Also
TEPHIS:
buildings
estimates 436-2247, or
excellent condition, new
4 NEW 3br houses on city
labra and much Mak
estimates, no job too large or too
water & sewer. W. con- tires, 40,XXX miles, 492-8737
small
sider trading for other prop- $10,000 obo. 1 owner
W. Dan Farris-CAI Auctioneer
Al Tree trimming & light
Mu R. Dodd-Broker
to
11704
the
in
Priced
after
502-753-8613
Paul
erty
Lamb
hauling
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (502) 492-8798
low $110's 7533672 WWI 5 30prn
436-2102
weeseira trommoommfa d olOaio iikeereakeence new al covAsd enstettel
No
50111

- Extra Big
Yard Sale

isied lo
lion of
Murroy
be attheca! error
weedCan be

•

Garage Sale

-'

•

• YOUR
AD
COULD
13.E
• HERE
.CALL
753-1916

OUR
AD
COULD
„
HERE
-CALL
- 753-1916

^

Yard
Sale

3

-

-

•

Yard Sale

RON HALL

4

NEIL

YOUR
AD
-COULDBE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

rcUSTOh

--1--

Moving Sale

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.

Holiday
Church
left. 1st

Watt
)71
888
as;
Ureai
Usages

284

A

gn

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

Yard Sale

Lamb's Small Engine

753-2925

A Unique
Yard Sale

William Duncan
Building Contractor

ACTION REALTY I FARRIS AUCTION

474-8267
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER a. TIMES

..„
sin

Mired

HOROSCOPES

Servicies
Offered

&onkel,
°Awed

Sonic's

TODAY'S CHILDREN are gentle souls with a delightful sense pf
Popular with their teachers and peers, these Canceriaos. will took
Manor.
14,1994
JULY
Y,
THURSDA
willigieba(1)r your fiersonaliied daily Felliell-KOnlicornsenpe.-basect-orryourovng- --bactrfundly onthkir-sehoei-days.-Innovaiefs often come up with their best
They
own.
their
on
working
99
be
you
happiest
bly
bill
will
company
phone
Your
date.of birth, call 1-900-988-7788.
ideas at night when others are-sleeping! RomantiCand loyal. these Cancericents a minute)
are willing to make weal sacrifices to ensure their mate's happiness. The
ans
22):
23-Sept.
VIRGO (Aug.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
spouse will not take advantage of this tremendous generosity.
ideal
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Banking and business discussions
vinyl siding & trim, roofing,
settleand
awards
loans.
on
center
Almost anything you desire could
king, tiling. Lawns- seeding garages, trim work, tram- THE Gutter Co Seamless
Famaluminum gutters, variety fall'into your lap. Be on the lookout ments. Expand your influence. and
& fertilizing new or existing ing Phone 502-489-2907
kindness
your
need
members
ily
your
showcase
for opportunities to
Blade work & bush - ROCKY COLSON Home of colors Licensed, ip
the
hogging. Reesonable Repair. flocifindin4,-. sured Estimate available
talents, Autumn brings a residential reassurance. Do not fall into
real-purehasing
when
pit
/
money
759-4690
A
nt.
employme
rms. 759-3419.
better
or.
move
painting, plumbing, conSeek expert advice.
- 15 Years Experience KITCHEN CABINET RE- crete. Free estimates Cali VCR REPAIR Wood VCR healdly body is essential if you have estate.
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): ConLIBRA
beta
strike
to
Try
cleaningschedule.
busy
a
474-2307.
Center,
Sartice
old
FACING Make your
+
Only licensed tattoo
+ Cover-up specialist
servicing $15, most repairs
ter balance between work and play. genial vibes sway you now. Even
new again with Formice. Al SEAMLESS gutters in
artist in Calloway Co
colors, free estimates. stalled, residential or com- $35 Free estimates Route
Winter weekend trip; can be fun and small business gains are cause for
•No drugs or alcohol
1 Almo Open 9-12. 1-5. inexpensive. Your ties to a parent or delight. Your powers of persuasion
•Sterile methods
Wulff's Recovery. Murray, mercial. Serval Gutter Co
a
Become
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
admired.
KY 4.36,5560
-widely.
are
by
•
ned
Must be at least
753-6433.
sibling will be strengthe
•Over 29 bright colors „
employment.
of
place
18 years old
your
at
leader
in
early
happens
that
g
doorpatio
-somethin
&
WINDOW
ENSMALL
-LARRY'S
SITEETROCK- •finishing.
Speak up if•you have a good idea,
_
GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs textured ceilings. Larry glass replacement
1995. Voice your support.
•Many designs to choose
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
753-2330.
experience Riding mow- Chrisman. 492-8742.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
,
be
.could
t
ers, push mowers, chain
1-()1Z. APP()iN N11 NT, CA 1 IL: 753-4748
THIS DATE: folk legend Woody glamorous asSignmen
saws, or weed-eaters. Any SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Gold. cos- yours for the asking! Make good.;
Missy
actress
Guthrie.
Free
make Of model. Serviced or "lemma Insured with full
metics executive PolVBergen. use --of your social contacts.
sienna h14,Jim of armynon3 RAO es44.paiss.d, _
OMNI*
Romance veers in--a new direction. -golfer Lee Elder.
- retes-:-Ffefl--estimateil,--timatea-___Day
TIRES TIRES nnEs TIRES TIRES
-experts' adviee hefiiteinvestSeek
.
. FREE: TeddyilleiFiratir'
ARIES (Mareh- 21-Ai-nil" 19):
prompt .dependable.ser- 753-5484.
not fully
-do
Yiiit
soinething
.436-4578
in
den
hamsters.
ing
a
communica
overcome
you
Once'
- vice Satiefebtion -guaran..
tions_barrier, love will burst into full , understand':
Free Mount and
New and Used
•
teed. 492-8437
, after- 5Preare great.for . SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.-rewards
The
bloom.
2yr.
home:
good
to
-FREE
Balance
computer
Prices
Lowest
. • LIcENSED for electric and
old male. neutered & de- those with family ties. Detroit fiiss -if 21): You are bright, friendly and
,
gas: 763-7203. :
--bejeareftillust
:
binkpoken
ittily
w
--trimmed
caiigray
the
clawed eat,
unusual circumstances ferCe
howling:. tree-Min-.'!"th whilL'75• 1467. .-"- Tetlationi3fan importantmeefinp--:-.- --: urn to -accidentally -step on. a col- ming* & removal. Call
TA-UlIVS (April 20--May 20): league's toes! Your words ape some- ,
FREE to loving home: Eh*
- 753-2320. ask tor Dan.
Face reality. You will have to ottlize times sharper-than intended: Tencr
Australian Sheppard
old
MULCH delivered. Murray
puppies 49241341.
all-of your talents to win a current loving care is crucial ia..fam ly
400 Industrial Rd * 753-1111
. 436-5560.
battle.'Your mate or partner lends affainr- 22-J1an..
(Dec.
CAPRICORN
Valuable Iroral support. Do more
TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
listening than talking if hoping to 19): An unexpthed development
preBe
stride.
off
throw_you
could
inflgence children.
pared for -anything! Pepronal conGEMINI _Nay 21-June,
Taking a strong stal‘id will earn you. tentment grows whea.you make criticism from Some people but it is desired changes inStetid ofjaiting
section
the right thing to do. Eventually you for others to.take.tbe lead. Cultivate
..hairdy clip-out
Dia-A-Sèvice issi"
.
7
will-win a-long-overdue opportuniv, your Owngarden.
a
get
you
.
classifieds
the
12- Even iflon are away from home all day, you can still enioy.a
Monday-in
ch
runningett
20-Feb,
*(Jan.
lti);
AQUARIUS
22):
2l-July
June
CANCER_(
910100, for
IE WAGON8 visit. Call me, and let's work out a time-.
-WELCOJV
2ii1 diiiplity ad;regularly priced at
_
-Workaday problemv have to be hatiLove lights up many lives
Wagon Representative, I call on new U.S. cit.-Favorable planetary conditions help died, but your mind may be a mil-_
anewtjaterrfs and movers with a basketful of useful
bitdes-to-b
you capitalize on your talents. Do lion miles sway. Plan a fun-otiting
gifts, couponsfor Fiith grfts, and int_cryraLton yoCi can use.Absolutely '
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
not hesitate yihen ,clesisive action is or hip for the weekend.,A financial
_
FRFP_nneinn %rings Attached
feciutrpt `onloty lrit've! Let rivals_ up Lould se!go'yg:nr urra wild,ggyuw ;
.•
I'd like to call on-you -and will, when we can set a date and
stop by our Office today or dial 753-1916
anise.
know that yoti9411 not go quietly.
time that's convenient. lt'S widen* visit and you'll Illienrwriere to find
PISCESA Feb. 19-March
-EEO:(July 23-Aug. 22): Practi• ._
what you need.
.
of. hew Begincality is emphasized now; certain' Resist die teniptation'to change jobs
_
WAGON.. A Tradition
WEL-COME
call
Please
•
.
extravagant plans must be brought now. Your. hard work is about-to be
60 years.
for
over
*IWO toeartht Your associates are rewarded.: Someone asks for help in
Hostess_iithryn Outland 7511079 WELCOME,WAGON'
not being'negative" when they solving a ifiri4tery or puzzle. -Put onTERNATIONAL. INC.Hostess ingeborg King 492-8348
point out a scheme's flavys. Listen to -your thinking cap. The answer is
obvious:
upset.
getting
out
views-with
their
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement windews, vinyl flooring
436-2052.
•
JIM'S Garden Service
3ald4rta- breaking dis

•

PLUMBING repairman with
sem* iley feefV•GO Cat
436-5255
RILEY CONSTRUCTION:
Remodeling. additions
porches. clocks. arrPorts

TAX reduction strategies
monthly bookkeeping seryices, all types of tax returns prepared Twenty
years experience, low
rates free pick-up & delivery 753-8091

MAGIC NEEDLE YAWN'S

-

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

•••

Yea need us, one day...

-

Only
Only- WA Week!
.

•

For your cOnvenience
_ 1-The Murray -Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Mast
. Card
.,_ . er
753-1916

Call Us Today!

Make a
clean
A.. sweep
with
classified
---elean-out- your -closets and basement with a
classified ad.It's a great way to get rid of items
you -no longer use and make extra money.

.CORNAUSTINS:

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

Ladies Pants
$1695

Knit Shirts
As
Low

91499

F

Sportcoats
$1999

Call and place your ad today!
the

Large Rack

Men's

poz-,--s8999

_

$999
Ea.!

Jewelry

511'.„
,
30

All Accessories
Now

Off

)4-0W

continued with the ace and another
club.
Westruffed and returned theking
of spades, but declarer easily made
the rest pf the tricks. He won the
..epade with the ace, -drew trumpi,
and discarded-two spades on the Q7 of clubs to finish with exactly ten
tricks.
Now let's go back to trick two and
see what East should have done. It
was certainly easy to recognize
West's club lead as a singleton: Ordinarily. West would be expected to
lead either his own suit, spades, or
his partner's suit,diemonds,rather
than dummy's suit, clubs. The only
sensiblereason for aclub lead,therefore, was that the club was a singleton.'So, backing this reasonable deduction, East should have returned
a low club at trick two, not the ace.
Had he done that,the contract would
courthe
have
must
A defender
age of his convictions if he is to have failed. West ruffs, leads the
succeed. He must do more than rec- king of spades, and South loses a
ognize that a certain play has a spade, the A-K of clubs and a club
certain meaning - he must act on ruff.
It is true that it takes marvelo
that knowledge by adopting the best
efor
tactical measures in the circum- self-confidence and self-disci
reby
s
conviction
his
back
to
East
faces.
stances he
Forexample,take this deal where turning a low club-it trick two. HowEast permitted declarer to make ever, backing one's judgment is a
four hearts. He won the club lead barrio-part of the game, and a player
with the king, and, after deducing should not shrink from meeting this
that West's lead was a singleton. responsibility.

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
4 A J 10
K Q 72 _
•A
• 4g Q 765 3
EAST
--WEST
4 74
•KQ983
V6
84 3
• K Q9843
• 1065 2
+AK104
9 ......
SOUTH
4652
IP A .11095
•j7
•J 82
The bidding:
South West
North East
14
1
1•
1+
4V
Opening lead -nine ofclube.

Shorts
LA:w $1299

Dresses

MARKDOWN

•••••-•••-

-•

$999
Starting
At

Ea.1

Ladies Skirts

Jeans

$1495

Denims, Twills & Wraps

Starting $1999
Al
Only

A

Ties

2 $999
For

$80.00
Values

Now
Just

All Ladies

Sportswear
Reduced

514-70!:„

Large Group Fancy

All Boy's Dept.

Socks

Wovens, Knits & Shorts

Now
Only

S299

$1199
* 11t-TR.R.A.11",-

DaVVISTTO

-

Sportswear

As

As

•

Large Group Junior

NT

Suits

CONTRACT'BRIDGETh

Now
Only

Asst.
Tops &
Bottoms

Casual Pants
"
1:sw $12

(502) 753-1916

Values
To
$120.00

- ••• •••••• A••••r•••••
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LOOKING.BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

•
ten by Steve Hale.
Galley."
By The Associated Press
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
Thirty years ago
O.S. Wall of Murray and H.G.
Today is Wednesday, July 13;the 194th day of 1994. There are 171
The annexation of approxiPvt. Thomas D. Dodd, son of
Qurtg.lei of Kithey. have been
days. left in the year,
mately 1,600 acres north of Mur:
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dodd, is now
elected as directors of West KenToday's Highlight in History:
ray into the city was officially
stationed at Fort Stewart, Ga.
On July 13th, 1793, French revolutionary writer Jean Paul Marat
tucky Rural Electric Cooperative
approved July 11 on unanimous
death
in
his
bath
by
Charlotte
Corday.
(The
assassinaBilly Miller, son of Mr. and
was stabbed to
Corporation at its annual
vote by Murray Common
tion inspired the famous painting by Jacques Louis David; Corday was
Mrs. William B. Miller, president
meeting.
Council.
executed four days 'after slaying Marat.)
of Calloway County High School
Waldo Sauter. has been
Billy D. Outland has been
On this date:
Chapter of Future Farmers of
appointed as assistant professor
named Unit Administrator for
In 1787, Congress enicted an ordinance governing the Northwest
America, won the the Tractor
in the Physical Education DepartMatthews Unit by New Madrid
Driving Contest during the third
Territory.
ment of Murray State College. He
County .R-1 Enlarged School Disweek of FFA Leadership Training
In 1821, Confederate cavalry commander Nathan Bedford Forrest
has also been named as assistant
uict Board of Education at New
was born. in Bedford County, Tenn.
at Hardinsburg.
basketball coach.
Madrid, Mo.
- In 1863;rioting against the Civil War military draft erupted in New
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oakley
Mr.
of
Trudy Lilly, daughter
John Hina has been named
York City; the violence resulted in about 1,000 deaths over three days.
and son, Herbie, attended the
Mrs. G.T. Lilly and member
and
assistant principal at Murray
In 1878, the Treaty of Berlin amended the terms of the Treaty of
Lions International Convention
of Murray High School Chapter
High School. He succeeds Leon
San Stefano, which had ended the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78.
held at New York City. While
Ameriof
Homemakers
Future
9f
Miller who has retired.
there, Oakley, member of Murray
In 1977, a 25-houx_bLickout hit the New York City area after lightdelegate to the National
is
ca,
Laurie Beatty, Murray High
Lions Club and Lions District
ning struck upstate power lines.
FHA meeting at Conrad Hilton
School senior, was first place
In 1978, Lee Iacocca was fired as president of Ford Motor Cc. by
III., July 13-16. Governor, won an -ilk-expenn
Chicago,
Hotel,
wirer in Alben Barkley Oratorichairman Henry Ford II.
paid trip for two -to Etermuda.
cal
James Johnson, executiye
Contest held at Paducah.
In 1985, "!Live Aid;" an international reck Concert in London, PhiThe Rev. Lon Outland is
. A feature story about Pro Cage
direetor of Murray Chamber of speaker at a revival meeting
ladelphia, Moscow and Sydney, took place to raise money for Africa's
Commerce spoke at a meeting of being held at Mt. -Sinai
Star Bobby Warren from Hardin
starving people.
_
_
Baptist
is published. The-story was writMurray Kiviranis Club.
- Ten years ago:- Walter F. Mondale, the Democratic presidential
Church.
nominee-apparent, launched his fall campaign in his boyhood homeDEAR ABBY
-town of Elmore, Minn., with_bis new,iy chosen running mate, Geraldine A. Ferraro.
Well,
Susan
got
real
steamed
enjoy_being tied up either, but .1 have saved Susan's life — as
ABBY:
I
am
an
• DEAR
intelligent_
think my judgment was sound.
Five years ago: Washington, D.C. attorney Thomas L. Root.was 30-year-old woman. My husband's and was ready to crown them, but I
well as your own.
It has been over a month and we
rescued after ditch,ing his private ptibe into the Atlantic Mean hear ---2&ye-ar-old sister, Susan, and I are told her to relax. They tied our
•• 4:
the Bahamas; he had suffered-1;mysterious:gunshot wound.(Root was equal -partners in a -smell dress hands behind our Wicks and told us. - are barely speaking tcHoacit-otlavr...
to wait five minutes. Boy, was r Who is right?
:,
,
later sentenced to -prisortin North Carolina for fraud and conspiracy in it. shop.
CAROLE IN-A BIND
Two young boys --- no older than 'suckered:Iwo-seconds-later, these
DEAR ABBY: What can we do I if
'a radici lieensing scam and in federal court for falsifying radio license
14 —.came into our shop. One kids whipped out two roles of duct
anything)
about relatives who never
applications.)
. DEAR CAROLE: You and. invite us to their house, even
pointed a gun at us. The gun did not tape and, before we could pop the
One year ago: The American League defeated the National League look real, but who wants to take a shoelaces binding our hands, our
Susan are fortunate to have lost _though they have been wined, anti
in the All-Star Game, -0-3, in Baltimore.. Race-car driver Davey Alli- chance? We had only $35 and some mouths were taped and we. Were
only $35, plus suffering the -dined at our-home Many Hines?
son died inBirmingham, Ala., of injuries suffered in a helicopter change, in the cash register. Had it bound hand-and-foot, then dragged : • indignity of being trussed like a
They say,"We don't invite people
into a dressing room. It was twb
couple of chickens. Had you over, but come over anytime."
not been for th-a---gun, Susan and
crash.
' •
challenged the boy holding the
Have you any idea why people do.
Today's Birthdays: Formii- fiousing. Secretary Jack Kemp is 59. would have been 'alnatch for them.- hours before a customer came and
released us.
gun (regardless of his tender this? We are ongood terms with
Actor Patrick Stewart is 54. Actor Harrison Ford is 52. Singer Louise One of - the boys dangled two
Abby, Susan is. furious with me.
age) you both could have been them.
shoelaces and wanted -to tie our
Mandrell is 40. Tennis player -Anders Jarryd is 33..
two more casualties-on the
hands. :figured it would take about She says we were patsies to allow a
- 'TOLEDO
Thought for Today: "The worst cynicism — a belief in luck."
evening news. Your having
two minutes to break the laces,and couple of punks to humiliate us; we
Joyce CarolCarol Oates, American author.(1938- ).
nobodywould get hurt — rn -case- never should have let them tie our
insisted orreomplying with the
DEAR TOLEDO: Either they
hands in the first place, etc. I didn:t
the gul__w_i.ts real.
youthful robbers' demands may are insecure about their ability
to property -reciprocate, or too
_lazy toprepartfor guests.

Ten years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will present
the musical production of
"Finian's Rainbow" starting
tonight at Playhouse in the Park.
Other performances will be- on
July 14, 15, 20, 21, 27 and 28.
Bill Phillips, Michelle Garland,
Whitney Taylor, Ross Bolen and
James Schempp have leading
roles.
New officers of AMVETS
Auxiliary of Post 45 are Angie
Gardner, Dorothy Edwards.
Audra Castile, Jo Upchurch,
Wincie Wright, Jeannie DeLuca,
Maxine Starks, Ruth Burton, Carla Jo Wollenweber, Jackie Lee,
Nora Sway and Jeannie Inman.
M.C. Garrott- writes about
Haskell Smith, Chief engineer and
director of maintenance at
Murray-Calloway County Hoipitat, in his column, "Gerrett's

,•••-

HI FAR SIDE

By GARY LARS0t4
DEAR ABBY: The letter about
the high school graduate whose
classmates had written some Xrated comments in his yearbook
reminded me of something one of
..my classmates -wrote in mine in
1925. This'created a -terrible commotion when my parents saw it
Bernice:
"I love you _dearly, I love you
mighty,
- •
"I'd lavemy pajamas next to
your nightyl.
• -tNow, pleaae..clon't fret and don't
get red,
"I mean,on the clothesline — not
in bed."

The ti45P MADE A'
SPECIAL SURPRISE

FOR
GONNA

t:ovvELII7

7-15

CALVIN and HOBBES
GtiESS ir WE GET lb RINIE
SHAM,IT WOULD RE OK lb
nmE TRAVEL. IF METRE
GOOD SNACKS• I. MEM.

NE DIAL IS;E-I Fog AO
MILLION lEAR5 AC43. al

ocF 14E. G043-0!

:• -

I WE N QUESTION .
COI•il VIE GET 'Ibuttait PG
Vit'OD BACK ti4T1t4E,:MO .
IhSASPEA12 AS It& PASS THE
DAY VAE WERE BOW?

„BERNICE L., OAK LAWN,ILL.
To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable [— and most frequently
requested — poemitand essays, send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
"Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
ill. 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

OPP-7

DR. GOTT

Executioner understudies
1141%

II

°1111111.1111
°

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
MAT I IUD MY STICK IT BACK OW! I
AACK!! rVE Bate %kW
ffICE IS TOO ROUND
DEMAND 'IOU GUS
BUTCHERED!! FOR SHORT HAIR?! MY
HAIR BACK ON !
I LOOK LIKE A BEADY-

Of, FOR CRYIN& OUT
LOUD. SSE'S CHASING CATS
IN HER SLEEP MAIN. '

EVED CANTALOUPE!!

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

7r

UU

GARFIELD
I'M WIN& TO THE STOREis THERE ANYTHING'
YOU PONT wANT?

DEAR DR. GOTT: Are there- exercises or physical training that are
helpful for irritable bowel syndrome?
,My physician is unfamiliar with this
process.
50 Musical
ACROSS
instroment
DEAR READER: There are no
1 TV co.
53 MUSlirn title - Answer to Previous Puzzle
4 Attempt
exercises specifically for irritable
55 Lair
8 — Guevara
bowel syndrome, a common intestinal
UMEI OMMO
57 Sick
11 Infinite
disorder marked by excessive gas,
58 Mold or
13 Diving bird
OMOW MMU MOO
abdominal discomfort, diarrhea,aar
mushroom
44-World erg.
OMM IHI UOMM
constipation.
61 Demure
15 Sheep noise
@MOOR UMUIROW
63 Deciliter
16 Devouring
Nonetheless, general exercises —
(abbr.)
MOM PHO
18 New Deal
suet) as brisk walking, biking or swim64 Museum
program
UOUIROM =MR@ ming.-- may help you. As you may
contents
20 Couple
MMO
have discovered, irritable bowel syn65 Medical
22 Sleep stage
drome is frequently worsened by
UOME100 MMEIMMP
stitches
23 Ah —
stress and depression. Both these
-68 Pins:* -MMM DEM
25 Total
69 Let fall
conditions may be tempered by exer27 Back of neck
IIIMMMOD
UOMMMO
70 Author —
30 Hebrew letter
cise.
MOM
UMEI
OWMM
Deighton
32 Goff peg
Therefore, regular exercise will
MMOO EffiCi OROM
34 Not old
benefit you not because of its effect on
DOWN
35 No. of ft. tall
WORM OOD W
the intestine but because it could help
1,Easy task
37 Central region
relieve some of the tensions contributSouth of Colo. 7-130 1994 United Feature Syndicate
40"— Deum"
3 Penpoint
41 Astronauts'
ing to your symptoms. In addition, you
19 Low island
8 Alligators kin
'all right'
4 Cabbage
might also try using Metamucil daily;
21 Expended
salads
9 Attila the —
43 By way of
its stool-bulking effect often stabilizes
24 — de plume
10 MD's chart
44 Pixie
5 That man
bowel function.
26 — culpa
11 Good fortune
46 Old stringed
6 Gravel ridge
28 Favorite
instrument
7 Former
12 Make lace
To give you more information, 1 am
Russian ruler
17 — Command- 29 Female
48 GoddesS of
you a free copy of my Health
sending
sheep
ments
(var.)
healing
Report "Irritable Bowel Syndrome."
31 Section of
Other readers who would like a copy
org.
10
9
6
7
8
5
3
4
2
should send $2 plus a long, self33 Compass pt.
addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
35 Actor —
13
12
11
Linden
Box 2433, New York, NY 10163. Be
36 Plaything
sure
to mention the title.
17
16
14
15
38 Expire
DEAR
DR. GOTT:I've been living
39 Unclaimed
in Florida for a year. The first six
mall-dept.
22
18 19
20
U21
42 Novelist
Months, my 4ealth was fine and I felt
Judith —
27
29
wonderful. tin-January I met a gentle24
25
23
U28
U26
45 Investigative
man and started seeing him. At once I
agcy
33
34
30
32
sore throats. Although we
developed
U31
III 47 Future bird
citizens, we engage in
senior
are
49 Summarize
40
39
37 •38
35 p6
some heavy kissing. I went up north
51 Of ancient
for a month and the problem cleared.
times
44
45
41
43
52 Cloth
U42
Within a week of returning, I suffered
measures
From a sore throat and congestion. Am
SO
48
47
19
46
54 "— Lang
I allergic to my gentleman friend?
U
- Syne
57
53
54
55
DEAR READER: Evidently. But
56 Negative
consider also the possibility that you
word
58 59
58 Cooling could be reacting to something like
61--U82
device
cologne or after-shave lotion that your
67
64
85
se
59 Actress Mary gentleman friend uses.
•UUUUU
In preference to giving up what
70
sa
60 Title of
sounds like a productive relation, you
respect
and your friend should analyze the
62 Actor —
Brynner
factors inherent in your budding inti66 Proceed
macy, such as smoking, the scents I
67 Concerning
mentioned, your mutual diet, sad
other novel aspects of your friendship.
If such a meticulous investigation is
unrewarding, you should see your
family doctor who may agree that you
simply have to put up with the sore
- throats, use anti-histamines, or
cheese partners.

UUU

OH.,
NO
0

UNU

a •iI52
a•

PEANUTS

UUU

UU
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It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
rrest,
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•
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Boneless-Skinless Fryer

Fields Pizza
•.•••••

16 oz. Pkg. 994

—Hot Hugs
Oscar Raw rat Free Healthy Favorites
6 oz.
Lunch Meats

3 For $5.00

-

Breast Fillet

$2.99
16 oz. $1.59

-

lb.

1 Field Sliced (Buns 3/4.29)

Bologna

• ""'

SHOMAhliiirAK

„

Lb.
Fields 16 oz.

Dinner Franks

mums 3/4.29)

California Red

59
$1,

Grapefruit

Jim Adams (Bonus 3/4.56)

Sausage

16 oz.
Jim Adams Sliced (Bonus 3/4.56)
12 oz.
Bacon

$1.69
$1.69

5 Lb. Bag

$1.99

14ilkhouse Sliced Singles

Cheese

sTRAw mutt

Blue Barnet

OLEO
Crt. Quarters

BATHslifienfISSUE

ICA Assorted Flavors

Prairia.Farms From

SOFT DRINKS

YOGURT

12 oz. Can

1/2 Gail=

2 Liter'Bottle

99
I
I
I
Ea.

Prairie Fawns
Lb. Box

Velveeta 3 Lb.
Reg. or Lite

Butter

Cheese Loaf_

$399

12 oz. Can 24 Pk. Cans

Quaker
18 Oz. Box

Pepsi
Products

Oats

"gam
1 4#
!
4

m
44` )

AL
12 Oz. Can

cowl-low
x
.0%

41WIL4-

DETERGENT
Flradr

PAPER1 TOWELS

15 Oz. Box
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We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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mberg.

ICE
Head

Ea.
$1.99

and
Hand.

IUCTS

IC
$599

he right to
and correct
errors.

